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F orew ord
urely the greatest miracle we all cherish is the miracle of life itself.
Now, two extraordinarily accomplished medical doctors have iden
tified the Nitric Oxide molecule as the actual “Spark of Life.” Nitric
Oxide is an invisible gas that protects our greatest asset— our health.
Boosting this invisible gas in your body is as important to your health
and well-being as the oxygen you breathe. This is the basis for The

S

Wellness Solution.
My name is David Oliphant, and I am the publisher and co-author of
The Wellness Solution. I am privileged to publish this book about a re
markable discovery that gives you a new reason to lead a healthier
lifestyle. My role is to present the doctors’ groundbreaking work in a
way that will help you understand how you can determine your own
health destiny. If The Wellness Solution had been written just for doc
tors, instead of for the countless millions of people who want to preserve
their health and well-being, the book might have been appropriately
called The Molecular Biology o f Wellness.
The discovery of the connection between Nitric Oxide and your health
is simple to understand. The major reason we feel better when we eat
healthfully, manage our weight, drink appropriate amounts of water, take
a scientifically balanced vitamin and mineral nutritional system, exercise
regularly, refrain from smoking, and manage our stress (which includes
being a good person), is because all these things help boost the Nitric Oxide
in our bodies! This significant discovery can support a healthy life and will
allow you to age with less pain and suffering than is usually associated
with getting older.. . . That’s The Wellness Solution.

foreword

—
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One of my proudest accomplishments in life is being a part of the
publishing industry for more than 40 years. My life began in the South
Bronx. I was a street kid who at the age of 17 went on to become a
pitcher in the minor leagues for the New York Yankees and the Los An
geles Dodgers. Baseball afforded me the opportunity to pursue my col
lege education. I went from throwing a great fastball to presenting great
books in ways that people could easily understand and enjoy.
Those who remember the world-famous “Illustrated Classics” know
my work, which consisted of translating great literature into exciting
and easy-to-read books, supported by fabulous illustrations that helped
millions of people discover and understand the wonderful world of the
great classics.
Under my direction, over 100 million copies of these great books were
printed and sold, including those by such immortal authors as Herman
Melville, Robert Louis Stevenson, Jules Verne, Stephen Crane, Samuel
Clemens, Emily Bronte, Jack London, Richard Dana, Alexander Dumas,
H.G. Wells, and William Shakespeare. The list goes on and on, but the point
I want to make here is that my goal was to present great books by outstand
ing minds in ways that would be understandable to virtually everyone. I be
lieve this has been accomplished with The Wellness Solution.
One thing I have learned in my publishing career is that the mles never
really change! Every publisher is always looking for “tihe next big book,”
and it is my honor to write this foreword, because The Wellness Solution
is the next big book.
Another proud accomplishment was being the president of Connecti
cut’s Fairfield County Chapter of the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society
for more than eight years, while also serving on its board of trustees for
over 30 years as a volunteer. My main mission in life has always been
to help people, and I believe this book will help millions and millions
of people.
So, how could one more health book make me this excited? Aren’t
bookstore shelves filled with plenty of advice on health? After working
with these two brilliant doctors on this book, I can honestly tell you that

lO
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their incredible knowledge about how you can stay healthy and live longer,
with less pain and suffering, is worthy of being worldwide headline news!
Edward A.Taub, M.D., has been a board-certified pediatrician and a
family doctor for over 40 years and is truly a gift to humanity. He spends
more than half his life researching the latest medical information to stay
up-to-date for his patients’ well-being. That type of dedication is almost
unheard of in the practice of medicine today. As QV C’s “Wellness
Medical Doctor,’’ he probably has the largest medical practice in the
world. I consider Dr. Taub “America’s Wellness Medical Doctor.”
Ferid Murad, M.D., Ph.D., is also an extraordinary and dedicated
doctor. His research is the basis for the science in this book. He shared
th e 1998 N obel P rize in M edicine fo r his research leading to the
discovery th a t N itric Oxide is the body’s “signaling m olecule.” This
means that NO, the chemical name for Nitric Oxide, helps determine
your body’s functions, including your ability to stay healthy by reducing
the risk of degenerative diseases. Can you imagine anything more
important than this? I certainly can’t! Dr. Murad also received the
Albert Lasker Award for Basic Medical Research— ^the most prestigious
medical science award in the United States— for “having advanced the

fundamental understanding o f biochemical mechanisms in cells.”
As I mentioned earlier, these two incredibly gifted doctors have
identified the Nitric Oxide molecule as the Spark of Life. Nitric Oxide
is truly a miracle molecule which provides the missing link for
preserving health. This is the m olecular basis for The Wellness
Solution. The strategy of boosting production of Nitric Oxide in the
entire body, naturally, without drugs, through The Wellness Solution
has never been presented to the public before— that’s why I am so

excited!
The doctors and I first got together in Houston, Texas, where Dr.
Murad is the director of the Institute of M olecular M edicine and the
chairman of the University of Texas M edical School Departm ent of
Integrative Biology and Pharmacology. There, we discussed writing a
book together about how to boost NO in the body and the amazing

Fo r e w o r d
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benefits of doing so. I was mesmerized by the challenge of how I could
possibly take the incredible knowledge from these two gifted doctors
and translate it onto the printed page in a way that we could all relate to
and understand. Both Drs. Taub and Murad looked at me, laughed, and
said, “Dave, that’s your job! You’ve done it before, so let’s go for it!” I
accepted the challenge.
As both publisher and co-author, my role was to put the doctors’
voices together so they could speak as one to the countless millions of
people all over the world who need practical and reliable guidance to
help stem the rising tide of chronic degenerative diseases and the
suffering these illnesses cause. I decided to make their awesome medical
breakthrough both motivational and easy to understand so that no one
who reads the book can ignore it.
L et’s face it: Health education should not end with merely
accumulating information. It should transform our habits, our
characters, and our aspirations as well. Indeed, once you glimpse
through the self-evident truths in our book, I predict you won’t be able
to turn your back on The Wellness Solution.
Previously, I had written a book with Dr. Lawrence B. Slobody,
form er president o f New York Medical College, called The Golden
Years. He believed the human body was built to last 115 years! If you
had read that statement 50 years ago, you probably would have thought
that the good doctor was insane, and reading it today, you probably think
he was being a little overly optimistic. Well, what do you think life
expectancy will be in another 25 years from now? Probably a whole lot
closer to age 115 than it was 50 years ago!

To rep eat. . . boosting your body’s Nitric Oxide is essential,
because it’s as important as the oxygen you breathe, and you can’t
live without it! Let me give you another example. . . . If you were
having a hard time breathing because you were not getting enough
oxygen in your blood, your doctor might prescribe oxygen in a small
tank that could be carried around with you. Someday, that same type of
help will probably be available for Nitric Oxide gas as well.

T he W e l l n e s s S olution
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But why wait? Almost 100,000 research studies on Nitric Oxide have
been published since Dr. Murad won the Nobel Prize in Medicine. New
ways of boosting lifesaving Nitric Oxide in your body are ju st now
being discovered by the drug industry, and projections are that it will
soon become a hundred-billion-dollar-per-year industry. (By the way,
Viagra was the first blockbuster drug based on Dr. M urad’s research.)
But again, why wait? Why not begin with the most natural and noninvasive way to boost Nitric Oxide in your b o d y . . . The Wellness Solution.
I am thankful to Drs. Taub and M urad for allowing me the
opportunity to help them get their message out to the world through this
book. It’s a call to action by two very wise and compassionate
physicians who care deeply about humankind, patients, and their
profession.
Please read on!

Always remember, your health is your most precious asset.
David Oliphant,
Publisher/Co-author

I n t r o d u c t io n
THE ANSWER IS NO . . . WHICH REALLY IS YES!
he time is right and the need is great for a genuine medical revolu
tion to help you stay healthy and feel well. Do you think you are
ready for it? You probably think you are, but your mind may not be as
ready as you think.

T

In fact, the minds of most Americans have been programmed by the dis
ease-care industry to feel sick in order to get you to take the newest and
most expensive drugs, often for diseases you would not know about unless
you watched the drug commercials on television. The United States Office
of Management and Budget recently estimated that medical care will use
up 20 percent of every dollar spent by 2015. This is very disheartening
and confusing because we already spend more money on medical care in
America than the gross national product of most nations in the world com

bined!
Think about what a world we live in! The leading causes o f deaths in
the United States are chronic degenerative diseases, especially heart dis
ease, cancer, and stroke. Remarkably, the leading preventable causes o f
deaths in the United States are smoking, obesity, and the negative side
effects of prescription drugs. So why aren’t we doing something about
this? It makes no sense.
Maybe the reason we aren’t doing something is because we have been
searching for answers in the wrong places. This book, written by two ded
icated medical doctors and a uniquely experienced publisher, provides a
revolutionary answer.

14
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The answer to good health is N O . . . which really means yes. We need
to explain that NO, as used throughout this book, refers specifically to the
chemical symbol for the Nitric Oxide molecule. NO does not refer to the
word no. NO, a chemical symbol, is pronounced by saying each letter: N
followed by O (en-owe). By the way. Nitric Oxide is not the same thing as
“laughing gas,” which some dentists use. That’s nitrous oxide.
Why does NO translate to yes? Because Dr. Fetid M urad’s Nobel
Prize-winning research can help solve the most glaring health problem of
our time, which is the fact that most Americans are now living to a much
older age and are consequently developing more chronic degenerative dis
eases. Half of all baby boomers will have at least one chronic degenerative
disease by the time they are 65 years old, and most will probably go on to
develop two or three chronic degenerative diseases. As a matter of fact 20
percent of Americans over the age of 65 have five or more chronic degen
erative diseases. So, in spite of spending so much money to maintain our
health, we are getting sicker for longer with diseases of the heart, blood
vessels, blood, brain, nerves, stomach, liver, intestines, kidneys, bladder,
genital organs, bones, and joints. Clearly, we need an effective answer to
aging in our society that will make the process worth living for!
This book provides the vision as well as the solution that does make
age worth living for. By reading on, you will prepare your mind for the
new and factual information that heralds a medical revolution based on
NO. This is a genuine paradigm discovery that will literally amaze you.

Are there other answers? Of course, but be aware of what we already
touched upon. Our minds are being programmed by a powerful disease-care
industry.

What about more d n ^ , surgical procedures, and diagnostic tests?
How can those be the answer when we Americans are already the most over
medicated, over-hospitalized, over-radiated, and over-tested people on our
entire planet?

What about a stronger managed health care industry? How can
that be the answer when most of the industry’s efforts to contain health
costs have led to even higher costs as it tries to achieve greater profits?

INTRODUCTION
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What about socialized medicine, or virtually free medical care
for everyone? How can that be the answer when it must ultimately be
paid for with higher taxes and more bureaucracy, which eventually keep
patients away from needed medical care?

What about merely providing information on preventive medi
cine so people will take better care of themselves and stay healthier
in the first place? That’s a partial answer, but not a very realistic one,
since most Americans already know that unhealthy lifestyles are the
major cause of disease, disability, and death. Yet so many Americans
still smoke, eat in excess, and refuse to exercise regularly.
It all boils down to the fact that the answer is NO and The Wellness
Solution. NO is the scientific basis for The Wellness Solution, which helps
build the physical, psychological, and spiritual strengths required for health
and well-being.
• Physical strength is necessary to slow down the disease
process caused by the ever-present force called entropy,
which makes our cells become sick and eventually die.
• Psychological strength is needed to combat our feehngs of
wanting to “give up” on our healthful commitments because
we think good health is “too difficult to achieve” or that “it’s
too late to change.”
• Spiritual strength, which grows as we develop reverence
for life, is required for us to feel worthy of making and
keeping our commitments to take charge of our own health
destiny.
So, the answer is NO because NO helps slow down the force of en
tropy and helps control stress by generating the healthy attitude that we
truly can help ourselves. This is a relatively foreign concept because
modem medicine is based almost entirely on efforts to repair the body
rather than stimulate its natural will to be well. Modem medicine has
neglected the age-old concept that health is largely determined by our
own personal responsibility, self-value, and reverence for life.

16
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We need to stimulate our internal healing strengths, which The
Wellness Solution can do for us. Can you think of anything more valuable
than your health? No matter how wealthy or successful you are, even the
slightest headache, earache, sore throat, or even something as simple as
a splinter in your finger or a hair in your eye can make you feel very un
comfortable and out of balance. More serious symptoms of illness or dis
ease can permanently replace any joy in your life with total sadness.
Being healthy is the most precious gift we can give ourselves. This is why
unleashing the power of NO by following The Wellness Solution can
bring us such wonderful benefits.
Even though the health care system in America is flawed, we are con
vinced that the nobihty of medicine remains. We are honored to serve as
your guides while traveling the path to wellness. The story we teU in this
book will come from one voice representing three co-authors. At times the
voice is mostly Dr. Ferid Murad’s. Other times the voice is mostly Dr. Ed
ward Taub’s. At certain times, the voice is mostly David Ohphant’s. But al
ways, and at all times, we speak to every reader who wants to know now
what we usually learn only when we are much older.
Dr. Murad was awarded the 1998 Nobel Prize in Medicine for his re
search leading to the remarkable discovery that Nitric Oxide is the body’s sig
naling molecule. That means that NO determines your body’s functions,
including its abihty to stay healthy and recover from disease. Therefore, we
have identified NO as the Spark of Life and The Wellness Solution as your
prescription for a healthier, longer life. The following pages will give you a
clearer understanding of NO and teach you, through The Wellness Solution,
how to boost NO in your body. We regard this book as one of our most mem
orable contributions to humanity.

Part One
N it r ic O x i d e (NO)
AND E n d o t h e l i a l H e a l t h
A New Biologic Principle
For everything there is a season, and a time fo r every
matter under heaven: a time to be born, and a time to
die . . . a time to break down, and a time to build up.
— ^Ecclesiastes
e have identified the human body’s Spark of Life. Just as impor
tantly, we have identified The Wellness Solution as a safe, ef
fective way to ignite that Spark of Life.
Would you beheve the Spark of Life is a simple gas, capable of transmit
ting a signal to hve or die to our cells, tissues, and organs? And it’s not oxy
gen. Instead, it’s a more primitive, unstable molecule, and perhaps the oldest
life-supporting molecule to appear on Earth. It’s an invisible gas called Ni
tric Oxide. Again, the chemical name for Nitric Oxide is NO.
Dr. Ferid Murad shared the 1998 Nobel Prize in Medicine with Dr.
Robert F. Furchgott and Dr. Louis J. Ignarro for the world-shaking dis
covery that the NO molecule is a “signaling molecule” in the body. The
notion of a gas being able to send signals between cells all over the body
was a groundbreaking new concept. Put simply, NO molecules can tell
the body to stay well, repair itself, or die.
17
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The fact that NO is a gas makes Dr. Murad’s discovery even more ex
citing in terms of preserving our health. Why? This gas is not restricted
in its travels through the body by the barrier membranes surrounding our
cells. Instead, NO can move freely, permeating the membranes to deliver
signals to and from all parts of the body to help preserve its health. Just
think of NO as being like an invisible mist traveling in an uninhibited
manner through the cells, tissues, and organs of your body. W hat a dra
matic discovery!
A sufficient amount of NO signals the cells of the heart, blood ves
sels, brain, nerves, stomach, liver, intestines, immune system, bones,
joints, bladder, and sex organs to stay healthy and function well. This
is the healing force scientists call homeostasis. On the other hand, NO
gas, by its absence or in an insufficient quantity, signals our cells, tis
sues, and organs to degenerate. This is part of the force scientists call en
tropy, which causes everything in nature to eventually fall apart.
So far, the most widespread application of Dr. M urad’s Nobel Prize
winning research has been the development of Viagra and Viagra-like
drugs to help the penis achieve an erection. The wildly popular Viagra
was designed to increase the effect of NO, which makes blood vessels
wider by relaxing the smooth muscles in their walls. Viagra helps trigger
erections by relaxing blood vessels in the penis so it can accommodate
more blood. Is there more to NO than Viagra? O f course there is. NO
ensures blood flow to the entire body, and The Wellness Solution is the
natural, noninvasive way to make it happen.
Valentin Fuster, M.D., Ph.D., the president of the American Heart
Association in 1998, declared, “The discovery of Nitric Oxide and its
function is one of the most important in the history of cardiovascular
medicine.”
We agree, which is why we feel honored to present The Wellness Solution
to help you reduce your risk of cardiovascular disease, as well as other
chronic degenerative diseases throughout the body. Simply stated, peo
ple w ith high levels of NO in th e ir bodies are generally h ealth ie r
th an people who have low levels of NO in th eir bodies.

N i t r i c O x i d e (NO)

and e n d o t h e l ia l health
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How big a difference can this make to you? Very big! As you read on,
you’ll learn why NO is equivalent to your body’s own natural nitroglyc
erin— ^the classic heart medicine doctors use to treat chest pain and prevent
heart attacks. Like nitroglycerin, NO can signal an explosion of good
health. Dr. M urad’s Nobel Prize-winning research led to the discovery
that nitroglycerin works by stimulating production of NO in the coronary
arteries, which relaxes and widens the vessels and in turn allows oxygenenriched blood to flow through those arteries to nourish the heart. But be
fore we go any further, we need to explain some basic chemistry and
anatomy. We are confident we can make it easy to understand.

What Exactly Is NO?
NO is an unstable, “free-radical” molecule that helps relax and widen our
blood vessels to allow delivery of oxygen to virtually every cell and organ
in the body. Most of the NO in your body is produced by a thin layer of
cells called the endothelium, which coats the insides of your blood vessels.
Our lung cells, white blood cells, and the nerve cells of your brain also
produce NO. To a lesser extent, most other cells of the body may also pro
duce NO.
How unstable are NO molecules? Very! They generally last only two
to three seconds in the body. NO is also a very simple molecule—it con
sists of ju st one atom of nitrogen bound to one atom of oxygen. Com
pared with all the incredibly complex molecules in the body, the NO
molecule is simplicity itself. . . as well as a very good free radical.
We usually think of free-radical molecules as being “bad” for our
health, but NO is a “good” free radical. It’s almost like the fact that there
is “good” cholesterol (HDL) and “bad” cholesterol (LDL).
So, NO is a friendly free radical— and a life-saving one at that! By help
ing to ensure blood flow to all the cells in your body, NO preserves heart
health, brain health, joint health, skin health, lung health, liver health, kid
ney health, immune system health, sexual health, hormonal health— and

20
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much more. Basically, NO signals your cells to live longer and stay
healthy. At the deepest molecular level, NO encourages homeostasis and
regulates entropy. In a sense, it provides scientific substance for the quote
from Ecclesiastes about “a time to break down and a time to build up.” It’s
easy to understand why the goal of The Wellness Solution is boosting the
levels of NO in our bodies.
As an unstable free radical, NO bonds with other molecules in the
body, particularly other free radicals that result from our living in an
oxygen atmosphere and from the ways we metabolize nutrients to pro
duce the energy we require. Obviously, this ongoing chemical process
decreases the level of NO in your body, so it must be put back in bal
ance. You need to encourage your body’s healthy NO-producing cells
and the continuous production of NO molecules.
Just to clarify: A stable molecule consists of one or more atoms
bound together with paired electrons. But a free-radical molecule has an
unpaired electron that drives it to search for other molecules and snatch
away their electrons. O f course, that leaves the other molecules unsta
ble. Damage occurs in the body when those other molecules are in the
heart, brain, joints, skin, lungs, liver, and elsewhere. This chemical
process of snatching away electrons is called oxidation, which is the
scientific term for rust!
Just as it is in our cars and in our homes, rust in our bodies is usually
a sign of aging and deterioration. But instead of calling this process
rust, we choose to call it degeneration and disease. Now you can truly
begin understanding what chronic degenerative diseases in all parts of
the body really mean . . . . It ’s rust.
Oxidation reduces the amount of NO in the body. Imagine all the
NO-producing cells lining the insides of blood vessels as the cells rust
away . . . then think about all the NO molecules that are still being pro
duced. Imagine them as they are destroyed by renegade molecules that
are snatching their electrons. It’s not a pretty picture, and neither is the
result, which is the current epidemic of chronic degenerative diseases in
all parts of the body.
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Some of the culprits that increase these electron-snatching thieves in
the body are stress, obesity, cigarette smoke, pollution, pesticides, contam
inants, radiation, and unhealthful food. It is estimated that in these modem
times all our cells experience many thousands of destmctive free-radical
“hits” every minute. However, remember that NO is the exception. So, we
hope you get it-----We must keep NO levels in our bodies as high as pos
sible and take steps to protect our bodies from free radicals that cause dis
ease. The Wellness Solution will help you do that.

What Exactly Is the Endothelium?
The endothelium is a very thin layer of cells lining the inside of our
blood vessels. Endothelial cells are responsible for manufacturing most
of our NO. How thin is the endothelium? The layer of cells lining our
blood vessels is only one cell thick. That’s amazing when we consider
it is the source of the Spark of Life.
W hat’s also amazing is that at one time, the endothelium was thought
to be just a fine layer of inactive cells. However, thanks largely to Dr.
M urad’s research, we now know the endothelium is extremely active
and has numerous functions, including increasing the width of our blood
vessels by producing NO.
It’s important to note that endothelial dysfunction (a less-than-healthy
endothelium) is a major cause of chronic degenerative diseases, espe
cially of the heart and blood vessels. However, the good news is that
endothelial dysfunction can be reversed.
Again, because NO is a gas, it is able to penetrate cell membranes to
regulate the function of neighboring cells as well as distant cells. It’s
like an airplane flying unimpeded through a dense cloud. The endothe
lium produces puffs or sparks of NO that exist for only a few seconds.
. . . That’s one of the reasons we call NO the Spark of Life. This is an
entirely new principle for understanding how to preserve health and bal
ance in the body. Let’s continue.
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The human vascular system is so extensive that if our blood vessels
were somehow hned up end to end, they would be over 100,000 miles
long! Now we know just how delicately the endothelium regulates these
vessels through its production of NO. The signaling molecule relaxes and
widens our blood vessels, thereby ensuring proper blood flow and the de
livery of life-giving oxygen and nutrients to all parts of our bodies.
Although only one cell thick, the endothelial layer that hnes the inside
of our blood vessels has the surface area of about eight tennis courts. In a
sense, the endothelium is a vital organ, just like the brain, lungs, pancreas,
and liver. Not only that, but if you could somehow collect all the cells,
they would weigh over 5 pounds and be one of the heaviest organs in the
human body! (Compare that with the brain and liver. Each of those organs
weighs about 3 pounds.)
Dr. Murad discovered nitroglycerin works by releasing puffs of NO
molecules, which cause the walls of the coronary arteries to relax and
widen. It is the same with the rest of the body. The most obvious result
of the relaxing and widening process is that it regulates blood pressure,
which directly affects the heart. If blood vessels are narrow, blood pres
sure is increased, which causes the heart to work harder to pump blood.
Healthy endothelial cells producing sufficient NO also help decrease
blood clots in the vessels.
NO even reduces the stickiness of blood clots once they’ve formed,
which is a major factor in determining whether the clots will attach to the
inner walls of the vessels, causing heart attacks and strokes. NO probably
also decreases the formation of atherosclerotic plaque. Finally, NO helps
regulate the movement of blood cells through capillary walls to support
immunity, tissue repair, infection control, and general healing.
To repeat, endothelial dysfunction, which means less-than-good health
in the delicate lining inside the blood vessels and therefore less NO, is a
major cause of chronic degenerative disease throughout the body.
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Natural Discoveries with Real Results
Did nitroglycerin act via release o f Nitric Oxide? Dr.
Ferid Murad bubbled Nitric Oxide gas through tissue.
Cyclic GMP increased! A new mode o f drug action had
been discovered!
— Inscription accompanying the
Nobel Prize in Medicine, 1998
Would you believe that nitroglycerin has been used for almost 150 years
as both an explosive and a heart medicine?
Alfred Nobel’s father was an engineer in Sweden who built bridges
and buildings, and constantly experimented with different ways of blasting
away rocks. Alfred Nobel thought he could help his father by making ni
troglycerin into a safe explosive— at that time, most people considered
nitroglycerin much too dangerous to be of any practical value. The prob
lem was that nitroglycerin would explode in an unpredictable manner
when subjected to heat or pressure.
In fact, Alfred Nobel’s initial experiments with nitroglycerin killed
several coworkers, including his younger brother, Emil. As a result,
Swedish authorities banned further experiments within Stockholm’s city
limits. In response, Alfred moved his laboratory to a barge on a lake to
conduct his experiments in relative safety— at least for the townsfolk.
Through his experimentation, Alfred discovered that mixing nitro
glycerin liquid with fine sand would turn the liquid into paste, which
could then be shaped into rods that could be placed into drilling holes
and somewhat more safely be ignited to explode. Alfred Nobel named
his discovery dynamite and received a patent for it in 1866. He also in
vented fuses and detonating caps for the dynamite, creating such a de
mand in the construction industry that he became one of the wealthiest
men in Europe. Through his will, he established the Nobel Foundation,
which awards the Nobel Prize in Medicine for discoveries that bestow
the greatest benefits for mankind.
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Alfred Nobel suffered greatly with angina pectoris, which is chest
pain due to constriction or obstruction of the coronary arteries that de
liver oxygen to the heart muscles. This often leads to death of some
heart muscles, which we then call a heart attack or myocardial infarc
tion. Coincidentally, Alfred Nobel’s doctors told him to take nitroglyc
erin, the active ingredient in his dynamite, to relieve the pain and anxiety
of his angina pectoris. The inventor wrote to a friend, “It sounds like the
irony of fate that I have been prescribed nitroglycerin, internally.”
In another irony of fate, 100 years later. Dr. Murad’s curiosity about why
nitroglycerin helps so many patients with coronary artery disease led him to
the discovery that it stimulates the production of NO, which relaxes the coro
nary arteries and allows blood to flow more freely to deliver life-saving oxy
gen to the heart.
Thanks to Dr. M urad’s discovery, we now know how our oldest, and
still one of our most important, heart medicine works. NO is like your
body’s natural nitroglycerin! This is a new concept in molecular biology
and a major basis for molecular medicine, which is a dynamic new sci
ence.
As director of the Institute of Molecular Medicine for the Prevention
of Human Diseases in Houston, Texas, Dr. Murad now helps to focus
the efforts of many distinguished scientists from all over the world on
how to use this knowledge for developing new strategies for disease.
The researchers are totally dedicated to the mission of the institute,
which is:
To conduct disease-oriented basic research, to make
clear the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying
human diseases and to use this newly gained knowledge
for the rational design of methods o f treatm ent and,
wherever possible, create strategies for the prevention
of disease. Disease prevention will be the goal of m edi
cine in the 21st century. It will save lives, reduce human
suffering, and maintain the quality of life.
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Most Americans, especially as they age, simply do not have sufficient
amounts of NO in their bodies. Why? Because people who smoke, who
are obese, who don’t exercise, or who are chronically stressed probably
have endothelial dysfunction. If we also count the people who have high
cholesterol, atherosclerosis, hypertension, or diabetes, then the list adds
up to most Americans. Fortunately, the endothelium has remarkable re
cuperative power. As you read on, you will learn how to ignite and det
onate that power—just like Alfred Nobel did.
This is fairly complicated, but it’s the basis for Dr. M urad’s Nobel
Prize in Medicine, so it’s a worthwhile chemistry lesson to spend a few
moments reading .. . .
Many of the effects of NO occur because NO stimulates
the form ation of another messenger molecule that’s
called cyclic guanosine monophosphate, or cyclic GNP.
One of the effects of cyclic GNP in our blood vessels is
to regulate the contractile protein machinery. This leads
to the relaxation and dilation (widening) of our blood
vessels. The popular drug Viagra, and similar products,
inhibits the m etabolism and the inactivation of cyclic
GNP. Thus, drugs such as Viagra enhance the effects of
NO. The effects of NO on the relaxation of blood vessels
in the penis are increased with these drugs to achieve and
maintain erection. However, these drugs can be associ
ated with toxicity in some patients taking nitroglycerin
or related drugs.

Boosting Nitric Oxide Production
A healthy lifestyle helps boost NO in your body. The kind of lifestyle that’s
needed is one which includes healthful nutrition, weight management, drink
ing adequate amounts of water, a medically responsible vitamin and mineral
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nutritional system, a no-smoking commitment, and stress management,
which includes being a good person. So does working with your physician
to control high cholesterol, atherosclerosis, hypertension, and diabetes. All
of this can have an extremely positive impact on NO production. As a matter
of fact, recent studies indicate that the vast majority of the 650,000 new heart
attacks occurring each year could be prevented or delayed for decades!
The most effective way to boost NO is to support your endothelial
health by utilizing the information w e’ve shared with you, which is
worth repeating over and over, because its elements are so simple yet so
powerful: healthy nutrition, weight management, adequate amounts of
water, scientifically balanced nutritional supplements, no smoking, and
stress management, which includes being a good person.
Nutritional supplements, especially antioxidants, provide a form of ad
ditional health insurance, because the body uses the ingredients to help
manufacture and sustain healthy levels of NO. In situations involving ar
terial inflammation, high blood pressure, diabetes, tobacco use, and the
Uke, the endothelium becomes so dysfunctional that the vitamins and min
erals we ingest from our foods alone may not be sufficient to produce a
healthy amount of NO. For example, a fresh apple slice eventually turns
brown when its molecules are exposed to the free-radical molecules in the
air. However, the apple slice can be somewhat protected from the oxidation
by lemon juice, which contains antioxidants, especially vitamin C.
You also need to know that there are three very active enzymes called
Nitric Oxide Synthases (NOS), which are necessary for your body to
manufacture NO. Certain conditions or disorders in the body lead to
the production of molecules that inhibit the three NOS enzymes needed
to manufacture NO. It’s important to know this about NOS, because ev
idence suggests that antioxidants can boost NO production by directly
supporting the production of NOS enzymes.
In a nutshell, scientifically balanced nutritional supplements can both
boost production and preserve NO in the body You’ll learn more about
nutritional supplements later on; first, it’s important for you to under
stand why we prescribe The Wellness Solution — and who needs it.
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Who Needs The Wellness Solution?
Cardiovascular disease kills more Americans than any other disease
does. Therefore, it is crucial to understand how The Wellness Solution
can help reduce your risk of having a heart attack or stroke. Indeed, peo
ple with chronic degenerative diseases anywhere in the body are good
candidates for The Wellness Solution.
The definition of a risk factor, as used in this book, is something or
some action that makes people more likely to have a particular medical
problem. Let’s consider that notion more carefully. Several relatively
recent articles in the Journal o f the American Medical Association
(2003) debunk the long-held myth that only 50 percent of patients with
severe heart disease have known risk factors. Instead, the surprising new
studies show that about 90 percent of patients with heart disease have
one or more of the following risk factors:
Obesity
Sedentary Lifestyle (Not Enough Exercise)
Diabetes Mellitus
High Cholesterol or Abnormal Lipids (Fats)
High Blood Pressure
5^ Smoking
The following risk factors also increase the chance of a heart attack or
stroke:
Angina or Previous Heart Attack
Chronic Stress
Age Older than 50 Years
Family History of Heart Disease
We definitely prescribe The Wellness Solution for anyone with one
or more of the above risk factors. NO is ubiquitous in our bodies; there
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is much more NO than oxygen in us, so it should come as no surprise
that this signaling molecule can have so many positive effects— ^not only
for those who are at risk for cardiovascular disease, but for the entire
spectrum of chronic degenerative diseases.

A New Psychological Principle
New medical research indicates that our mind-sets and the steps we are
willing to take to change our lives for the better can help boost produc
tion of NO in the endothelium as well as in the nerve cells of our brain.
This means the psychological benefits of NO can be as important as its
physical benefits.
The connection between the brain and body occurs when NO is pro
duced in the nerve cells of the brain, specifically the thinking front part,
called the cerebrum. Being happy, thinking positive thoughts, and managing
stress appear to boost NO production. As a matter of fact, laughing and
even humming to yourself have been shown to boost NO production.
NO gas molecules can instantaneously pass right through countless
billions of cell membranes that separate the “thinking” cerebrum from
the back part of the brain, where the “non-thinking” medulla regulates
the body’s autonomic nervous system, which controls your heart rate,
blood pressure, breathing, stress hormone levels, and virtually every
thing that happens automatically in the body. Thus, NO sends its sig
nals throughout the brain to the entire body, encouraging homeostasis
or entropy.
NO is called a neurotransmitter when it functions in the brain or nerve
cells, because it allows the cells to communicate. . . hterally to talk with one
another. When researchers first explored the roles of NO, the brain was the
least expected organ in which to find this gas. Nevertheless, NO is found
throughout the entire brain, suggesting its involvement in virtually every
brain function as a signaling molecule, spreading messages throughout the
brain and body.

N i t r i c O x i d e (NO)
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T hat’s not all. Dr. Salvador Moncada, a respected British NO re
searcher, suggests that NO may even be the basis of memory! This
idea is based on the discovery that when brain cells are strongly stim
ulated by NO signals sent from other cells, they produce and send back
even more NO molecules to tell the sender cells that their message has
been received. Not only that, NO seems to somehow program the
sender cells to send even stronger signals the next time. Thus, NO may
explain memory formation as well as memory reinforcement.
R einforcing m em ory is especially im portant when people are
ready to fall off the wagon regarding their com m itm ents to live
healthier lives, for example, by exercising regularly or not smoking
or avoiding ju n k food. We’ve all experienced how easy it is to talk
ourselves into breaking our healthy prom ises to ourselves by ju st
thinking, This promise is becoming much too difficult to keep. Fortu
nately, NO seems to signal our brain cells to quickly rem ember why
we made the healthy comm itm ent in the first place! In addition, NO
may transm it increasingly stronger signals to remind the brain ceils
about w hat’s important.
To sum up the research, attitude and commitment are real answers to
boosting NO in the body, including the brain. A happy, positive attitude
in the thinking part of the brain can trigger healthy responses in the au
tonomic nervous system that decrease stress in the entire body. This can
lead to a happier, less stressed, and more positive you.
Rather than giving in to destructive thinking that tells you that enjoy
ing healthy nutrition, managing weight, drinking enough water, taking
scientifically balanced nutritional supplements, getting regular exercise,
refraining from smoking, and managing stress, including being a good
person, are habits that are too difficult to continue, you can let NO help
program your thinking brain cells to become even more committed to
healthy lifestyle changes. W hat a great bonus when times get tough!
The bottom line is that NO is a major key to good health, and the happier
and more positive you are, the more NO you will produce.
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A New Spiritual Principle
Again, people with more NO in their body are generally healthier
than people with less NO. Therefore, it’s appropriate to consider all
means, natural and medical, to keep your endothelium healthy, boost
ing NO in your body. But we should ask ourselves: What is it that

stops us from doing what we obviously know we need to do to stay
healthy or get well? We should also ask ourselves: Why are countless
millions o f Americans joining the legions o f the “worried well” and
the “walking wounded”? We should also wonder why we are becom
ing a nation of hypochondriacs who are seeking magic pills for every
thing bothersome. Perhaps part of the answer may be a lack of love
for ourselves and others— a feeling of emptiness or spiritual isolation.
Being ill may sometimes be synonymous with “I Lack Love” (I-L-L),
because if we don’t value ourselves, w e’re not very likely to take the
necessary steps to improve our health.
Our health is largely determ ined by personal responsibility, self
value, and reverence for life. T hat’s why being a good person and
trying not to do anything wrong are such im portant ingredients of

The Wellness Solution.
It’s been said that there are no atheists in foxholes, so perhaps the
lesson here for all of us is to develop a genuine reverence for life that
brings forth the feeling that we are part of som ething much greater
than ourselves . . . a feeling that makes us feel worthy of this life,
being alive, and feeling well.
Jerome Groopman, M.D., a respected professor o f m edicine at the
Harvard Medical School, wrote an essay in the New England Journal
o f Medicine about his patient Anna, who was on the cancer ward.
Anna asked him to pray to God with her. The doctor considered the
fact that none o f his training in medical school or m edical practice
had taught him how to reply to Anna. He began wondering whether
doctors should regularly consider religion in the lives of their patients
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and in their own lives. M ostly he wondered whether there was any
place for God at the bedside of the patient during hospital rounds.
Facing Anna, he searched for a response and reminded him self that as
a physician, whatever he says or does must be for the benefit of his
patients. He also contem plated the fact that although the issue of
prayer and healing has captured the public’s imagination, the pub
lished research has been inconclusive. Unsure of which words were
appropriate, he asked Anna, “W hat is the prayer that you want?”
“Pray to God to give my doctors wisdom,” Anna replied. To that, the
doctor silently echoed, “Amen.” So do we.

The Breakout Principle
Dr. Herbert Benson, also a professor of medicine at the Harvard Med
ical School, coined a term for the creative breakthrough felt by artists,
athletes, students, writers, poets, musicians, and virtually everyone
at some time in their lives. He calls the feeling the “Breakout Princi
ple.” Research shows the feeling is associated with an increase of
NO in the blood and brain. Isn’t that ju st amazing? An increase in
NO is also associated with the wonderful feeling of radical amaze
m ent that we sometimes experience when we find ourselves taking
time to contem plate being part of something larger than us and sa
cred.
If having a spiritual epiphany is associated with an increase in NO,
could it be possible that the vision of a white light at the end of a tun
nel, seen by many people while having a near-death experience, is a
reflection of the ultim ate detonation of NO in the body, signaling life
rather than death? Finally, since NO signals both life and death,
would it be reasonable to speculate that a higher power helps heal the
human body through NO . . . the Spark of Life?
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Turning Over a New Leaf
Now that you have learned how important it is to keep your NO levels
high, we want to provide a response to a powerful challenge by Dr.
Alexander Leaf, who is one of Harvard’s most distinguished professors
of medicine— and our own medical mentor. Fifteen years ago. Dr. Leaf
wrote an essay in the New England Journal o f Medicine called “The
Prevention of Coronary Artery Disease; A Medical Imperative.”
Dr. Leaf wrote, “Members of the public need to accept more respon
sibility for their own health through the choices they make and the
lifestyles they pursue. They need to be disabused of the fantasies that
they can indulge in whatever lifestyle they wish and that medicine will
provide a pill or operation to erase the adverse effects of a lifetime of
self-abuse. Achieving cultural change is not easy, but the public is seek
ing sound advice, so physicians should be in the vanguard.”
Dr. Leaf continued, “We realize that risk factors are only crude,
sometimes distant, markers of disease, yet we anticipate new and pow
erful insight into the prevention of disease. . . and physicians are in an
optimal position to provide new understanding that will create simpler,
more available, more effective preventive measures.”
Suddenly, the risk factors Dr. Leaf refers to are no longer “only crude,
sometimes distant, markers of disease,” because now we know that 90
percent of patients with severe heart disease have identifiable risk factors.
As physicians, we also know our principal responsibility is improving
our patients’ chances for healthy lives. Now, working hand in hand with
a uniquely experienced pubhsher, we humbly accept Dr. Leaf’s challenge
“to provide new understanding that will create simpler, more available,
more effective preventive measures.” This is The Wellness Solution.

Please read on, and remember that health is your most precious asset
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S u s t a i n i n g L if e
Generalized Hypovitaminosis
e have identified a new disease condition that we believe is a
major contributing cause of the rising tide of chronic degenera
tive diseases in the modem world.

W

We call this abnormal condition Generalized Hypovitaminosis. It’s an
aspect of the Taub-Murad-Oliphant Syndrome that we’ll tell you more
about in the last part of the book. The miracle is the fact that we already
have an effective prevention and treatment plan to share with you!
In the United States, we are seeing a startling increase in a long list of
such diseases. The list includes Alzheimer’s disease; arthritis; autoimmune
diseases; blindness from age-related macular degeneration; cataracts; can
cer; chronic liver, lung, and kidney diseases; diabetes; osteoporosis; and es
pecially cardiovascular diseases, including atherosclerosis, hypertension,
strokes, and heart attacks. Quite a list! As life expectancy continues to in
crease, as it undoubtedly wiU, the incidence of these and other degenerative
disorders will as well.
We are confident that raising pubhc awareness of Generalized Hypovi
taminosis can help to stem this troubling tide by helping hundreds of mil
lions of people who are needlessly suffering with these conditions to avoid
the onset of these degenerative diseases and to improve their symptoms.
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Generalized Hypovitaminosis sounds pretty complicated. It isn’t.
Let’s break it down and make the definition very clear. It’s actually de
rived from Greek and Latin: Hypo means “less than normal,” or insuf
ficient. Vita means “life.” Amine refers to nitrogen compounds. Osis
means “an abnormal condition, disease, or syndrome.” Clearly put: This
is a disorder caused by having insufficient amounts of vitamins to sup
port Nitric Oxide levels and a healthy life.
L et’s look at another example to further clarify Generalized Hy
povitam inosis: People with normal levels of NO in their bodies are
generally healthier than people with low levels of NO in their bodies.
The amount of vitam ins that m ost people consume daily is sufficient
to prevent classic vitam in deficiency diseases, such as scurvy,
beriberi, pernicious anemia, rickets, and pellagra. But the damage to
your body th at’s caused by increased amounts of free radicals re
quires increased amounts of vitamins, especially antioxidants. There
fore, when your daily intake of vitamins is insufficient to overcome
that dam age, the levels o f NO in your body decrease, which con
tributes to the development of chronic degenerative diseases. This is
Generalized Hypovitaminosis.
It’s really simple to understand. Look at it this way: When your im
mune system starts to break down, you are susceptible to colds and
more serious ailments and sicknesses. If your body is lacking the vita
mins and minerals it needs to sustain life, then your immune system
starts to weaken and you become vulnerable. The same thing can occur
with other bodily systems, not just your immune system. Thus, Gener
alized Hypovitaminosis can lead to a general systems breakdown that
causes chronic degenerative disease in the cardiovascular system, nerv
ous system, hormonal system, gastrointestinal system, genital-urinary
system, the bones, and joints. It really is that simple.
Speaking of simple. Generalized Hypovitaminosis, which is a part of
the Taub-Murad-Oliphant (TMO) Syndrome, will be called GH in this
book from this point on.
Before we go any further, however, let’s discuss why we recommend
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that you take a well-balanced, scientifically current, and medically re
sponsible vitamin and mineral nutritional system formula.
Our bodies cannot survive without vitamins and minerals, but did
you know that, for the most part, your body doesn’t manufacture its own
vitamins and minerals? You only get these essential nutrients from the
foods you eat or the nutritional supplements you ingest. However, even
if you eat very well, it’s highly unlikely that you will get the amount of
vitamins and minerals that medical research now shows can reduce your
risk of many major diseases.
The following is a factual short story that we think is interesting, be
cause it illustrates just how current our knowledge of vitamins and min
erals really is. In the 18th century. Great Britain’s famous explorer
Captain James Cooke observed that sailors suffering with scurvy im
proved after eating sauerkraut soaked in lemon juice (vitamin C). But it
wasn’t until the 19th century that vitamins and minerals were first dis
covered. Finally, the classic vitamin deficiency diseases weren’t even
identified until the 20th century. Then they were given exotic names like
scurvy, beriberi, pellagra, rickets, and pernicious anemia. W hat resulted
from all the discoveries was the worldwide prevention and treatment of
many serious diseases. This has had a profound impact on hundreds of
millions, maybe even billions, of people, especially those living in coun
tries where chronic malnutrition is prevalent. Amazingly enough, the
prevention and treatment strategies consisted simply of eating more
healthfully and using supplemental vitamins and minerals.
It’s also amazing that by some strange twist of fate, and maybe some
politics to boot, the following U.S. government-mandated statement per
sists, in spite of very solid evidence to the contrary; “Vitamins and min
erals are not intended to treat, cure, or prevent any disease.”
Something is seriously wrong! This statement is not acceptable in the
21st century, and we look at it as misleading information from the past that
needs some serious updating. For example, iodine deficiency results in goiter
(enlarged thyroid) and hypothyroidism in some inland countries where
seafood is not part of the diet. Iodine supplementation prevents this disorder.
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The situation reminds us of a time, not so long ago, when polio began
disappearing as a result of Dr. Jonas Salk’s famous “dead-vim s vac
cine”— a world-shaking medical solution that initially caused influential
medical scientists and governmental health departments to essentially
declare, Hogwash! It couldn ’t possibly be effective. The prevailing med
ical wisdom discounted the idea that a dead-vims vaccine could inoculate
people against getting a disease caused by a live vims. With the help of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt and the nonprofit March of Dimes cmsade. Dr. Salk’s vaccine prevailed . . . and probably saved a whole gen
eration of young people from contracting polio.
We are confident that the updated information that will follow in this
part of the book will enlighten you and withstand the test of time. We want
to make it clear that it is not our intention to make disease-related claims
that fall outside of the U.S. government’s regulatory protocols for nutri
tional supplements. Indeed, our sole intention is to identify the character
istics of a new disease condition, GH, which by its definition may be
prevented or treated with the proper use of vitamins and minerals, under
a comprehensive umbrella of good medical care and a healthy lifestyle.
However, it’s imperative that GH is taken very seriously, which requires
new guidelines on prevention and treatment with the proper use of vitamins
and minerals. You are about to read, in Part Four of this book, how The
Wellness Solution deals with reducing the risk of chronic degenerative
diseases by fostering your internal healing force—^homeostasis— ^while
slowing down the force of entropy that causes everything in the body to
eventually fall apart. As a matter of fact, you are about to step outside the
traditional disease treatment model of medicine and step into the world of
modem preventive medicine and wellness, not illness.

How Common Is Generalized
Hypovitaminosis ?
GH is widespread throughout the world, but it’s especially prevalent in
the United States. Ironically, it is a malnutrition disorder that is found
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mostly in the more “civilized” countries with the most pollution, smog,
acid rain, radiation, and stress. It’s hard to believe that Americans, living
in a culture of supersized meals, could be suffering with a malnutrition
disorder, but that’s exactly what happens when we make food choices
that result in our getting more than a third of our daily calories from un
wholesome and unhealthful sources— which they are when they come
from fast foods, junk foods, refined sugars, and dangerous fats. These
factors contribute to this malnutrition disorder and play a part in break
ing down the various systems in our bodies, thus leading to chronic de
generative diseases.
Let us provide a clearly documented example of how dietary changes,
diminished exercise, and more sedentary behavior have markedly changed
the presence of a serious and common disease, diabetes mellitus. The
Pima Indians, for centuries, were a society who actively hunted and raised
crops and grains in southwestern areas of North America. They were
healthy with only rare cases of diabetes. When they were placed on the
reservations, their hunting and agricultural activities diminished. Their
diet changed from fruits and grains to more carbohydrates, additional fatenriched meats, and increased alcohol consumption. Exercise decreased
dramatically. Today, the prevalence of diabetes can be as great as 70 per
cent in some Pima families.
In the United States, the medical concept of hypovitaminosis D sur
faced in 2001 with the publication of a very surprising study demon
strating that although rickets— the classic vitamin D deficiency
disease— ^has virtually disappeared, there is new evidence of widespread
vitamin D deficiency in old and sick people, because of their limited
exposure to sunshine as well as their poor vitamin D intake from food.
In a major New England hospital, 57 percent of the elderly patients in
the medical wards were found to have significantly low levels of vitamin
D in their b lo o d . . . again, the beginning of potential medical problems,
including chronic degenerative diseases.
As we’ve said before, it is highly unlikely that we will get the vitamins

and minerals science now shows us that we needfrom just thefoods we eat.
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Let’s continue. Again, even though we may be malnourished, it doesn’t
always mean that we will have one of the classic vitamin deficiency dis
eases like beriberi (vitamin B-6), scurvy (vitamin C), pernicious anemia
(vitamin B-12), pellagra (vitamin B-6), or rickets (vitamin D), but the sit
uation could lead to GH and then to chronic degenerative diseases.
Another dramatic example was how startled medical scientists were
when they discovered that the rate of devastating neural tube birth de
fects, such as spina bifida, plunged by 80 percent once pregnant women
without any signs of classic folic acid deficiency began supplementing
their usual diet with just tiny amounts of folic acid. Could this have
been a fluke? No, because just a few years later, a dramatic 42 percent
reduction in the risk of heart disease was also reported in people who
were taking folic acid and vitamin B-6 supplements— even though they
had no signs of folic acid or vitamin B-6 deficiency!
Other studies have shown that vitamin C and vitamin E supplements
can reduce the risk of heart disease in people without the classic signs
of vitamin deficiencies. Also, solid evidence has emerged to show that
vitamin C and folic acid supplements reduce the risk of cancer—again,
in people without any signs of vitamin deficiency.
Finally, in a recent dramatic study, supplemental antioxidants (vita
mins C and E and beta-carotene) and zinc were given to thousands of
people who were at increased risk for age-related macular degeneration
(the most common cause of blindness in the United States). The fol
lowing press release (2001) by the National Institutes of Health speaks
volumes about GH:

Antioxidant Vitamins and Zinc Reduce Risk
of Vision Loss from Age-Related Macular Degeneration
“High levels of antioxidants and zinc significantly re
duce the risk of advanced age-related macular degener
ation (AMD) and its associated vision loss. Scientists
found that people at high risk of developing advanced
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stages of AMD, a leading cause of vision loss, lowered
their risk by about 25 percent when treated with high
dosages of vitamin C, vitamin E, beta-carotene, and zinc.
This is an exciting discovery because, for people at high
risk of developing AMD, these nutrients are the first ef
fective treatment to slow the progression of the disease.”
So you can clearly see how the rising tide of chronic degenerative
diseases is associated with GH. What is even more remarkable is the
fact that preventing and treating GH is such a simple way to reduce your
risk of succumbing to such major diseases!
It is interesting to note that GH has certain parallels with another
disease. Kwashiorkor, a malnutrition disorder caused by protein defi
ciency. Kwashiorkor occurs mostly in poverty-stricken countries and is
one of the w orld’s m ost widespread nutritional problems. Its most
prom inent features are growth failure, muscle loss, generalized
swelling, decreased immunity, and a very large, protuberant abdomen.
The earliest symptoms are fatigue, tiredness, and lethargy.
Kwashiorkor and GH are both diseases of malnutrition and reflec
tions of the societies in which people live. Kwashiorkor is rampant in
the poorest countries, where people are starving, while GH is the
scourge of modem countries, where people get enough nutrients to pre
vent Kwashiorkor but not enough to prevent the chronic degenerative
diseases that result from having excess free radicals constantly bom
bard their cells, because of the so-called good life they lead.
An “essential” nutrient is one that the body cannot make, and its absence
from the diet causes disease or even death. Both Kwashiorkor and GH are
caused by inadequate intakes of a wide array of essential nutrients. In Kwa
shiorkor, the deficiencies involve a cluster of amino acids that the body re
quires to make proteins (lysine, leucine, isoleucine, methionine, and so on).
Similarly, we have accurately identified a cluster of vitamin insufficiencies
(D, C, E, B-12, B-6, folic acid, and others) as the basis for the condition we
now call GH.
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Did you know that in the 20th century, cardiovascular disease
changed from being a relatively inconsequential disease to a leading
cause of disease and death in developed countries? At the beginning of
the 20th century, cardiovascular disease accounted for less than 10 per
cent of all deaths. At the beginning of the 21st century, it accounts for
nearly one-half of all deaths in the developed world!
It is indeed ironic that the serious deficiency diseases that were once
the common, dreaded hallmarks of vitamin and mineral deficiency have
all but disappeared, except in famine-stricken regions of the world. In
stead, the endothelial linings of the blood vessels of people in the wealth
iest countries in the world are showing signs of disease. People are not
producing NO well enough to relax their blood vessel walls and boost
homeostasis. That is, in a large part, because they are not getting enough
vitamins and minerals from the foods they eat. This is true especially
when diets consist of processed junk food—^with french fries considered
a major source of vegetables. That’s outrageous!
Let’s continue along our path to a healthier you. People who are most
susceptible to GH are those with one or more of the risk factors for cardio
vascular disease that we identify in Parts One and Four of this book. Also
highly susceptible are people with long-standing illnesses, especially can
cer or conditions associated with weight loss or poor nutrition. Pregnancy,
breast-feeding, the use of multiple prescription drugs, the frequent use of
antacids, and alcoholism all increase the chances of vitamin deficiency.
Undoubtedly, severe psychological stress— such as a divorce, the loss of
a loved one, the loss of a job— also increases susceptibility to GH.
Let’s recap: GH is a malnutrition disorder caused by vitamin intakes
that are insufficient to combat the oxidative stress of modem times and
the general damage caused by free-radical molecules. This causes en
dothelial damage, inflamed arteries, and decreased levels of NO
throughout the entire body. In ample quantity, NO supports homeosta
sis. On the other hand, an insufficient quantity of NO encourages en
tropy. We’ve already discussed homeostasis and entropy, but we want
to discuss the subject in more depth because your understanding of
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these forces, which are responsible for your life, is crucial to your suc
cessful compliance with The Wellness Solution.
Medical scientists have discovered that our cells have a built-in mech
anism to destroy themselves . . . literally to commit suicide. The phe
nomenon is called apoptosis {ay-pop-TOE-sis). It’s a part of the force
called entropy, which causes everything to eventually fall apart.
To repeat, in ample quantity, NO supports homeostasis. An insufficient
quantity of NO encourages entropy by initiating apoptosis, our cells’ builtin program to destroy their cells. In a sense, apoptosis is the handmaiden
of entropy. This is important for you to understand, because each of your
cells is regulated by a biological clock in your DNA. Some people’s DNA
leads to diabetes, hypertension, and heart disease; other people’s DNA
leads to chronic liver, lung, or kidney disease. In any case, as you age, es
pecially after your reproductive years, entropy normally begins overtaking
homeostasis. Thus, nature phases out old life for new life. The balance
between the forces of homeostasis and entropy is the life story of every
creature. It determines how healthy and long we will live.
Decreased NO production sends a signal for apoptosis to start so en
tropy begins taking over. Medical science merely puts labels on the con
sequences of apoptosis; heart attack (myocardial infarction), hypertension,
stroke, diabetes mellitus, cancer, arthritis, osteoporosis, age-related mac
ular degeneration, nephritis, lupus erythematosus, Alzheimer’s syndrome,
Parkinson’s disease, and so on. Not a very pretty list.

What Are Signs of Generalized
Hypovitaminosis ?
As we have noted, GH is a major contributing cause of common chronic
degenerative diseases. Newly emerging studies suggest it may also be
associated with chronic infections such as herpes and tuberculosis. We
also suspect that various poorly understood diseases, such as fibromyal
gia and chronic fatigue syndrome, may be involved.
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The signs and sym ptoms of GH may include fatigue, lethargy,
w eakness, forgetfulness, m oodiness, and anxiety. Often there is a
sense of “something missing or wrong” in the quality of life— there’s
less energy, zest, and vitality. Other symptoms can include poor at
tention span, cravings for sweets, drug and alcohol abuse, and com
pulsive behavior. Some people may even notice their hair falling out
and their nails growing more slowly than normal.
There are no well-accepted, established criteria for the diagnosis
of this new syndrome. It’s a complex disorder and an emerging clin
ical challenge, so we look forward to seeing help from many medical
experts providing specific guidelines in the future.
In the m eantime, since NO is so fundam entally important in reg
ulating biological processes and is relatively difficult to measure at
specific sites in the body, GH is prim arily a diagnosis of inclusion.
This means that GH is so widespread that it should be considered as
a contributing cause o f chronic degenerative diseases affecting all
parts of the body.
Obviously, GH should be especially suspected with any of the
high-risk factors for coronary artery disease that have been previously
listed. GH usually develops slowly, but it can develop rapidly during
periods of increased susceptibility, such as pregnancy, breast-feeding,
use of multiple medications, drug and alcohol abuse, smoking, severe
stress, and relentless fear and worry. GH can also develop rapidly
during all types of chronic illnesses or infections and can worsen the
conditions so much that they becom e life threatening.
We are not in any way trying to scare you. Really, we only want
to make you better informed about what you can do to help yourself
be a healthier you!
L et’s continue. Specific blood tests may be helpful. For example,
blood tests may reveal elevated levels o f hom ocysteine, C-reactive
protein, triglycerides, cholesterol, and LDL. On the other hand, levels
of hemoglobin, HDL, folate, and vitamin B-12 are com m only lower.
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Positive blood tests for autoim m une conditions may be useful, in
cluding serum com plem ent, imm une globulins, rheum atoid factor,
and lupus factor. Urine testing may show abnormal albumin. It may
sound a bit overwhelm ing to you, but your personal doctor will fully
understand this information if you bring it to his or her attention.
We recom mend that you have thorough physical examinations pe
riodically, including complete histories, especially regarding food in
take and lifestyle patterns. However, if the index of suspicion for GH
is high— even if it’s ju st based on your plain old common sense—
then little tim e should be lost before starting The Wellness Solution,
because it is so safe, beneficial, and inexpensive. By the way. Per
sonal Evaluation (Part Five) is not a bad way to start!

How Is Generalized Hypovitaminosis
Prevented and Treated?
The proper management of GH includes ongoing medical care and a
healthy lifestyle regimen. For instance, patients with hypertension need
adequate blood pressure control; patients with diabetes require tight con
trol of blood glucose; patients who are at increased risk for cardiovas
cular disease should discuss the use of aspirin and cholesterol-lowering
drugs (statins) with their physicians.
Aspirin helps prevent blood clots that form as a result of endothelial
dysfunction and then cause heart attacks and strokes. Statins improve
endothelial health because high cholesterol causes more free radicals,
which harm the endothelium. Statins also stimulate Nitric Oxide Syn
thase (NOS) enzymes that lead to increased production of NO. Remem
ber, sufficient NO, among other effects, causes the blood vessels to
relax and widen, thereby improving blood flow to the heart and all over
the body.
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There Are No Magic Pills
In any case, a sound nutritional supplement system can provide a dietary
safety net, but it does not even come close to making up for unhealthful
eating habits. In other words, supplements cannot replace the immeas
urable benefits of eating fresh fruits, vegetables, and whole grains.
As we will say many times in this book, even if you eat very well, it is

highly unlikely that you will get enough of the vitamins and minerals that sci
ence now shows you need to prevent or treat GH and its consequences. How
ever, eating well is critical to your well-being, and a sound nutritional
supplement system should complement your food intake, not replace it!
As we’ve said before, our trillions of cells constantly contend with rene
gade, electron-stealing free radicals that oxidize and cause damage to our
DNA, to the inside of our blood vessel walls, to the proteins in our eyes and
to virtually everywhere else in the body. Obviously, preventing and treating
GH requires more tihan just a nutritional supplement formula. It also requires
a solid commitment from you to accept personal responsibility for helping
to determine your own health destiny through The Wellness Solution.
If you have a chronic degenerative disease that has not progressed too
far, the prognosis can usually be improved. However, even if a disease is in
the advanced stages, we are still confident that your knowledge and proper
actions can lead to an increased sense of well-being that’s better than you
could have ever imagined. By taking proper action, you should be able to
sense a positive difference in two weeks and feel a definite difference in a
month. So ask yourself if you’re willing to do what it takes. If you are ready
to feel better and be healthier, then let’s proceed!

Delivering Life
NO signaling is one of the most rapidly growing areas in medical re
search, because it regulates a vast array of biological processes needed
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for life. Dr. M urad’s discovery has expanded the treatment options for
doctors entrusted with patient care as much as the discovery of oxygen
did. It’s a wonderful addition to what doctors call their therapeutic ar
mamentarium. W hen Dr. Murad discovered that nitroglycerin works by
releasing NO molecules, he opened the door to one of the most exciting
opportunities in the history of m odem medicine: sustaining life . . .

through the delivery of NO, to open the doors that will allow the
free flow of oxygen to our cells!
The oxygen molecule supports life by hitching onto the hemoglobin
molecules in the blood and then nourishing the cells at the end of our
blood vessels— ^the tiny capillaries. The NO molecule helps to sustain
life by relaxing and opening those blood vessels to get oxygen to our
cells. Every 60 seconds, our blood vessels distribute five quarts of
blood— carrying oxygen from our lungs— to our cells. That’s about
600,000 gallons a year . . . an ocean of life.
But the key is that our blood vessels must be relaxed and open.
When they are not relaxed, then our blood flow is severely diminished
and the arteries become inflamed, especially when the tiny capillaries
are affected. This is basically what occurs with GH and decreased lev
els of NO.
A good example of the consequences of decreased NO is the recent
discovery that endothelial dysfunction appears to be a major cause of
adult-onset diabetes. It’s been demonstrated that capillary narrowing
due to decreased NO levels leads to insulin resistance in the body’s cells
. . . hence, adult-onset diabetes.
Remember, Dr. Murad discovered that nitroglycerin works by releasing
puffs of NO molecules, which cause the smooth muscles in the walls of
the coronary arteries to relax. It is the same with the rest of the body. Be
fore this discovery, NO was thought to be a toxic gas that existed only
outside the body— ^mostly in car exhaust fumes and smoke from factory
chimneys due to the combustion of fossil fuels. Now we know there are
more Nitric Oxide molecules in the body than oxygen molecules!
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NO acts as the signaling molecule for the body by carrying its chem
ical messages within cells and between cells. Dr. Murad discovered that
NO gas activates an enzyme that makes a compound called cyclic GMP,
which relaxes the delicate smooth muscle cells in blood vessel walls to
keep them open. Viagra works by enhancing the action of cychc GMP by
preventing its inactivation, thereby improving blood flow in the arteries
of the penis. The prevention and treatment of GH is also based on cyclic
GMP and on boosting NO levels to improve the blood flow in all of the
arteries throughout the body— whether male or female—to sustain life.
NO is ubiquitous. NO is in our bloodstreams and inside our cells.
NO is in our brains and nerves. NO helps relax the smooth muscles of
our airways so we can breathe. NO relaxes the smooth muscle of our in
testines so we digest our food. NO is crucial for our memory and prob
ably our feelings. NO helps our kidneys to function, supports our
eyesight, combats infection, and even acts as a master hormone in our
bodies. There are no other molecules in nature that can serve such di
verse roles as NO!
You could choose a place almost anywhere in the human body and
NO would be there. Besides Viagra, there are countless other valuable
nuggets to be discovered in the vast gold mine of NO biology. That’s
what makes the study of GH so incredibly interesting.
In our wellness medical practice, which we describe more fully later
on in this book, another healing dimension is add&d.:fostering homeosta
sis by regulating apoptosis and slowing down entropy. This healing di
mension requires a common belief or hope— shared by both patients and
their doctors— ^diat in addition to good medicine, your health is largely de
termined by personal responsibility, self-value, and reverence for hfe.
Simply put, this means your health largely depends on what you’re
willing to do for yourself. The great beauty of The Wellness Solution
is that it works by stimulating our own internal healing resources. An
easy way to start the process is by taking a scientifically well-balanced
nutritional system form ula over the long term, in conjunction with

The Wellness Solution.
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Why Should Supplement Buyers
Be Very Careful?
The nutritional industry is so poorly regulated that it’s fraught with non
sense and various fads of the month, often generating sales for products
that are useless and potentially harmful. A good example is the recent
coral calcium craze that generated hundreds of millions of dollars in
revenues through TV infomercials touting its benefits for virtually all
our ills. Finally, the Federal Trade Conunission stepped in to ban further
sales because of the worthless claims. Weight-loss products are also
memorable examples of the amount of money that people pay for prod
ucts that do not work, such as garcinia cambogia, chromium picolinate,
vanadium, starch blockers, fat burners, and lately the “growth-hormone
activators,” all unproven and generally worthless. O f course, what’s
worse than bilking the public, especially the elderly, of money, is the
loss of countless lives from the unregulated use of ephedrine supple
ments for weight loss and energy.
Vitamin A is another example of potential harm. It’s disturbing to note
that the vitamin supplement industry has, for the most part, paid little at
tention to the surprising scientific findings published in the New England
Journal of Medicine in 2002. A study following 2,300 men in Sweden
taking vitamin A supplements for over 30 years demonstrated that vitamin
A may weaken bones and increase the risk of fractures. The findings con
firmed yet another study by Harvard Medical School researchers follow
ing over 80,000 female nurses for over 20 years. They discovered that
higher intakes of Vitamin A among the nurses were associated with more
broken hips and weak bones.
The studies raised a serious concern about the safety of taking vitamin
A supplements over die long term. It’s a concern clearly voiced in the ac
companying editorial in the New England Journal o f Medicine: “The
study suggests that vitam in A supplem entation and fortification of
food with vitamin A may be harmful in Western countries, where life
expectancy is high and the prevalence of osteoporosis is increasing-----
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One may conclude from such data that supplements containing vita
min A should not be routinely taken by men or women.”
Therefore, adults should not take vitamin A supplements unless they
have specific medical reasons for doing so, especially since it’s so easily
supplied in our daily diet by green leafy vegetables, yellow vegetables,
fruits, fish, eggs, and fortified cereals. Once vitamin A is eliminated, then
beta-carotene can easily take its place, because your body converts it to
a safe form of vitamin A that does not weaken bones over the long term.
In our opinion, the nutritional supplement industry needs to be more
proactive by taking proper steps that protect the public against potential
negative side effects of supplements. Then for the industry, as well as the
consumer, the positive effects of supplements can be a major benefit to so
ciety in the face of astronomical medical expenses and a health care sys
tem that is no longer working primarily to protect the interests of patients.
The quality of evidence that supports the prevention and treatment of
GH syndrome is outstanding, not only in terms of the published scien
tific literature, but also from the clinical experience emerging from over
100,000 individuals who have been taking Dr. Taub’s vitamin and min
eral nutritional system for years. One consistent finding stands out in
both published and strictly clinical research: Taking a daily well-

balanced, comprehensive nutritional system as part o f a healthy lifestyle
strategy is the key to maintaining optimal health and wellness.

Nature’s Simple Genius
We have formulated guidelines for a sensible nutritional system formula
to help prevent and treat GH. We want you to take the formula every day,
virtually forever, to promote endothelial health and boost the level of NO
in your body, while reducing your risk of getting many diseases. We believe
that taking this formula—^along with following The Wellness Solution— ^is
one of the most effective things that you can do to help determine your
own health destiny.
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We’ve applied the same level of scientific vigilance that we normally
use for prescription drugs before recommending our nutritional system
formula to you, and we feel it’s important for you to know that we have
used the following guidelines:

• First, do no harm. . . . Primum non nocere.
• Always understand an ingredient’s molecular basis
for action.
• Avoid ingredients without compelling science and
evidence for effectiveness.
• Use the most effective yet safest dosages of the ingredi
ents.

The traditional medical model of treatment is based on the scientific
study of disease and its causes, consequences, and treatment. The goal of
drugs is to treat diseases by modifying biological pathways, sometimes in
ways that, unfortunately, cause undesirable side effects. On the other hand,
the goal of a nutritional system is to stimulate optimal health and wellness
through a more gentle and natural approach.
Therefore, we’ve gone beyond looking at supplements through the tra
ditional medical model, because it doesn’t come close to explaining the
beneficial effects we’ve noted during our 90 combined years of medical
practice, teaching, and research. Nor does the medical model explain the les
sons learned by Dr. Taub while addressing the vitamin and mineral needs
of a television-based Wellness Practice that reaches over 90 milhon homes.
In other words, our personal and professional experience in the real world
differs from the following medical cliche taught to doctors for the last hun
dred years in medical school pharmacology courses: “Patients who take
supplemental vitamins and minerals are just enriching their urine.”
We welcomed the conclusion of a review in the prestigious Journal

o f the American Medical Association (JAMA), published in 2002, which
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concluded that all adults should be taking a daily multivitamin and min

eral supplement.
As you already know, our bodies do not manufacture vitamins and
minerals. Therefore, we must get them through the foods or the supple
ments we take. That’s the reason why nutritional supplements, espe
cially antioxidants, are so important. But remember, even if you eat very

well, it’s highly unlikely that you would get the optimal amount o f vita
mins and minerals that science now shows us is needed to prevent or
treat GH. Nevertheless, please read the following very carefully; A poor
diet supplem ented with the very best nutritional supplem ent system
is still a p o o r diet.

More About Free Radicals and Antioxidants
Let’s start piecing together what we have so far, especially as it relates
to cardiovascular disease and other chronic degenerative diseases. The
high-risk factors listed in Part One of this book lead directly to the in
creased production of free radicals. These are unbalanced, highly unsta
ble oxygen molecules that are missing an electron. They cause a wide
swath of destruction throughout the entire body by snatching electrons
away from perfectly balanced, stable molecules that make up our
healthy cells, tissues, and organs. This chemical process is called oxi
dation, which is the molecular basis of many chronic degenerative dis
eases. Oxidation is the scientific term for rust. Oxidative stress is the
scientific term for the general damage that occurs to your body from
free radicals. GH is the result of insufficient vitamin intakes to control
oxidative stress. Interesting!
Wellness is more than just the absence of disease. Therefore, wise
physicians realize that the natural healing resources of their patients
must be combined with the best that medicine has to offer. The nutri
tional system formula w e’ve formulated can help you stimulate your
own internal healing forces to help your body be as strong as possible.
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helping you fight against the external influences that attack your body
every day. This means fostering homeostasis and regulating entropy by
increasing NO levels in the body to combat the oxidative stress being
caused by free radicals.
Antioxidant vitamins and minerals help protect our bodies against
the harmful effects of free-radical damage by inhibiting the formation
of free radicals as well as blocking the damage they cause. Although
antioxidants help prevent or repair oxidative damage, once the amount
of rust that you accumulate exceeds your body’s ability to repair it, then
chronic degenerative diseases tend to occur.
Remember, every cell in the human body is constantly exposed to free
radicals that are normally generated by our daily metabohsm, natural aging
process, and the fact that we breathe and require oxygen. Problems occur
only when there are too many of these renegade electron stealers!A good ex
ample is oxidized LDL (low-density lipoproteins), which is the “bad” cho
lesterol that is primarily responsible for atherosclerosis and inflammation in
our arteries. LDL is a mixture of fat, protein. . . and mst!
We’ve discussed how high-risk factors increase free radicals that in
activate NO. The risk factors can also lead to a decrease in NO by stim
ulating production o f specific molecules that inhibit Nitric Oxide
Synthases (NOS). These enzymes are responsible for producing NO.
So the bottom line is that ingesting more antioxidants, from food and
from nutritional supplements, helps overcome NOS inhibition to in
crease NO production, helps prevent NO inactivation, and helps restore
endothelial health. It should be abundantly clear by now that antioxi
dants decrease the damage done by free radicals and help to boost the
production and beneficial effects of NO in our bodies.
An important study published in the Journal o f the American College
o f Cardiology reported that the women in the Harvard Nurses’ Health
Study who took vitamin C supplements over the long term had a 28 per
cent lower risk of coronary heart disease than the women who did not
take vitamin C supplements. Very surprising was this fact: Risk reduc
tion was related only to the supplements the nurses were taking, not to
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their vitamin C intake from foods! The accompanying editorial sug
gested that vitamin C lowers cardiovascular risk by maintaining normal
endothelial function and increasing NO activity.
The potential benefits of increasing NO in our bodies are far-ranging,
because relaxing the blood vessels and keeping them open helps ensure
delivery of life-giving oxygen to all of the body’s cells and organs. After
all, think about this. . . . The human body is such a finely tuned living
system that death occurs when we stop breathing oxygen for only five
minutes. That’s just the loss of about a hundred breaths of oxygen in a
system designed for a billion breaths over a lifetime! A more gradual
loss of oxygen results in inflammation, pain, illness, and disease.
Again, it’s very basic: NO helps ensure oxygen delivery, but excess free
radicals decrease NO and compromise the deUveiy of oxygen. You can’t see
them or feel them, but unfortunately, our modem lifestyles can cause an ex
plosion of free radicals that cause our cells, tissues, and organs to mst away.
The good news is that there is a solution, but we must repeat that the
key is still your willingness to take responsibility for your own health
destiny. Remember, the body is always seeking balance. It balances
homeostasis, our healing force, with the force of entropy, which, as we
told you earlier, leads to programmed cell death— apoptosis. Just think:
homeostasis versus entropy. . . life and d eath . . . with each force largely
regulated by the presence or absence of NO.
Vitamins and minerals are part o f nature’s simple genius to help
maintain your body’s energy balance, but there are no m agic pills.
There is only good medical science and your willingness to follow The
Wellness Solution, which consists of healthy nutrition, weight manage
ment, adequate amounts of water, regular exercise, not smoking, and
stress management, which includes being a good person . . . plus taking
a scientifically balanced vitamin and mineral nutritional system formula.
About 100,000 scientific studies on NO have been published since
Dr. Murad first described the biological effect of NO, which resulted
in his winning the Nobel Prize. Perhaps the even bigger prize— for the
ultim ate benefit of hum ankind as well as for the advancem ent of
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science— is the fact that Dr. M urad’s discovery provides the molecular
basis for combining the traditional medical model of treating disease
with the wellness medical model of stimulating health and preventing
disease. We now know that NO gas diffuses everywhere in the body,
creating an invisible mist of chemical sparks signaling health and well
ness. Unleashing such power can bring us wonderful benefits. Let’s
start with the key vitamins that promote endothelial health and nitric
oxide production.

Vitamin C
Vitamin C is one of the most proven antioxidants on Planet Earth. We
mentioned this example before, but now we’d like you to try this little ex
periment: Slice an apple in half, and then apply lemon juice to the surface
of one half and leave the other half alone. Only the surface of the un
treated half will turn brown from oxidation. That’s because the vitamin
C in lemon is an antioxidant with remarkable ability to reduce the havoc
and rust that are caused by the renegade free radicals that steal electrons
from other healthy molecules.
In the body, vitamin C helps build healthy bones and teeth, promote
wound healing and tissue repair, and much more. It also appears to be
somewhat effective in cleaning up damage from cigarette sm oke. . . but

we are NOT saying it’s OK to smoke if you take vitamin C!
Vitamin C plays a pivotal role in supporting endothelial health, en
dothelial function, and NO production. Vitamin C even improves en
dothelial health when free-radical dam age is already present. The
beneficial effects o f vitamin C actually increase in patients with coro
nary artery disease. Vitamin C is also especially effective in people
who are obese, who smoke, who have an im balance in their blood
sugar, or who need to maintain a healthy blood pressure.
It’s worth repeating that the female nurses who took vitamin C sup
plements over the long term had a 28 percent lower risk of coronary
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heart disease than the women who did not take vitamin C supplements.
In some studies, vitamin C has also increased the effects of nitroglyc
erin, a NO drug, in patients with angina pectoris.
Not surprisingly, in light of its extraordinary antioxidant power, vi
tamin C also helps protect against cancer. People with low vitamin C in
takes have more cancer of the mouth, larynx, esophagus, breast, lung,
stomach, colon, rectum, and cervix than people with higher vitamin C
intakes. A large study of people ingesting more than 200 mg of vitamin
C per day— again, over the long term— showed a 60 percent reduction
in the risk of salivary gland cancer.
There is also strong evidence that vitamin C, along with vitamin E
and beta-carotene, reduces the risk of cataracts. Researchers estimate
the number of cataract operations could decrease by 50 percent if people
ingested adequate amounts of vitamin C. The Harvard Nurses’ Health
Study demonstrated an 83 percent decrease in the incidence of cataracts
among women consuming at least 250 mg of vitamin C for 10 years, as
compared to women who were not taking any vitamin C.
No discussion regarding vitamin C would be complete without address
ing the common cold. Some studies show that ingesting relatively high
doses of vitamin C can reduce the frequency of colds and the duration of
the cold symptoms. Other studies contradict these findings. In any case, the
authors of this book take 1,000 mg to 1,250 mg of vitamin C daily and dou
ble their intake when they feel like they are coming down with a cold.
fke recommend a daily intake o f 500 to 1,500 mg o f vitamin C as

part o f a scientifically well-balanced vitamin and mineral nutritional
system to help reduce the risk o f GH.

Folic Acid
Folic acid, another incredible antioxidant, is the B vitamin that stunned
and changed the science of nutritional supplements, because it dramat
ically lowers the risk of birth defects such as spina bifida (an opening
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in the spine) or anencephaly (absence of the brain). The evidence for
this is so strong— it prevents about 80 percent of these birth defects—
that all women who are capable of becoming pregnant should take a nu
tritional supplement with at least 600 meg of folic acid every day as part
of a complete nutritional system.
Folic acid is also important for reducing the risk of cancer. A higher
intake reduces the risk of colon and breast cancer, particularly among
moderate consumers of alcohol. Men in the “Health Professionals Fol
low-Up Study” who were taking multivitamins with folic acid for over
10 years demonstrated a 25 percent reduction in the risk of colon cancer.
Even more dramatically, the women in the Harvard Nurses’ Health
Study who took multivitamins with folic acid for longer than 15 years
had a 75 percent reduction in colorectal cancer risk. Higher folic acid in
take may also reduce the risk of breast cancer, especially among women
who consume alcohol.
Folic acid plays a crucial role in promoting endothelial health and
increasing NO production, especially in people with high cholesterol
levels. It even helps lessen the endothelial dysfunction that occurs after
high-fat meals!
The body requires sufficient levels of folic acid, along with vitamins B12 and B-6, to help lower homocysteine. High levels of homocysteine may
injure the endothelium and cause inflammation and coronary artery dis
ease, regardless of the cholesterol level in the blood. It may even be that de
positing fatty matter on the inflamed endothelium is just the body’s ill-fated
attempt to protect the injury and halt the damage— like a poor bandage.
Americans tend to consume insufficient amounts of B vitamins, leading
to high levels of homocysteine, especially among older people. Smoking
and heavy coffee drinking also increase homocysteine, but the single most
important factor leading to high homocysteine levels appears to be an insuf
ficient intake of folic acid and vitamins B-6 and B-12.

It’s remarkable to note that the women in the Harvard Nurses’Health
Study who consumed 400 meg o f folic acid and 3 mg o f vitamin B-6 a
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day (for 10 years) decreased their incidence o f coronary artery disease
and heart attack by over 40 percent.

Vitamin B-12
Vitamin B-12, without question, is a very important vitamin for a
healthy heart and healthy blood, nerves, and DNA. In spite of such im
portance, it’s remarkable that about 50 percent of people over the age
of 60 in North America and Europe are deficient in vitamin B-12. It’s
found only in animal products, so deficiency can result from poor food
intake, strict vegetarianism, or poor absorption in the stomachs of older
individuals who produce less hydrochloric acid. About a third of people
over age 50 don’t produce enough stomach acid; thus, their B-12 ab
sorption is reduced. Consequently, the National Academy of Sciences
recommends that people over the age of 50 take oral vitamin B-12 sup
plements. Most physicians were taught that B-12 could only be given
by injection, but oral B-12 works just fine.

Only a very small amount o f this vitamin is needed to do its job.

Vitamin B-6 (Pyridoxine)
Vitamin B-6 is required for over a hundred enzyme reactions, especially
for protein and hormone metabolism. It’s found in a wide variety of
plant and animal products: poultry, fish, meat, legumes, nuts, potatoes,
and whole grains. An inadequate dietary intake of vitamin B-6 is rela
tively common, which, as mentioned above, is undoubtedly a major
contributing factor to high levels of homocysteine in the blood.

We recommend a daily intake o f400 meg to 800 meg o f folic acid,
200 meg to 600 meg o f vitamin B-12, and 10 mg to 20 mg o f vitamin B6 in the form o f a nutritional supplement to reduce the risk ofG H lead
ing to coronary artery disease. But again, there are no magic pills, so
your compliance with The Wellness Solution is essential.
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Vitamin E
Vitamin E is a powerful antioxidant that improves endothelial function
and stimulates NO production by protecting cells from the damaging
effects of free radicals. In fact, vitamin E may be the “miracle” antiox
idant of our times! For example, the Harvard N urses’ Health Study
showed specifically that the intake of vitamin E supplements (at least
100 lU per day for two years or longer) was associated with a 41 percent
reduction in the risk of coronary artery disease. The Cambridge Heart
Antioxidant Study showed that higher dosages (400 lU to 800 lU per
day) of vitamin E supplements were associated with a 77 percent re
duction in heart attacks during the two-year study. In both these clinical
studies, the vitamin E supplements were taken every day over the long
term.
Strong evidence also suggests that vitamin E can reduce your risk of
cancer. In a study involving over 400 colon cancer patients and a similar
number of healthy people, it was found that taking multivitamins con
taining 200 lU of vitamin E for 10 years was associated with a 57 per
cent reduction in the risk of colon cancer.
A study published in the Annals o f Internal Medicine in 2004 that
generated headlines seemed to show that very sick people taking 400 lU
or more of vitamin E supplements every day had a slightly higher death
rate. Here’s the real story: The study combined the findings of 19 older
studies that failed to show any harm, much less an increase in deaths.
However, by combining the older studies, the numbers indicated a tiny
increase in “mortality from all causes.” This type of study, which com
bines a bunch of older studies, is called a meta-analysis. Many epidemi
ologists do not pay much attention to these types of studies because the
statisticians are forced to ignore important nuances and findings in each
one of the individual studies.
For example, in this meta-analysis, the actual benefits of vitamin E
supplements reported in the very same 19 studies were totally ignored.
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Those reported benefits include a reduction in the risk of Alzheimer’s
disease, heart and blood vessel disease, age-related macular degenera
tion, and several forms of cancer. The increase in mortality reported in
this study was so tiny that it was less than one-half o f one percent. Fur
thermore, it represented “mortality from all causes,” which can include
earthquakes, floods, famine, homicides, suicides, and accidents. That’s
pretty ridiculous!
In any case, the Institute of Medicine, which is a division of the Na
tional Academy of Sciences, has made a determination that vitamin E
supplements are safe in doses up to 1,500 lU a day.
Supplements are an important means of increasing vitamin E con
sumption, because most of our foods provide only small amounts of
this essential antioxidant. A cup of almonds contains about 20 lU of vi
tamin E, a cup of hazelnuts has about 30 lU. You would need to ingest
over three quarts of olive oil a day to provide 400 lU of vitamin E,
which is highly unlikely!

We recommend a daily intake o f200 lU to 400 lU o f vitamin E in the
alpha-tocopherol form in order to reduce your risk o f GH.

Coenzyme Q -10 (CoQ-10)
CoQ-lO is also a very powerful antioxidant found in virtually every cell in
the body. It’s produced by the body and found in high concentrations in the
heart, liver, and kidneys. It plays a vital role in the production of energy in
cells, triggering the conversion of nutrients into ATP— a. fuel for cells to
bum. ATP cannot be stored in high enough quantities to sustain optimal
bodily functions for more than a few minutes, so the supply of ATP must
be continually renewed, making an ample supply of CoQ-10 mandatory.
CoQ-10 is widely used in Japan, where it has been one of the most
commonly used, physician-prescribed remedies for congestive heart
failure. (It is not approved for such use in the United States.) Since
C oQ -10 recently became available without a prescription in Japan, it
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has become so popular that a worldwide shortage has occurred, and
prices are increasing at a rapid rate.
Coenzyme Q-10 supports heart health by providing optimal nutrition
at the cellular level. It helps with certain symptoms of heart disease and
helps reduce systolic blood pressure in people with hypertension.
A study published in the Archives o f Neurology in 2004 demon
strated that statin drugs, which are widely used to lower cholesterol,
can seriously inhibit the body’s production of CoQ-10. The authors believe
that the resultant CoQ-10 deficiency may be the cause of the common ad
verse side effects of the statin drugs— fatigue, severe muscle pain, and
muscle breakdown. The study concludes: “Even brief exposure to atorvastatin (Lipitor) causes a marked decrease in blood CoQ-10 concentration.”

We believe that the evidence is strong enough so that most patients
who are taking statin drugs to lower their risk of heart attacks and
strokes should also be taking a CoQ-10 supplement.
CAUTION: People with heart disease or high blood pressure should
always consult with their personal physicians before following any of
our recommendations. Also, people taking a statin drug (Lipitor, Pravacol, Mevacor, Vytorin, Crestor, Zetia, and the like) should consult with
their physicians regarding the benefits of CoQ-10.
10

We recommend a daily intake o f between 50 mg and 300 mg o f CoQin the form o f a nutritional supplement.

Omega-3 Fatty Acids (Fish Oil)
Omega-3 fatty acids are essential elements of human nutrition; however,
the body can’t make them. One of the best sources for these fatty acids is
011 from the tissues of fish. Fish oil has been shown to improve endothehal
function and to increase aarterial relaxation. The nurses followed by Harvard
Medical School researchers show that a higher consumption of fish and
omega-3 fatty acids leads to a lower risk of coronary arteiy disease. A study
published in Lancet, one of the most prestigious British medical journals.
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followed more than 11,000 Italian patients with recent heart attacks over
two years. The patients who took a fish oil omega-3 supplement, as opposed
to a placebo, showed a 30 percent decrease in deaths from heart disease
and strokes.
The American Heart Association (AHA) has issued a comprehensive
report examining the health benefits of omega-3 fatty acids. According
to the report:
Omega-3 fatty acids affect heart health in positive ways.
They benefit the heart health of healthy people, people
at high risk of cardiovascular disease, and patients with
cardiovascular disease.
Increasing omega-3 fatty acid intake through foods is
preferable. However, patients with coronary artery dis
ease may not be able to get enough omega-3 fatty acids
(about 1 gram per day) by diet alone. These people may
want to talk to their doctor about taking a supplement to
reduce their risk of coronary heart disease.
We suggest eating fatty fish (salmon, mackerel, sardines, trout, and
halibut) two or three times a week. Anyone who is pregnant or lactating,
however, should be wary of eating fish with high mercury content. The
fetus or baby could be affected. High-quality, enteric-coated supple
ments should not smell fishy or leave a fishy aftertaste.

We recommend taking a daily supplement o f500 mg to 1200 mg of
fish oil with omega-3 fatty acids.

L-Arginine
CAUTION: L-arginine is an amino acid that is necessary for the body to
produce NO. But L-arginine is not included in our list of recommended in-
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gredients for a scientifically balanced vitamin and mineral nutritional sys
tem formula because of a report published by the Journal of the American
Medical Association (2006) that casts doubt on both the safety and useful
ness of this supplement.
In the report, investigators from the Johns Hopkins Medical School
concluded that the use of L-arginine supplements in patients who had
previous heart attacks had no benefit and potentially increased the risk
of death. As a result. Health Canada, a government agency, has issued
a recall on all products that contain L-arginine and do not have an ap
propriate warning on the label.
Other reputable investigators are seriously questioning the vahdity of the
Hopkins study. Nevertheless, until additional studies are available, it’s
important to be conservative and cautious. Therefore, people should not
take L-arginine supplements unless they are under the supervision of a
physician who is aware of the Hopkins study. It is also important to note
that migraine-type headaches, presumably due to the dilation of blood
vessels, and herpes flare-ups have been reported.
Under no circumstances should L-arginine supplements be used by
patients who have had previous heart attacks unless the Hopkins study
is disproven.

A Scientifically Balanced Vitamin
and Mineral Nutritional System
The intent of this part of the book was not to describe all the essential
vitamins and minerals in detail, but rather to present important facts
about some of the key ingredients in supplements that are especially im
portant to help prevent and treat Generalized Hypovitaminosis.
Before presenting our overall guidelines and recommendations, it is im
portant to note that men and women tend to have differing needs for dif
ferent ingredients at different ages. For instance, iron deficiency anemia is
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relatively common in premenopausal women in America, so an iron
supplement is useful for them. But postmenopausal women (those who
are not having their period for any reason), as well as men, should not
take an iron supplement because it can predispose them to cardiovascu
lar disease, type 2 diabetes and hemochromatosis, which is a condition
associated with increased iron in the blood.
Excess iron can also promote the formation of free radicals and may
also obscure an anemia due to peptic ulcers or gastrointestinal cancer.
Examples of the need for increased dosages of vitamins as we age in
clude vitamin B-12 and vitamin D. Finally, men require more zinc for
prostate health but should take lower amounts of calcium than women
for the same reason.
We have taken many factors into consideration before presenting you
with the following guidelines and recommendations. Indeed, these are the
same guidelines that we use for our own health and well-being, and these are
the recommendations that we make to our patients. Mends, and family.
Choose products only from reputable manufacturers that do not con
tain vitamin A and that do feature either the NSF (The Public Health and
Safety Company^M) or the USP (United States Pharmacopeia) logo on
the label. NSF and USP standards guarantee purity, potency, and freshness
and the dissolution and disintegration of the product in your body.
The following is a list of our guidelines for your daily nutritional
system formula.
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GUIDELINES FOR NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FORMULA
• Beta-carotene

2 0 0 0 ^ 0 0 0 lU

• Vitamin B-1

10-20 mg

• Vitamin B-2

10-20 mg

• Vitamin B-6

10-20 mg

• Vitamin B-12

200-800 meg {increase with age)

• Niacin

20-40 mg

• Pantothenic Acid

20-40 mg

• Folic Acid

400-800 meg

• Vitamin C

500-1500 mg

• Vitamin D

400-1000 lU {increase with age)

• Vitamin E

200-400 lU

• Calcium

500-1500 mg {increase with age)

• Selenium

200 meg

• Magnesium

300-600 mg

• Iron

18 mg {only menstruating women)

• Zinc

15—40 mg {more fo r men)

• Chromium

80-100 meg

• Biotin

20-4-0 meg

• Lutein

500-1000 meg

• Lycopene

500-1000 meg

• CoQ-10

50-300 mg

• Fish Oil/Omega-3

500-1200 mg
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A New Beginning . . . Revisited
Remember, one of the goals of The Wellness Solution is to help you boost
the levels of NO in your blood in order to maintain healthier blood vessels.
A very delicate balance exists in the capability of endothelium to relax the
vessels and keep them open to deUver blood and oxygen— and life.
Healthy endothelial cells produce, as well as require, ample amounts
of NO, so the balance between homeostasis and entropy can vary from
moment to moment. Just think about how uncomfortable you would
feel in only 15 seconds with an insufficient amount of oxygen. Endothe
lial cells become similarly disturbed with insufficient amounts of vita
mins to support adequate production of NO. They become dysfunctional
as rapidly as you would become alarmed if your oxygen supply was cut
off. W hat happens is nothing short of amazing! Perfectly healthy cells
become dysfunctional. The activity of NO Synthase enzymes is de
creased, followed by a decrease in NO production. NO-deprived en
dothelial cells then become dysfunctional, making even less NO.
This vicious cycle can result in waking up the chronic degenerative
diseases that are carried in our genes through hereditary factors. In other
words, we become prone to develop the diseases that our ancestors
had— or would have had if they lived long enough. Thus, GH should be
treated as soon as it’s suspected, by taking steps to foster homeostasis
and slow down entropy.
“Apoptosis is an amazing thing,” writes Dr. William Patrick Tansey
in a landmark review in the July 24, 2004, edition of the New England
Journal of Medicine, because “by endowing cells with the ability to kill
themselves when they are dysfunctional, damaged, or malignant, nature
allows the entire body and our life to be spared.”
So you see, whether it’s dysfunctional endothelial cells or wild can
cer cells that are threatening to run amok, the signal is sent to initiate
apoptosis in order to protect the rest of the body. Nature has determined
that our sick cells must be replaced by vigorous new cells, so apop-
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tosis— cellular suicide— is our evolutionary friend for survival. But this
survival strategy comes at a price, because strong mechanisms must
exist in our bodies to keep apoptosis inactive under normal conditions.
Vitamins and minerals, especially antioxidants, play an invaluable role.
Dr. Tansey writes, “By its very nature, apoptosis demands that our
normal, healthy cells always carry with them all the proteins required for
their own cell death. In good times, these components must be tightly
controlled to prevent premature cell death; however, this is only half the
story. When the time comes for a cell to die, the safety mechanisms that
were put in place must be removed . . . and quickly.”
The signal for apoptosis, which can simply diminish the Spark of
Life discovered by Dr. Murad, causes an orderly cascade of molecular
and chemical destruction in the cells, not a chaotic three-ring circus.
The New England Journal o f Medicine review describes the situation
rather eloquently; “Everything in the cell isn’t simply going to hell.”
Not surprisingly, the discovery of the orderly, apoptotic cascade of
events has led scientists all over the world to concentrate on initiating
or somehow accelerating the apoptosis cascade in order to destroy can
cer cells— by using drugs to trick cancer cells into committing suicide.
The goal of The Wellness Solution is very different. It’s a specific
lifestyle plan directed at boosting NO to stop the signal for apoptosis
from occurring in the first place—or to interrupt the orderly cascade if it’s
already begun. You now understand the molecular basis for helping to
prevent and treat GH, by fostering homeostasis and decreasing entropy.
Once again, we believe that identifying this abnormal condition can help
stem the tide of chronic degenerative diseases in the modem world.

An Interesting Question
Was there ever a time when people didn’t need to use vitamin and mineral
supplements? After all, weren’t our bodies designed to last in harmony
with nature?
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Yes, when our ancestors’ diet consisted mostly of fruit, vegetables,
and whole grains, with just small amounts of animal flesh and
by-products.

Yes, when they hunted, gathered, fished, and farmed in the fields and
the forests and on the oceans from sunup to sundown.

Yes, when the sunlight was not yet toxic because the ozone layer had
not been depleted.

Yes, when the rain did not have acid in it because of environmental
pollutants.

Yes, when the oceans, rivers, and drinking water were not yet con
taminated.

Yes, in a time when the unremitting fear and worry generated by instan
taneous reporting of frightening news from all over the world did
not exist.
T h at w as th en .
B u t for now , w e u rge you to follow

The Wellness Solution
Thank you for having read this far in our book. You can now be sure that
you know more about NO and GH than 99 percent of all the people in
the world, because new medical discoveries, even those that win the
Nobel Prize, take so long to be accepted. The best part is yet to come—
that’s called a paradigm shift, which is a brand-new viewpoint and
mind-set for you that will forever determine the way you view the
human body and especially your health destiny. It cannot completely
be discovered or understood by you until you read the rest of this book.
However, before you proceed, there is a question you should ask your
self: Why should I trust and take the advice o f the authors o f this book?
We believe the answer has to do with the importance of forming a
therapeutic relationship with us, because knowledge is power only when
you act upon it. This means you need to trust us. In return, we pledge
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that we will never betray your trust. In the practice of medicine, trust be
tween physicians and patients is crucial to diagnose and treat the full
range of diseases that we face today. Otherwise, what physicians call
the “compliance factor,” which is how much patients actually follow
their physicians’ advice, won’t be satisfactory. And as you probably
know, most patients don’t exactly follow all their doctors’ advice.
From reading the foreword, you already know about David Oliphant,
including his successful track record of making profound ideas under
standable to virtually everyone. It’s also important for you to have more
information about the physician co-authors to help you make the deci
sion to comply with our prescription for your health. Compliance is cru
cial, and if you trust us, you will be much more likely to comply.
Otherwise, compliance too often requires a wake-up call, such as a lifethreatening event or a scary symptom like chest pain.
Any time you choose a doctor— whether in person or via a book—
you should know about the doctor’s training and accomplishments.
Therefore, in next part of our book, “Meet the Doctors,” we invite you
to read a bit about our personal lives, along with a brief discussion about
our accomplishments.

Part Three
M

eet the

D

octors

Edward A. Taub, M.D.
lease allow me to introduce myself. My name is Edward Taub. I’ve
been a medical doctor for over 40 years. Fm a board-certified pediatri
cian, a family doctor, a medical teacher, and an author of six books on well
ness and preventive medicine. Fm also QVC’s Wellness Medical Doctor.

P

I
am blessed to be living a wonderful hfe with a very special wife and
family. It is my honor to share some of my personal story and credentials
with you.
My parents were just teenagers, living in the Bronx, New York, when
I was born. My mom was all of 16, and my dad was 17. My grandpar
ents had fled from Russia and Hungary during World War I. They
worked very hard in America—my grandmother was a seamstress, and
my grandfather waited on tables in M anhattan’s Lower East Side. They
saved enough money to open a little candy store in east Manhattan.
Before kindergarten I spent my days in the candy store while my par
ents were working. I loved learning to read the comic books that were
sold in the store, especially the “Illustrated Classics”— about 100 of
them! The great novels— ^presented like comic books, with amazing il
lustrations— became so thoroughly embedded in my young mind that it
actually helped me do extremely well with the tests required to gain ad
mission to the best schools in New York City.
68
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I
graduated from the Bronx High School of Science at the young age
of 15. While there, my unwavering love for the history and philosophy
of science was bom. I went to college at the State University of New
York in Binghamton, on a New York Regents Scholarship. I spent equal
time in college on literature and biology and gained acceptance to a fine
postgraduate program in classical literature as well as a fine medical
school. It was a very difficult decision to make, but I chose medicine—
a very wise choice! I still very much enjoy reading great works of liter
ature . . . and remember the “Illustrated Classics” very fondly.
I
received my medical degree from the Upstate Medical Center in Syra
cuse, New York, in 1963 and headed west to California for my internship,
where I have lived ever since. However, from 1964 to 1966,1proudly served
as Lieutenant Commander in the United States Coast Guard, in charge of
the outpatient clinic of U.S. Marine Hospital in Detroit. Also, from 1992 to
1995,1 directed the Wellness Medicine Institute in Mt. Carmel, Illinois.
During my rotating internship at the Orange County General Hospital
in California, I found myself thrown into the unnerving position of being
largely responsible for the acute care of dozens of patients every day.
Every two months I rotated from pediatrics to oncology to surgery to
OB-GYN to geriatrics and, finally, the psychiatry wards.
My choice for a specialty was pediatrics, and I began my residency
at the Los Angeles County-U SC General Hospital (1966 to 1968). It
made my experience as an intern look like kids stuff! Instead of being
“largely” responsible for very sick patients, now I was responsible—
for tiny preemies and sick newborns to children with meningitis, dia
betes, leukemia, heart disease, kidney disease, liver disease, and much
more, from tetanus to rattlesnake bites, while also being responsible for
teaching the medical students and interns on my wards. As I reflect back
now, this experience helped me develop a profound sense of a physi
cian’s responsibility for patient care and for teaching other physicians.
This responsibility has always been the highest priority for me.
Several unforgettable phases in my practice as a physician have defined
and focused my vision about health care. The fiorst phase was devoted to
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caring for infants, children, and adolescents during my first two decades
in medicine, when I specialized strictly in the practice of pediatrics. The
first breath of life and the first smile that newborns shared with me, along
with the imagination and courage of children with leukemia, diabetes, or
congenital birth defects, taught me quite a different language than my
medical books did. I learned that much of our capacity to be healthy and
happy as adults depends on our ability to become fluent again in the child
like language of imagination and courage. Children taught me to under
stand how much we would benefit if we had more trust and hope.
I
learned the full meaning of this lesson during the second phase of my
career, when I spent over two decades being a family doctor, treating pa
tients of all ages. So many of my adult patients have been remarkable—
not so much for the severity of their illnesses, but for the sheer magnitude
of their determination to live life to the fullest extent possible.
I ’ve written several books to share the lessons my patients taught
me. One of the most endlessly fascinating aspects of medical practice
is that patients have their own unique stories and personal feelings about
their illnesses and ailments. Now I find m yself more receptive and able
to empathize with my patients’ pain and suffering . . . understanding
their worry and hurt. I have experienced their frustrations and triumphs,
and the books I have written have been inspired by the trust and hope
that my patients, especially the children, first taught me.
I ’m very proud to tell you that I helped pioneer the wellness move
ment and founded the field of Integrative Medicine, combining good
medical science with responsible self-care. I presented the initial paper
on this subject to the Institute of Medicine in Washington, D.C., in 1982.
My mission is to help people stay well in the first place— or, if they
are sick, to help them understand what is happening to them and what
they can do about it. My previous books, especially Balance Your Body,
Balance Your Life, which was made into a PBS television special, have
given me an opportunity to spread my wellness message.
As QVC’s Wellness Medical Doctor, I have the unique opportunity
to practice Wellness Medicine on a grand scale on television in over 90
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million homes. It’s an enormous responsibility that requires me to con
stantly be researching current medical literature.
I’m very fortunate to have a loving wife, Anneli, who divides her
time between painting, gardening, and coaxing me to lead a more bal
anced life, so I can practice what I preach.
For healthy nutrition and weight management, I depend on Anneli’s
cooking skills, which are on dramatic display in the wonderful recipe
section of this book. For recreation, I love sailing. I’m part of the crew
on a historic schooner called Curlew.
Please meet some more of my family. My son, Marc Taub, M.D., is
an emergency department physician and director; my daughter, Lora
Taub, Ph.D., is a university professor of communications; and my
brother, Lanny Taub, M.D., is a pediatrician. Finally, my two grandchil
dren, Lucas and Leila, are exceptional.
Two titles were conferred upon me during my medical school gradu
ation. The first one was that of “Doctor,” when the dean handed me my
diploma. The second title was conferred after I took the Hippocratic oath
to serve my patients. Then, before man and God, I became a physician. I
believe very strongly that God gives us all a special purpose in life. Mine
was being a medical doctor.
Along the way in life. I ’ve been privileged to work with Dr. Ferid
Murad, who has made scientific discoveries of such profound dimen
sions that they will endure for as long as oxygen needs to delivered to
human cells for life. My enduring friendship with David Oliphant is
based on a lifetime of deep admiration, appreciation, and respect.
Thank you and stay well!

Edward A. Taub
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Ferid Murad, M.D., Ph.D.
Please allow me to also introduce myself. My name is Ferid Murad.
Fm a medical doctor, a board-certified internist, and the chairman of
the University of Texas Medical School Department of Integrative Bi
ology and Pharmacology. Also, I ’m the director of the University of
Texas Institute of Molecular Medicine.
It was a great honor to share the 1998 Nobel Prize in Medicine for
the discovery that Nitric Oxide is the body’s signaling molecule. It’s a
wonderful life I lead, with a wonderful family. It is my pleasure to share
some of my life’s personal stories with you.
My father and his family were shepherds in Albania. He left home
when he was a teenager to sell candy in the Balkan countries, and he
then immigrated to the United States, where he eventually became a
very proud U.S. citizen. After working in the steel mills in Cleveland
and Detroit, he settled in Chicago. Although he had less than a year of
education, he learned to speak seven languages. My mother was bom in
Alton, Illinois. She went to grade school for several years before she
quit so she could help her mother and younger siblings. My mom left
home at age 17, in 1935, to marry my dad.
I
was born a year later, at home, in their hot and small apartment
over a bakery in Whiting, Indiana.
The childhood poverty of my parents and their minimal education
did a lot to influence my education and career choices. We owned and
took care of a small restaurant. When I was able to stand on a stool to
reach the sink, I washed dishes.
Later, when I could see over the counter, I waited on tables and man
aged the cash register. This was my work throughout grade school and
high school, every evening and on weekends. Dad worked 16 to 18
hours a day in the restaurant, while my mother put in similar hours be
tween the restaurant and raising three children. They owned the building
which housed our restaurant; it included sleeping rooms upstairs. Many
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of the tenants were old, and my mother would care for them and prepare
their meals when they were sick. This helped me develop a sense of
compassion and generosity for people that eventually influenced my ca
reer choice— M edicine. Working long and hard hours is my modus
operandi. Besides my love for my family, I have a love affair with my
profession, which gives me great enjoyment.
Growing up with considerable freedom and saving my tips from the
restaurant helped support my career choice. This freedom principle that
my parents allowed me to enjoy also applied to my religious choices. Dad
was a Mushm, Mom a Baptist, and we were raised in a Catholic commu
nity. Subsequently, my brothers chose Catholicism when they married
Catholic wives. In college, I chose to be baptized Episcopalian. Carol
Ann, my wonderful wife of more than 40 years, is Presbyterian. Three of
our daughters married fine Jewish and Catholic men. We are a loving, car
ing, intellectually interesting mixed bag!
Believe it or not, I was on the track and cross-country team in high school,
as a long-distance runner. I also played football and basketball; however, I
spent most of my time keeping the bench warm. Most of us played offense
and defense in those days. My position was left guard, and I was 5 feet 11
inches and weighed 140 pounds. After three monsters ran over me, it was
prudent for me to spend more of my energy in long-distance mnning. Now,
my sport is golf, and like most weekend hackers, it’s a struggle.
Throughout college, I waited tables, taught anatomy labs, and worked
one or two jobs during summers to cover my expenses. In my junior
year, I met Carol Ann Leopold, who became my wife. Was I a lucky
guy! Our dates were primarily “study dates” at the library (the only thing
I could afford). We were married in 1958 and progressed with our fam
ily: four girls, including a set of identical twins before I finished medical
and graduate schools in 1965. Number five, our first boy, was bom as I
finished my medical residency in 1967. Fortunately, we didn’t stop as
planned after number four was bom.
I was first in my class at the Case Western Reserve University Med
ical School in Cleveland, Ohio. Learning was purely a labor of love.
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There was never any doubt in my mind about pursuing an academic ca
reer in medicine, research, and teaching.
To survive economically in medical school with so many children,
moonlighting at the Cleveland Clinic was a must. I worked nights on the
OB-GYN service, and my responsibilities included caring for mothers
by providing pelvic exams as they progressed through labor, assisting
in deliveries and Caesarian sections, then scrubbing tables and floors
after each delivery. This job paid me $20 per night for 12 hours of work,
from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. I did that one or two nights per week for four
years. However, in spite of the poor pay, I felt a huge amount of personal
gratitude toward the people I helped.
Sometimes, the schedule required that I work all night and then attend
a full day of classes the next day. This took me away from my family as
often as four to five nights per week. My wife and children were very un
derstanding. They grew up as wonderful children and adults in spite of my
absence, thanks to my wife. Carol Ann is a devoted wife and mother.
It was a priority to spend several weeks each summer with my fam
ily. We took them camping all over the United States. My current fetish
is my eight grandchildren, whom I try to spend as much time with as
possible, undoubtedly due to my guilt as an absent father.
Massachusetts General Hospital was where I went for my internship
and residency in internal medicine (1965-1967). What a wonderful expe
rience that was, with some of the world’s leading teachers, including the
chief of medicine. Dr. Alex Leaf. There couldn’t have been a better intro
duction to medicine. After my residency, I began my research career at the
NIH Heart Institute; then the University of Virginia asked me to form a new
clinical pharmacology division. 1 was 33 years old with five children.
O f the 105 research fellows and students I trained and collaborated
with, many have become professors, chairmen, research directors, and
division chiefs around the world. I view them as my offspring and keep
in contact with most of them. One o f my proudest accomplishments is

to have participated in the training o f such fine scientists and to have
influenced the careers o f so many talented physicians.
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While it was difficult to leave friends and colleagues at the University
of Virginia, where we conducted the first experiments with the biolog
ical effects of Nitric Oxide, I couldn’t turn down the exciting opportu
nity that was offered to me by Stanford Medical School, where I served
as the chief of medicine at the Veterans Hospital and acting chairman of
the Department of Medicine and continued to supervise a large produc
tive laboratory with trainees from all over the world.
After Stanford, I became a vice president at Abbott Laboratories, where
I helped discover many novel drug targets and brought forward 24 new
medical compounds for clinical trials for various diseases. When I left Ab
bott, I was supervising about 1,500 scientists and staff. I then co-founded a
biotechnology company that focused on Alzheimer’s disease.
In 1996,1 was honored to be awarded the Albert Lasker Award for Basic
Medical Research for “having advanced the fundamental understanding of
biochemical mechanisms in cells.” In 1997,1 was appointed the chairman
of the Department of Integrative Pharmacology at the University of Texas
Medical School in Houston, where I am also the director of the Institute of
Molecular Medicine. In 1998,1 shared the Nobel Prize in Medicine for my
work with Nitric Oxide. This brings me full circle. I’m back in the academic
element again and love it! The freedom and intellectual environment of ac
ademic medicine, along with the bright young students and fellows I have
the pleasure of working with, are so exciting. They are a daily joy for me.
I have spent the past 47 years in medicine and research with a variety
of positions and responsibilities. I remain quite intrigued and excited
with medicine and biology, how the body works, how cells communi
cate with one another, and how this information can lead to the devel
opment of important therapy.
Finally, I am pleased to be working and collaborating with Dr. Ed
ward Taub and David Oliphant. They are very experienced and caring
individuals who continue to reinforce my learning process.
Thank you for reading this!

Ferid Murad
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e are only as young— or as old— as our endothelium. So even
though m ost Americans are living longer, they’re also getting
sicker as they age because the endothelium is deteriorating. A sick en
dothelium cannot produce enough NO.

W

W hether we develop a chronic degenerative disease depends very
much on our family histories, how long we live, and how well we take
care of ourselves. For example, medical researchers have discovered
that the carotid arteries of obese children who are as young as 7 years
old are getting thick and stiff—arterial disease already related to en
dothelial sickness. Compared with kids o f normal weight, obese kids
were found to have higher blood pressure, inflam ed arteries, higher
cholesterol, and signs of diabetes. W hat a wake-up call!
L et’s consider what may already be happening to these children and
to the majority of adults by the age of 50. Be prepared for a shock, be
cause over 100 m illion American adults are already suffering from
chronic conditions such as heart disease, cancer, and diabetes, which
are diet- and exercise-related conditions resulting from endothelial sick
ness. Indeed, the m ajority o f Am erican adults beyond the age of 50
probably already have significant endothelial sickness. The troubling
evidence includes the fact that every one of us who is 55 years of age
or older has a 90 percent chance of developing hypertension!
W hat in the world is going on? This mind-boggling trend is easier
to understand if we consider the fact that humans have a life cycle just
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like all other living things. The human life cycle consists of our growing
years, reproductive years, the years spent caring for our families, and
finally, our end-of-life years. M other Nature graciously forgives all
sorts of unhealthy behaviors during our growing and reproductive years
in order to help us cast our human DNA into future generations through
our offspring.
After these years, however, our bodies break down according to pat
terns that are inscribed as genetic templates or blueprints in our DNA.
These templates or blueprints of diseases are meant to remain dormant
until the time that our natural biological clock sounds its alarm toward
the end of our life cycle.
The problem in today’s world is that the templates of diseases are
emerging prem aturely and with alarming frequency, due to the war
being waged in our bodies by free radicals and because we are living
so much longer. Although medical science creates diagnostic labels for
each of the templates, all of them are at least partially triggered by NO
deficiencies, which can trigger chronic degenerative diseases.
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COMMON FORMS OF CHRONIC
DEGENERATIVE DISEASES
Alzheimer’s Disease

Herpes Infection

Arthritis

HIV

Asthma and Emphysema

Hypertension

Atherosclerosis

IBS

Autoimmune Disease

Leukemia, Lymphoma, Hodgkin’s

Cancer

Chronic Liver Disease

Cardiovascular Disease

Chronic Kidney Disease

Cataracts

Macular Degeneration (AMD)

Crohn’s Disease

Obesity

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

Osteoporosis

Depression

Parkinson’s Disease

Diabetes

Pulmonary Hypertension/Fibrosis

Fibromyalgia

Tuberculosis

GERD

Ulcerative Colitis

Reducing Your Risk of Disease
Although this book addresses the full range of chronic degenerative dis
eases, the advice is especially helpful in reducing your risk of cardio
vascular disease because that is so preventable. For that reason, we will
focus on what can be done right now to start reducing your risk.
Before we get into The Wellness Solution, let’s be very clear about
what we mean by a “risk factor.” Again, a risk factor is something or
some condition that can make you more susceptible to a health problem.
Remember, the Journal o f the American Medical Association featured
a report that said about 90 percent of patients with severe heart disease
have one or more of the following risk factors:
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• Obesity
• Sedentary Lifestyle
• Diabetes Mellitus
• High Cholesterol or Abnormal Blood Lipids
• High Blood Pressure
• Angina or Previous Heart Attack
• Chronic Stress
• Age Older than 50 Years
• Family History of Heart Disease
• Smoking or Substance Abuse

Now is the time to assess whether any of those risk factors apply to
you. If so, then you are a great candidate for The Wellness Solution.
Please take a moment to evaluate your individual cardiovascular risk
level according to our analysis of the scientific research.

RISK LEVELS
Category One: If you have one of the listed risk factors, then your
endothelium is probably already showing signs of sickness.

Category Two: If you have two or three of the listed risk factors,
then your endothelium is probably moderately sick.

Category Three: If you have four or five of the listed risk factors,
then your endothelium is probably very sick.

Category Four: If you have more than five of the listed risk factors,
then your endothelium is probably too sick to produce enough NO to
make your blood vessels relax so that your blood can flow normally to
help avoid heart attacks, strokes, and many chronic diseases.
An honest assessment of your risk category should provide you with a
veiy good idea about your level of endothelial health and your risk for dis
ease. This is simply a commonsense approach to caring more conscientiously
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for your health and well-being. But take heart! The human body is so re
silient that whatever risk category you are in, you can still promote en
dothelial health and take greater charge of your health destiny with the
strategic guideUnes of The Wellness Solution.
You should implement this health strategy in conjunction with what
ever medical care is prescribed by your own medical doctor. Indeed,
regular consultations with your physician are important. This is true es
pecially for patients with hypertension who may require blood pressure
medication. Also, patients with diabetes who need good supervision to
control their blood glucose and all individuals with an increased risk of
cardiovascular disease should discuss with their physician whether they
are candidates for aspirin therapy or a statin drug to lower cholesterol.
Finally, ask your physician for a C-reactive protein (CRP) blood test to
check the level of inflammation in your arteries. If you are seeing a doc
tor, for whatever reason, he or she should be delighted that you are tak
ing the initiative to reduce your risk of disease. Your doctor should
support you wholeheartedly as you pursue this healthful strategy.
To sum up, our longevity might have increased over the last hundred
years, but for many people the longevity will just be cosmetic, because
conditions like Generalized Hypovitaminosis, obesity, smoking, sub
stance abuse, a sedentary lifestyle, and chronic stress have combined
to slowly but surely weaken their endothelium. Taking proactive steps
to improve your endothelial health, right now, helps reduce your risk
for heart disease and other chronic degenerative diseases. We believe the
most pressing public health need today is promoting endothelial health
by following The Wellness Solution.
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THE WELLNESS SOLUTION
1. Healthy Nutrition
2. Weight Management
3. Appropriate Amounts of Water
4. A Scientifically Balanced Vitamin and Mineral
Nutrition System
5. Regular Exercise
6. No Smoking. . . No Excess Alcohol. . . No Substance Abuse
7. Stress Management. . . Along with Being a Good Person
The Wellness Solution is designed to be an easy regimen for you to
follow. However, we are fully aware that even the most brilliant recom
mendations will be valueless if they can’t be easily followed.
We believe our recommendations are strong and sound, but we also
know that they are only as good as your actions and compliance. Please
keep on reading so you will continue to understand how to promote en
dothelial health by examining The Wellness Solution in more detail.

Healthy Nutrition
Just one fast-food meal can make your endothelial cells
sick. Even if you are otherwise healthy, one fast-food
meal reduces the ability o f your blood vessels to function
normally fo r several hours.
— ^John Cooke, M.D., Ph.D.,
Stanford University School of Medicine

Dr. Cooke’s staggering news is based on a study of people who ate a single
meal from a typical fast-food restaurant. Within two hours of consuming
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the meal, these individuals had almost a 50 percent decrease in the normal
function of their endothelium! Dr. Cooke is the director of the Section of
Vascular Medicine at Stanford University Medical School. His research
demonstrates that extra fat shows up in our blood after consuming unhealthful food and inhibits the production of NO, which makes our en
dothelium sick. This becomes a very unhealthy, vicious cycle, because a
sick endothelium makes even less NO.
Merely being overweight, for example, creates extra fat in the blood.
This causes high blood pressure, diabetes, and many types of cancer, all
of which make the endothehum sick. And again the ferocious cycle begins,
because once the endothelium starts producing less NO, it gets even sicker.
The exciting news is that researchers, including Dr. Cooke, have discov
ered that a sick endothelium is resilient enough to improve with good care.
So let’s first discuss healthy nutrition and then weight management for en
dothelial wellness. Remember that the goal is optimal NO production.

Some Recommendations
For optimal NO production, we need to eat lots of fresh fruits and veg
etables, whole grains, nuts, beans, and fish, along with generous
amounts of olive or canola oil.
We suggest at least five servings of fresh fruits and veggies every
day. Oatmeal and other whole grain cereals are especially recommended
for breakfast, with soy milk. A small handful of nuts on most days is
very healthy for you. Walnuts are probably the best. We also recom
mend eating fish at least two or three times a week. The healthiest types
of fish are mackerel, herring, salmon, trout, sardines (canned in oil),
and halibut, because they contain lots of essential omega-3 fatty acids.
Essential means we need this type of fat to live.
Your body does not manufacture fatty acids by itself. You should
limit eating other types of animal flesh to not more than three or four
times a week— chicken and turkey are far healthier choices than beef or
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pork. D on’t be fooled by advertising claiming that pork is the “other
white meat.”
Olive and canola oils are wonderful resources for endothelial well
ness. Despite what you may think, it’s important to eat fat because it’s
required for every cell in your body. Saturated fats are bad for your
health, and unsaturated fats are good, in moderation. Eating too much
saturated fat is a major cause of high cholesterol and of inflamed arteries
and contributes to endothelial sickness. These are fats from animal prod
ucts, and they are firm or get hard at room temperature. Don’t let it con
fuse you, because it’s relatively simple: the more saturated the fat, the
harder the fat. Butter has more saturated fat than margarine.
Unsaturated fats come mostly from plant and fish sources and are much
healthier than saturated fats. These fats are soft or liquid at room tempera
ture. Nuts, olive oil, and canola oil contain mostly unsaturated fat. There
are two major types of unsaturated fats: polyunsaturated (good) or monounsaturated (even better). Eating for a healthy endothelium requires a mixture
of both types. Olive oil, canola oil, avocados, walnuts, peanuts, cashews, and
almonds provide wonderful nutrition for our endothelium, because they
contain mostly monounsaturated fat with less polyunsaturated fat.
The only types of fat worse for our endothelium than saturated fats are
man-made trans fats. These awful fats are found in most fast foods and in
snacks and baked goods that are commercially produced for mass con
sumption. Virtually all hamburger and fried chicken chains use trans fats
in oil to fry food, as do most casual dining establishments. And Americans
eat out a lot! According to the National Restaurant Association, 46 percent
of the food dollar is spent eating outside the home. That means we are con
suming a lot of trans fats.
How awful are trans fats? Well, they lower good cholesterol (HDL)
and raise bad cholesterol (LDL) so aggressively that in the Harvard
Nurses’ Health Study, women who ate the most transfats were 50 per
cent more likely to die of heart disease. Is there a more compelling rea
son to choose fresh fruits, nuts, vegetables, and whole grains over fast
food and junk food, which not only cause obesity, but can kill you?
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Healthy amounts of good protein are crucial for endothelial health.
The actual meaning of the word protein is derived from the Greek word
meaning “prime importance.” Vegetable protein is healthier than animal
protein, and soy protein seems to be the healthiest of all when it comes
to promoting heart and blood vessel health. It seems difficult to get suf
ficient soy into our meals, but it’s worth trying. Eating a whole grain ce
real for breakfast, along with cold soymilk, is one way to start, and the
edamame soybean recipe that follows later on makes a delicious appe
tizer, snack, or main course.
Many of the nutritional guidelines described above fit into what is gen
erally known as a Mediterranean-style diet, since it’s the traditional way of
eating in France, Italy, Greece, Spain, and Portugal. People in these Mediter
ranean countries experience cardiovascular disease at strikingly lower rates
than those in the United States. But it’s wrong to think of this manner of eat
ing as a diet—it’s an entire wellness lifestyle. Two landmark studies and an
accompanying editorial about the Mediterranean-style diet were published
in the Journal o f the American Medical Association in September 2004.
The studies reinforce the notion that “we are only as young—or as old—

as our endothelium.”
The first study demonstrates that a healthy lifestyle is just as impor
tant as the Mediterranean way of eating, especially for people who are
between 70 and 90 years old. The researchers followed 2,400 Western
European men and women for 10 years and discovered that those fol
lowing a Mediterranean-style diet and a wellness lifestyle had almost a
two-thirds lower rate of death from all causes. The researchers con
clude: “Therefore, a diet rich in plant foods, in combination with non
smoking, moderate alcohol consumption, and at least 30 minutes of
physical activity per day, is associated with a significantly lower mor
tality rate, even in old age.”
The second study focuses on the use of a Mediterranean-style diet to
treat the very prevalent Metabolic Syndrome. This syndrome, which af
fects about 25 percent of all American adults, includes high blood fats,
high blood pressure, diabetes or prediabetes, and abdominal obesity, which
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are all signs of endothelial sickness. Abdominal obesity is defined as a
waist circumference greater than 40 inches for men and greater than 35
inches for women. The researchers proved that the Mediterranean-style
diet was a safe, effective treatment for people with Metabolic Syndrome.
Eating this way reduces the risk of cardiovascular disease by improving en
dothelial health and stimulating NO production.
How elfective was this eating lifestyle? It reduced the presence of Meta
bolic Syndrome’s components by about 50 percent. That’s nothing short of
amazing! The researchers conclude that their findings “represent the first
demonstration, to our knowledge, that a Mediterranean-style diet rich in
whole grains, fruits, vegetables, legumes, walnuts, and olive oil might be
effective in reducing both the prevalence of the Metabolic Syndrome and
its associated cardiovascular risk.” The study also suggests a real break
through in understanding the link between nutrition, endothelial health,
and NO production.
In an editorial commenting on the significance of these studies, Drs.
Eric B. Rimm and Myer J. Stampfer, respected Harvard physicians asso
ciated with the famous Harvard Nurses’ Health Study, claim that the new
information is a “call to action.” A simple set of hfestyle practices can re
duce the mortality rate among elderly individuals by nearly two-thirds!
The doctors wisely observe: “As a society, the United States spends billions
on chronic disease treatments and interventions for risk factors. Although
these are useful and important, just a fraction of that investment to promote
healthful lifestyles for primary prevention among individuals at all ages
would yield greater benefit.”

The Wellness Solution is an effective response to the Harvard physi
cians’ call to action. Unfortunately, Americans’ eating habits are not even
close to the ideal of following a Mediterranean-style diet. To help you
achieve a more healthful nutrition lifestyle, we would like to share some
of our favorite personal recipes with you. It will be like a cookbook within
our book. Please note that these recipes have been tested and approved by
a chef trained at the famous Culinary Institute of America.

H ealthful Recipes

HEALTHFUL RECIPES
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A ntipasto di Anneli
MAKES 4 SERVINGS

12 stalks asparagus, steamed until tender, and halved
1 12-ounce jar artichoke hearts in water, drained
1 red bell pepper, sliced in thin strips
1 red onion, thinly sliced
1 cup sun-dried tomatoes (softened in a bowl of hot water, drained,

and chopped)
1 8-ounce can Kalamata olives in water, drained
8 leaves fresh basil, chopped coarsely
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
2 tablespoons lemon juice
V2 cup shavedAsiago cheese
pepper to taste

NOTE: To soften sun-dried tomatoes, place them in a bowl of scalding water
and set aside for 15 to 20 minutes. Drain and chop.
1. On a large platter or serving plate, arrange asparagus, artichoke hearts, bell
pepper, and onion.
2. Top with sun-dried tomatoes, olives, and basil.
3. Mix together olive oil, balsamic vinegar, and lemon juice. Drizzle over veg
etables.
4. Top antipasto with Asiago cheese and season to taste with pepper.

Traditional Italian antipasto salads are so high in fat and calories. The vegeta
bles are drenched in oil and soggy with layers of processed meats. This lowfat. vegetarian variety brings out the best flavors of an antipasto. It’s filled with
Italian delicacies, such as artichoke hearts and sumptuous olives, but goes
light on the high-fat cheeses and unhealthful oils.
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Caesar Salad
MAKES 2 SERVINGS
We feel that this recipe has all the goodness of a traditional Caesar salad with
out the unhealthful traditional raw egg.
1/2 cup Parmesan cheese, grated
1 tablespoon low-fat plain yogurt
4 garlic cloves, minced

juice of half a lemon
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
1/2 tablespoon Dijon mustard
pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
8 leaves romaine lettuce, washed and torn
1. To prepare the dressing, combine the first six ingredients in a medium
sized mixing bowl and whisk well. Season dressing to taste with pepper.
2. Pour dressing over lettuce and toss to coat leaves thoroughly.

There are endless healthful variations on this timeless classic. Unfortunately,
most lack the flavor of a true Caesar salad. This variation tastes just like a
Caesar saiad is supposed to taste!
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Tomato M ozzarella Salad
MAKES 2 SERVINGS
We can actually eat this salad as a main course. With fresh bread for soaking
up the zesty vinaigrette, it is a substantial and healthy meal.
2 tablespoons pine nuts, toasted (walnuts are suitable, too)
2 cloves garlic, mashed
V2 tablespoon olive oil
V2 cup arugula, washed and torn in bite-sized pieces
5 leaves romaine lettuce, washed and torn in bite-sized pieces
V2 tablespoon balsamic vinegar

pepper to taste
1 tablespoon raisins, soaked in water for 10 minutes
2 large tomatoes, cut in wedges
8 ounces low-fat mozzarella cheese, cut in ^/4-inch slices
1. Combine nuts with garlic and olive oil. Spread on a foil-covered baking
sheet and toast in a 350-degree oven for 5 minutes, until golden brown.
(Keep a close eye on this, because it browns quickly.)
2. In a large bowl, toss greens with vinegar and season to taste with pepper. Stir
in raisins and toasted nuts.
3. On a platter, arrange tomato wedges and cheese slices around the tossed
greens.
4. Serve with crunchy Italian bread or fresh baguettes.

The fresh and tangy tastes of this salad make a delicious meal in itself. Won
derfully light and crisp and easy to prepare, this salad is full of energy and pro
tein. Pine nuts come from the cones of the stone pine and have a deep, rich
flavor. Combined with low-fat mozzarella, this light salad packs a protein
punch. For a lively variation, substitute small bits of apple for the raisins.
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A nneli’s Tomato Salad
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
This is a simple yet sensational salad. The freshest vine-ripened tomatoes will
create the most flavorful salad.

8 medium tomatoes, cut in smaii wedges
1 tablespoon rice vinegar (seasoned)

small onion, minced
1 tablespoon parsley, finely chopped
1 teaspoon sugar
black pepper to taste
V2 teaspoon salt or salt-substitute

^2

1. Place tomato wedges in a medium bowl. Set aside.
2. In another bowl, mix together vinegar, onion, parsley, sugar, pepper, and
salt or salt-substitute, beating well with a fork.
3. Pour mixture over tomatoes and toss lightly.
4. Try serving with veggie burgers and fresh com.

Tomatoes are a versatile fruit used as a vegetable, high in vitamin C. To keep
tomatoes fresh and flavorful, do not refrigerate them. This may seem counter
intuitive, but it’s true. The cold refrigerator not only destroys a fresh tomato’s
flavor, it may destroy its vitamins. When buying tomatoes, buy only as many
as you can use in the next three or four days. The extra trip to the store or
farmer’s market will be well worth it. Rice vinegar gives this salad loads of fla
vor without loading it with the fat of traditional salad dressings. This salad is
virtually fat-free.
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Fast Green Bean Salad
MAKES 2 SERVINGS
Savory, tasty, and tangy, this salad is a treat for the taste buds and so easy to
prepare. Use fresh green beans if they are in season.

1 14-ounce can French-cut green beans, drained (or fresh, if

available)
1 tablespoon onion, finely grated
1 tablespoon parsley, finely chopped
1 tablespoon white vinegar
^4 teaspoon salt or salt-substitute
V2 teaspoon Maggi
dash each of pepper and sugar
1 tablespoon canola oil

1. Drain the water from the beans and empty them into a bowl. Add the re
maining ingredients and mix well, so that all the beans are coated with dress
ing.

Green beans are a high-fiber vegetable. A great, tasty way to get most of the
nutritional fiber you need in a day is to enjoy this salad. This is quick and simple
but has a distinct flavor, thanks to the blend of Maggi, pepper, and sugar.
Maggi is a condiment which has a nutty taste and is widely used in Germany.
It’s also great for soups, instead of salt. Look for Maggi in the gourmet foods
or condiment section at your market.
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Sim ple Fresh Tomato Sauce
MAKES 2 SERVINGS
The best tomato sauce comes from the freshest ingredients.
V2 tablespoon olive oil
1 small onion, finely diced
3 cloves garlic, crushed
1 small carrot, peeled and shredded
6 ripe tomatoes, diced
2 tablespoons fresh basil, chopped

pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
dash of sugar
1. Heat oil in a medium-sized pan and add onion, garlic, and carrot. Saute over
medium heat for about 8 minutes, until onion is soft, but not brown.
2. Add the tomatoes and basil and simmer on low heat for 15 minutes, stirring
often. Season to taste with pepper, sugar, and salt or salt-substitute.

This sauce is low fat, and served with a plate of steaming pasta.This makes
a low-fat, high-energy meal. Select fresh tomatoes carefully. Look for bruises
or soft spots. Choose vine-ripened tomatoes if available. When basil is not in
season, or for variation, use fresh parsley in the recipe. A little sugar helps
bring out the taste in tomatoes. For a pure, healthy, and easy-to-prepare
tomato sauce, this recipe can’t be beat. Lycopene gives tomatoes their red
color, and it is probably the substance that decreases prostate cancer signif
icantly in men who eat lots of tomato sauce.
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SOUPS
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Cold Tsatziki Soup
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
Smooth and cool, this authentic Greek soup comes together in hardly any time.
It’s perfect for a light lunch and tastes even better on the second day.

2 cucumbers, peeled and coarsely grated

pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
1 pint low-fat plain yogurt
juice of half a lemon
1 garlic dove, mashed
2 cups water
2 tablespoons fresh mint, finely chopped
1. Place cucumbers in a medium bowl and season to taste with salt-substitute
and pepper. Set aside.
2. In another bowl, mix yogurt with lemon juice, garlic, and water.
3. Combine the cucumbers and yogurt mixture, add mint leaves, and stir well.

This soup is perfect for a hot summer day. The cool and crisp flavors of cucum
ber and mint are delicious and refreshing. Fresh mint gives this soup its distinct
taste. Mint is easy to grow. If you don’t have a garden, even a small container
on the windowsill will produce amazing results. If mint is too strong for your
taste, substitute fresh parsley for a more subtle soup.
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Savory Green Bean Soup
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
This soup is hearty and healthful, the perfect meal in itself.

cups water
1 teaspoon summer savory herb
3 cups green beans
2V2 tablespoons canola oil C 12 tablespoon for browning onions,
2 tablespoons for browning flour)
2 medium onions, finely diced
3 tablespoons all-purpose flour
1 tablespoon vinegar
2 teaspoons sugar
2 teaspoons salt or salt-substitute
1 pound wide egg noodles

5

1. Add summer savory to water and boil. Add beans and cook for 20 minutes.
2. While beans cook, heat */2 tablespoon canola oil in a small skillet and saute
onions until brown. Transfer onions to a small bowl and set aside. In the same
skiUet, heat 2 tablespoons canola oil and add flour, stirring constantly to avoid
clumping. Cook flour until golden brown and barely smoking. Watch carefully,
flour turns from brown to burned very quickly!
3. Add onions and flour to the beans and water, and stir. Add vinegar, sugar,
and salt or salt-substitute, and let simmer for 15 minutes.
4. While soup simmers, boil water for noodles. Cook noodles al dente. Serve
soup hot, over noodles.

Garden-fresh green beans are the key to this flavorful soup. Greens picked
from the garden are loaded with life energy. Look for a local farmer’s market
for the freshest beans available. If fresh beans aren’t possible, frozen or
canned beans are a good alternative. If you have children, involve them in the
preparations—^they love the popping sound that beans make when they break
off the ends!
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Fresh Vegetable Broth
MAKES ABOUT 5 CUPS
Here is the perfect way to use up vegetables in the fridge. This broth gives
Vegetable Risotto a wonderful flavor.
2 large carrots, sliced
1 large onion, sliced
2 celery stalks (outer), sliced

a few celery leaves
a few parsley stems
2 sprigs each of fresh thyme and marjoram
2 bay leaves
3 garlic cloves, crushed with the side of a knife
a strip of lemon peel
10 black peppercorns
6 cups water

1. Put all ingredients in a large saucepan. Bring to a boil, then reduce the heat,
cover the pan, and simmer until vegetables are just soft but not mushy—
about 45 minutes. Let cool.
2. Strain broth through a sieve into a large container, pressing the solids to ex
tract as much liquid as possible. Keep covered in the refrigerator. Use broth
within four days.

Vegetable broth is simple and satisfying to make. Homemade is much health
ier, and lower in sodium, than store-bought broth. You will taste the difference!
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Broccoli Soup with W alnuts
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
This is a favorite autumn or winter soup. It is the perfect overture to a good
meal, or a perfect meal in itself.
1 medium onion, chopped
4-5 cups fresh broccoii, stems sliced and florets separated
1 tablespoon butter
1 cup vegetable bouillon or water
1 cup milk or plain soy or rice milk
^4 cup half-and-half
3 tablespoons walnuts, chopped and toasted

pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
1. In a large pot, saute onion and broccoli in butter for 5 minutes.
2. Add bouillon (or water) and milk and simmer gently for 30 minutes, or until
broccoli is tender.
3. Transfer to food processor or blender, puree until smooth, and return to pot.
4. Add half-and-half and walnuts. Season to taste with pepper and salt or saltsubstitute.

This soup provides plentiful amounts of fiber to your diet. Broccoli and nuts are
both high in fiber. Fiber helps remove excess cholesterol from the blood and
thus helps keep your heart healthy. Broccoli may be the most maligned veg
etable, but it is also one of the most healthful vegetables you can eat. Broccoli
is loaded with compounds that help protect against cancer, as well as vitamin
C and beta-carotene. Nuts are wonderful for your health when eaten regularly
and in moderation. The monounsaturated fat and vitamin E in nuts help protect
against heart disease.
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Chicken Soup with Cabbage
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
This soup will fill your kitchen with a warm aroma. This recipe combines our favorite
cabbage soup with chicken soup—a perfect marriage of flavors and traditions.
6 cups water

4 skinless chicken breast fillets, sliced
1 small leek, cut in ^2-inch chunks
2 carrots, peeled and cut in 2-inch chunks
1 celery root, peeled and cut in ^/2-inch chunks
1 bay ieaf
1 small Savoy cabbage, cut in small pieces
V4 cup chives, cut very thin (optional)
V4 cup parsley, chopped
pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
1. Bring water to a boil; add chicken and leek. Cover and cook on medium
heat for about 30 minutes.
2. Add carrots, celery root, bay leaf, and cabbage. Cover and cook on low heat
for another 30 minutes.
3. Just before serving, add parsley or chives, season to taste with pepper and
salt or salt-substitute.
3. Serve over rice or just with some fresh crusty bread.
4. Remember to remove the bay leaf prior to eating the soup.

Wintertime is for soups, and this one is filled with hearty vegetables and
chicken. Leftovers make a more flavorful soup the following day, and the broth
can be used in many other recipes.
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APPETIZERS
--------------------------------------- ♦ -------------------------------------

Edamame
MAKES 4 -6 SERVINGS
When it comes to soy, edamame is the real thing! It’s pronounced eh-duhMAH-may, and it can be served as an appetizer or as an entree. It’s also a great
breakfast, lunch, or dinner, all by itself.

1 16-ounce package of frozen shelled soybeans
V4 cup olive oil (more if needed)
1 large onion, peeled and finely chopped
5 garlic cloves, minced
V2 cup raisins

zest of 1 lemon
juice of 1 lemon
3 sprigs fresh rosemary or thyme or 1 teaspoon dried herbs of Provence
pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
1. Blanch soybeans, following directions on the package. Remove from heat
and drain. While soybeans cook, heat olive oil in a pan. Add onions and
saute until golden brown. Add garlic for the last 5 minutes and also saute
until golden brown.
2. Pour cooked beans into a medium casserole dish. Add onions-garhc mixture.
Add raisins, zest of lemon, lemon juice, pepper, and salt or salt-substitute. Stir
together well. Layer sprigs of rosemary or thyme on top (or substitute herbs of
Provence).
3. Put uncovered casserole dish in oven preheated to 375 degrees and bake for
15 minutes.

Serve warm or at room temperature. Try it with some crusty bread. The great
taste, ease of preparation, and excellent nutrient value make this a wonderful
soybean dish.
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Portobello Appetizer
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
This is a wonderful appetizer. For a side dish, the rich flavors complement a
crisp Caesar salad. It makes a great sandwich . . . with a little lettuce and
tomato!

2 tablespoons olive oil
2 large portobello mushrooms, stems removed, sliced thin
2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar

pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
^/2 tablespoon fresh thyme, chopped
1 teaspoon fresh rosemary, chopped (substitute 3 teaspoons dried
Italian herbs, if fresh herbs unavailable)
2 garlic cloves, peeled
V 2 cup Parmesan cheese, grated
1. In a medium skillet, heat 1 tablespoon oil and saute portobellos until deep
brown. Drain on a paper towel.
2. Arrange mushrooms on a plate, sprinkle with balsamic vinegar, pepper, salt
or salt-substitute.
3. In the same skillet, combine chopped herbs and garlic and add 1 tablespoon
olive oil. Mix well. Cook for 5 minutes on low heat.
4. Drizzle herb mixture over mushrooms.
5. Sprinkle mushrooms with Parmesan.
6. Serve mushrooms alone or on a baguette with sprigs of arugula and sliced
tomatoes.

Rich, plump portobellos are our favorite variety of mushrooms. Once found
only in specialty stores, they are now common in most supermarket produce
sections.
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M ock Chopped Liver
MAKES 6 SERVINGS
Chopped liver fans will rave about this healthy, low-fat variation of a tradi
tional pate. This recipe captures all the strong flavors of the original classic,
but is much lower in fat and completely vegetarian.
V2 pound green beans, chopped in bite-sized pieces
^/4 pound mushrooms, chopped
1 smali onion, peeied and fineiy chopped
1 teaspoon canoia oil
V4 cup walnuts, chopped

pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
V4 cup water
1. Saute green beans, mushrooms, and onion in oil over medium-high heat for
10 minutes.
2. Pour mixture into food processor bowl, add remaining ingredients, and
blend until creamy.
3. Chill and serve on a bed of lettuce with raw vegetables.

Thanks to creative cooking, snacking before dinner continues to be fun and
healthy. Giving a dinner party? Going to a potiuck? This is an excellent, easyto-prepare, low-fat appetizer that will please vegetarians and nonvegetarians
alike. For variation, this can be spread on bread for a delicious vegetarian
sandwich.
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French Salmon Spread
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
Many fans of French cuisine have had to give up their favorite French dishes because
they do not accommodate a low-fat lifestyle. Over the years, we have learned to
transfomi traditionally rich French recipes into low-fat, high-energy variations that
still maintain their distinctly French flavor.

1 tablespoon mustard (preferably Dijon)
1 tablespoon olive oil
3 ounces smoked salmon, finely chopped
1 tablespoon onion, minced (optional)
1 tablespoon greens of spring onion, finely chopped (chives can be

substituted)
pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
1. Mix mustard with oil until creamy.

2. Add salmon, onion, greens of spring onion or chives; season to taste with
salt-substitute and pepper and mix well. Refrigerate for several hours before
serving.
3. Simply tear off hunks of baguette and enjoy, or toast slices and top with
spread.

Americans love appetizers. Unfortunately, most appetizers are high in fat and
filled with meat. This dish is borrowed from the French and transformed into
an intensely appetizing, but not sinfully fattening spread. Traditional rillettes
are served throughout France, made of pork or rabbit. In this dish, salmon is
substituted for a lighter, healthier spread, with terrific taste. If smoked salmon
is unavailable, substitute another variety of smoked fish.
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H earty G arlic Spread
MAKES 11/2 CUPS
This delicious spread earns its name because garlic truly is good for your heart.
This is staple fare in the Mediterranean and the French countryside, combined
with their zest for life. No wonder people from both areas have such low rates
of heart disease! Traditionally, the spread is served to flavor crusty bread.

1 cup silken tofu, firm
6 cloves garlic, peeled
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon olive oil

pepper and salt or salt-substitute and pepper to taste
1. Combine all ingredients in a food processor and blend until smooth. Season
to taste with pepper and salt or salt-substitute.
2. Refrigerate until serving in an airtight container; freshness lasts up to a
week.

Peeling garlic can be frustrating if you don’t know this simple trick: Place single
cloves on a cutting board or counter. With the flat side of a large wooden spoon
or a wide chef’s knife, smash them. The peel just falls away. Garlic is wonderful
for your health. Scientific studies have shown its preventive value in warding off
bacteria, viruses, fungi, and other organisms that cause human disease. Chem
icals in garlic also protect the heart. Researchers have shown that garlic has a
cholesterol-lowering effect, reduces blood pressure, and can help prevent blood
clots. Enjoy this as a dip for raw or steamed vegetables, or as a zesty sandwich
spread.
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SIDE DISHES
----------------------♦---------------------

Stuffed Cucumbers Nany
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
Some friends introduced us to this savory dish. It’s light, but surprisingly filling.
1 cup brown rice
2 cups water
1 8-ounce package low-fat cream cheese
2 tablespoons raisins

pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
5 medium cucumbers, peeled, halved lengthwise, and seeded
1 8-ounce jar of simple tomato sauce or fresh tomato sauce
1. Cook brown rice according to directions on package, but 10 minutes less
than required cooking time.
2. Drain rice and mix with cream cheese and raisins. Pepper and salt or add
salt-substitute to taste.
3. Fill half of the cucumbers with the rice mixture. Top each stuffed cucumber
with another half and secure with toothpick.
4. Place stuffed cucumbers in a casserole dish.
5. Pour simple tomato sauce over stuffed cucumbers. Cover and bake for 45
minutes at 300 degrees.

We love vegetables in their natural, raw, fresh state. When we cook them, we
favor recipes that draw out the naturally delicious flavors. It’s easy to overcook
vegetables and destroy not only their flavor, but their nutritional value. This
delicious dish combines the cool taste of cucumbers with the sweetness of
raisins and nutty taste of brown rice.
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Roasted Vegetables
MAKES 2 SERVINGS
While these vegetables roast in a balsamic marinade, your kitchen will become
remarkably fragrant. The vinegar draws out the vegetables’ subtle flavors. Veg
etables never tasted so good!
V2 tablespoon balsamic vinegar
1V2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
1 teaspoon salt or salt-substitute
1 tablespoon rosemary
1 cup mushrooms, halved
1 cup green beans, broken in half
1 medium onion, sliced
1 medium sweet potato, peeled and cut in large chunks
1 large carrot, peeled and cut in large chunks
5 cloves garlic, peeled
1. Preheat oven to 450 degrees.
2. Prepare marinade in a large bowl, combining vinegar, oil, salt-substitute,
and rosemary.
3. Add vegetables, mushrooms, onions, and garlic to the marinade and coat
evenly.
4. Spread vegetables out in a shallow baking pan and pour marinade on top.
5. Roast vegetables for 35 to 40 minutes (or until sweet potato is soft), stirring
occasionally. Vegetables are done when they are a warm brown, caramel
like color.

There’s nothing more delicious than the flavor of roasted fresh vegetables.
Roasting vegetables brings out their naturally sweet juices.
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Very Veggie Burgers
MAKES 10 PATTIES

tablespoon canola oil
V2 pound mushrooms, quartered
1 small onion, diced
2 tablespoons walnuts or sunflower seeds
1 large carrot, coarsely grated
1 tablespoon apple, peeled and grated
1 teaspoon marjoram
pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
1 cup green beans, cooked to crisp tender
1 cup Garbanzo beans, drained
1 tablespoon tahini or peanut butter
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
3 tablespoons bread crumbs
1 egg white
1

1. Heat oil in a large skillet. Add mushrooms, onion, nuts, carrot, apple, and
marjoram. Saute until mushrooms appear golden brown. Add pepper and
salt or salt-substitute to taste.
2. Transfer vegetables to medium-sized bowl and add green beans, garbanzos, tahini
or peanut butter, Worcestershire sauce, and bread crumbs.
3. Combine everything well and put in a food processor. Pulse 3 or 4 times.
Mixture should be a coarse consistency. Mix in egg white. Form into palm
sized patties.
4. Bake on a nonstick baking sheet at 450 degrees for 15 minutes; flip and
bake another 15 minutes. Or fry to golden brown in a skillet lightly coated
with canola oil.

We searched the world for the best veggie burger. Some taste too much like
soy, some have a gummy texture, some simply fall apart! Veggie burgers are
a healthy alternative to hamburgers, but unless they’re pleasurable to eat and
tasty, why would anyone switch? Some veggie burgers try too hard to resem
ble hamburgers. That’s not our goal with this recipe; this is a healthy and de
licious low-fat burger sure to win over the toughest skeptics! Try these burgers
on fresh sourdough bread or whole-wheat buns.
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ENTREES
-------------------------------------------- ♦ -------------------------------------------

Farfalle with Beans and H ina
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
This is a perfect dish to prepare when you have unexpected guests. It’s simple,
but delicious and can be enjoyed year-round.
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 large onion, finely diced
4 cloves garlic, mashed
2 tablespoons Vermouth (optional)
8 fresh tomatoes, peeled and diced, or 128-ounce can crush&d tomatoes
1 10-ounce package frozen lima beans, defrosted
1 teaspoon sugar

pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
1 tablespoon oregano
1 can tuna in water, drained and cut into small chunks
1 pound farfalle (bowtie pasta)
1. Heat olive oil in large pot. Add onion and garlic and saute until translucent.
Add vermouth.
2. Add tomatoes, beans, sugar, and oregano. Season to taste with pepper and
salt or salt-substitute. Cook on medium-low heat for 15 minutes.
3. Mix tuna into sauce and simmer for about 3 minutes, until tuna is just warm.
4. While sauce is sinunering, cook pasta al dente and mix together with sauce;
serve.

This dish proves there are deiicious ways to eat high-protein meais without
reiying on high-fat red meat. Pasta, beans, and tuna combine to create a dish
packed with energy, but iow in fat.
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Vegetable Risotto
MAKES 2 SERVINGS
Look for the freshest, most tender stalks of asparagus.

2 cups trimmed asparagus tips
3 cups

water
1 tablespoon olive or canola oil
2 shallots, chopped (about V4 cup)
1 garlic clove, minced
1V2 cups short-grain orArborio rice
vegetable broth recipe (see “Fresh Vegetable Broth” under SOUPS)
pinch of saffron threads (optional)
strip of lemon peel
1 tablespoon lemon juice
2 cups sliced button mushrooms
8 sun-dried tomatoes packed in oil, well drained and chopped
V2 cup chopped walnuts or cashews, toasted
salt or salt-substitute and freshly ground black pepper
roughly chopped flat-leaf parsley and large shavings of Asiago
cheese (optional) for garnish
1. Put asparagus in small saucepan of boiling water and cook until barely ten
der (2 to 3 minutes). Drain and reserve liquid. Refresh asparagus in ice water
and set aside.
2. Heat oil in heavy saucepan. Add shallots and garlic; saute 2 to 3 minutes.
Stir in rice and cook 3 minutes, stirring occasionally.
3. Add enough vegetable broth to the reserved asparagus cooking liquid to
make 3 cups. Add to the pan of saffron threads (if using) and lemon peel and
juice. Bring to a boil, then reduce heat, cover, and simmer 10 minutes.
4. Add mushrooms and sun-dried tomatoes and cook, covered, until rice is ten
der —another 10 minutes. Stir in asparagus and nuts for the last few minutes
of cooking.
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5. Remove lemon peel, season to taste, and transfer to a warm dish. Sprinkle
with chopped parsley and shavings of Asiago cheese (if using). Serve risotto
at once.

Risotto is wonderfully creamy Italian rice. This dish takes a little longer to cook,
but it is worth the extra time. You can substitute an endless variety of ingredi
ents in this recipe.
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Eggplant Rollatini
M AK ES 4 SERVINGS

Thanks to some magnificent chefs, this delicious and healthy meal is low in
calories and fat. For variety, we sometimes substitute fresh garden zucchini
for eggplant.

^/3 cup bread crumbs
1 tablespoon Parmesan cheese
V4 teaspoon EACH dried ground basil, rosemary, parsley, and thyme
^/4 cup part-skim ricotta cheese
1 pound eggplant, cut into 12 slices, about ^/4-inch thick
1 cup tomato sauce
2 tablespoons grated part-skim mozzarella cheese

4 ounces spaghetti or linguini
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Combine bread crumbs, Parmesan cheese, and
half of herbs in small bowl; set aside.
2. In small bowl, mix remaining half of herbs into ricotta cheese and set aside.
3. Steam eggplant slices until pliable, about 3 to 5 minutes.
4. Lay each eggplant slice in crumbs, patting to be assured the coating will
stick.
5. Spoon 1 tablespoon of ricotta cheese mixture near edge of each slice of egg
plant and roll to form a tube.
6. Arrange eggplant rolls in shallow 8-inch by 11-inch baking dish. Sprinkle
extra crumbs over them and top evenly with tomato sauce and mozzarella
cheese. Bake until heated through, about 30 minutes.
7. While rollatini are baking, cook pasta, drain, and divide evenly among 4
plates.
8. Place 3 eggplant rollatini over pasta and serve immediately.

Eggplant is a staple of Italian cooking. In Italy, it’s rarely fried, as it is here in
the States. In this low-fat recipe (only 8 grams of fat per serving), the unique
flavor of eggplant is enhanced with Italian herbs and tomatoes.
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Asparagus Chicken
M A K ES 4 SERVINGS

The appealing and unusual flavors of this dish consistently draw raves from
family and friends. Delicate asparagus and mushrooms are drizzled with ca
pers and lemon juice.

1V2 tablespoons canola oil
1 onion, finely chopped
2 cups mushrooms, sliced
2 whole skinless chicken breasts, cut into chunks (for vegetarian ver

sion, 1 lb. tofu)
3 tablespoons all-purpose flour
1 cup water
2 pounds fresh asparagus tips or 1 15-ounce can (save liquid)
2 tablespoons capers
juice of half a lemon
V2 tablespoon sugar
V2 tablespoon salt or salt-substitute and V2 teaspoon pepper
2 cups basmati rice
4 cups water
1 tablespoon fresh parsley, chopped

1. Heat oil in medium pot and saute onions until translucent. Add mushrooms
and saute until they turn light brown.
2. Add chicken and saut6 until it appears white on all sides, about 10 minutes.
3. Sprinkle flour over chicken and stir well. Add water, asparagus and its juice,
capers, lemon juice, pepper, sugar, and salt or salt-substitute. Cover and
cook on low heat for 35 to 40 minutes, stirring occasionally.
4. In the meantime, cook basmati rice in water; follow directions on package.
5. Serve the asparagus chicken mixture over rice and sprinkle it with parsley.

The festivity of traditionai German cooking is captured in this low-fat chicken
dish. Capers and asparagus add unmistakable flavor. Try serving over halved
puff pastry shells. This entree is easily transformed into a vegetarian meal by
substituting tofu for chicken.
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Ibrkey M eatloaf
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
We have taken the high-fat American standard meatloaf and turned it into a
healthful, low-fat meal—not your average ho-hum meatloaf!

^/4 cup diced onion
^/4 pound ground skinless turkey breast
®/4 cup dry whole-wheat bread crumbs
1 egg white

pinch of salt or salt-substitute
pinch of black pepper
V2 cup tomato sauce
1V2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Lightly spray baking sheet or loaf pan with
nonstick vegetable coating and set aside.
2. Combine all ingredients in large bowl and mix well.
3. Form meat into loaf shape on baking sheet or put in loaf pan. Bake about 40
minutes or until loaf is firm to the touch.

If you and your family are making the transition away from red meat to a more
vegetarian-based diet, this is the perfect meal! Turkey is much lower in fat than
red meat. In fact, one serving of this meatloaf has only 4 grams of fat.
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Chicken Goulash
M AKES 4 SERVINGS

We created a healthier version of beef goulash, so enjoy this wonderful dish!
2 tablespoons canola oil
2 medium onions, diced
2 skinless chicken breast fillets, cut into 2-inch chunks
16 ounces of mushrooms (brown, if available), cut in half
4 cloves garlic, sliced
1 tablespoon tomato paste
4 cups water
V2 cup beer (optional)
1 teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon paprika

pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
1 pound wide noodles
1. Heat oil in a large pot and add onions. Saute until golden.
2. Add chicken. Stir frequently until chicken is golden brown, being careful
not to bum.
3. Add mushrooms and garlic. Stir well. Cook for 10 minutes.
4. Add tomato paste and stir well for about 5 minutes.
5. Turn heat to medium/low. Slowly begin adding water, 1 cup at a time (also
add beer, if using). Let each cup cook down a bit before adding more (cre
ating nice, strong gravy).
6. Cover and simmer for 45 minutes, stirring occasionally. Add sugar and pa
prika, then salt or salt-substitute and pepper to taste.
7. Serve over wide noodles.

This low-fat recipe replaces red meat with poultry for a hearty and healthy
goulash. Poultry is a good source of protein.
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T\irkey Burgers
M AKES 4 SERVINGS

These patties are delicious as an entree!
2 slices bread
1 medium onion, minced
2 tablespoons canola oil
24 ounces ground turkey, extra lean
1 tablespoon parsley, minced
1 egg
1 teaspoon salt or salt-substitute

pepper to taste
1 tablespoon Maggi seasoning
1. Soak bread in water for 5 minutes, then squeeze out all the water completely.
2. In large skillet, saute onion in 1 tablespoon oil until browned, stirring fre
quently.
3. In large bowl, mix sauteed onion with turkey and bread, parsley, egg, salt or
salt-substitute, pepper, and Maggi. Add a little water, if too dry.
4. Form palm-sized patties and fry in remaining tablespoon oil until golden
brown on each side (until well done). Use a nonstick pan if possible. Drain
on paper towel.

Ground turkey makes a much lighter and lower-in-fat burger than ground red
meat. Be certain to choose extra-lean turkey.
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Salm on Croquettes
M A K ES 2 SERVINGS

This recipe is always pleasing. It’s light and tastes so good!

2 6-ounce cans salmon, skinned and boneless

juice of half a medium-sized lemon
1 tablespoon parsley, finely chopped
1 egg white
®/4 cup matzoh meal or plain bread crumbs
1V2 tablespoons canola oil for frying
1. Mix salmon in a medium bowl with lemon juice, parsley, egg white, and
matzoh meal (or bread crumbs). If mixture is too wet, add more bread
crumbs. Season to taste with salt-substitute and pepper.
2. Form flat patties, the size of your palm.
3. Heat oil in frying pan and fry patties until medium golden brown on each
side.
4. Serve with a light cucumber salad or between 2 slices of crusty sourdough
bread.

Salmon is one of the best sources of omega-3 fatty acids, which have recently
been shown to be very beneficial to your health. This recipe is a wonderful
substitute for hamburgers and makes great leftovers for sandwiches the next
day.
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Vegetable Chili
M AK ES 6 SERVINGS

After the spices and vegetables mingle overnight, the chili is even tastier.

1 tablespoon olive oil
1 large onion, finely diced

carrots, peeled and sliced
2 red bell peppers, cored, seeded, and diced
3 stalks celery, diced
3 cloves garlic, finely minced
1 teaspoon cumin
1V2 tablespoons chili powder
1 small jalapeno pepper, minced (optional)
pepper and salt or salt-substitute to taste
1 cup water
1 28-ounce can chopped tomatoes
2 tablespoons sherry, or ^4 cup beer (optional)
1 15-ounce can black beans
1 15-ounce can red kidney beans
nonfat plain yogurt, chopped scallions, shredded Cheddar cheese (op
tional) for garnish
5

1. Coat the inside bottom of a large heavy saucepan with olive oil and heat
over medium-high heat. Add onion, carrots, red bell pepper, celery, and gar
lic. Cook, stirring frequently, for 10 minutes, or until the onion is translu
cent.
2. Stir in cumin, chili powder, jalapeno, water, tomatoes, and sherry or beer. Season
to taste with pepper and salt or salt-substitute. Bring to a boil.
3. Lower heat and cover. Simmer for 15 minutes.
4. Add beans, cover, and cook for 5 minutes. Uncover pan and continue cook
ing until the liquid has thickened slightly.
5. Top each serving with spoonful of yogurt, chopped scallions, and shredded
cheese.
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A good, hearty vegetable chili provides a high-energy, healthful meal. This chili
contains only healthy monounsaturated fat and is loaded with fiber, protein,
and vitamins. Serve this dish over brown rice, and you’ll get even more fiber.
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Pasta with Lentil Tomato Sauce
MAKES 4 SERVINGS
Even spaghetti and meatball lovers will rave about this dish! Lentils give this
recipe great flavor and texture.

teaspoons olive oil
1 medium carrot, thinly sliced
1 medium onion, diced
3 cloves garlic, minced
1 28-ounce can whole peeled tomatoes
1 teaspoon Italian herbs (i.e. basil, parsley, oregano)
salt or salt-substitute, pepper, and sugar to taste
1 cup dried brown or green lentils
1 pound package of spaghetti
2

1. Heat olive oil in medium-sized pot and saute carrot, onion, and garlic over
medium heat for about 5 minutes. Stir frequently so garlic doesn’t bum.
2. Empty the canned tomatoes together with the liquid into a medium-sized
bowl and mash with potato masher.
3. Add mashed tomatoes, Italian herbs, and lentils to sauteed vegetables and
stir well. Simmer over low to medium heat for about 40 minutes, adding
water if it’s needed to keep sauce from becoming too thick. The sauce should
have the consistency of a meat or a Bolognese sauce. Season to taste with
pepper, sugar, and salt or salt-substitute.
4. Cook spaghetti in boiling water al dente and mix together with sauce; serve.

Lentils are easy to prepare. They are the only legume that does not have to be
presoaked before cooking.

1 18
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DESSERTS
------------------♦----------------

Apple Pie Nany
MAKES 6 SERVINGS
This pie is easy to prepare and tastes heavenly. It proves you can indulge in
dessert without loading up on fat and calories.

^12 of a M ^4-ounce package frozen puff pastry
(Pepperidge Farm is excellent; use 1 sheet)
3 large apples, peeled and shredded
2 tablespoons honey
2 tablespoons raisins, rinsed with water
3 tablespoons walnuts or pecans, chopped and toasted
1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
2. Thaw puff pastry sheet until it unfolds easily without breaking. Lay it in a
9-inch or 10-inch glass pie plate.
3. Combine apples, honey, raisins, and nuts. Spread evenly over pastry sheet.
4. Bake pie on lower oven rack for 20 minutes or until sides are just mming
brown.
5. Let cool and serve.

Apple pie is an American classic, but most traditional recipes are heavy with
butter and sugar. Instead of a high-fat, buttery crust, this recipe uses a light
puff pastry. A bit of honey enhances the natural sweetness of apples without
adding lots of sugar. For a tart variation, use raspberries instead of apples. In
summertime, use fresh strawberries. This low-fat apple pie will satisfy even the
sweetest tooth!

Healthful Recipes
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Fresh Fruit Freeze
M A K ES 4 SERVINGS

Children and adults alike will love this dessert.

frozen bananas (peel bananas and wrap in plastic wrap before
freezing), cut into chunks
OR
2 cups any frozen fruit, cut into chunks
1 tablespoon honey (optional)
V2 cup vanilla soy milk (optional)
6

1. Place frozen fruit in a food processor or blender. Add honey and soy milk
(if desired) and process or blend until creamy, but let some small chunks of
fruit remain.
2. Transfer to bowls and serve immediately. There are many wonderful, lowfat as well as nondairy alternatives to ice cream.

Our favorite is this pure fruit dessert. It is so simple, and it’s sweetened by na
ture. Frozen bananas make an especially creamy fruit freeze, but you can try
this recipe with all of your favorite fruits—strawberries, peaches, raspberries.
. . . Use your imagination! Honey and soy milk make a creamier dessert but
are optional.

Enjoy eating healthfully. Be creative!
We surely liked sharing some of our meals
with you . . . bon appetit!

Weight Management
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Weight Management
You may think that a genuine interest in consumer health
prompts food companies to market products that claim to
reduce the risk o f heart disease or cancer or help people
lose weight. Think again. Many food companies are in
terested in one thing—the most efficient route to extra
sales. The more products consumers buy and the more
o f them they eat, the fatter the companies’coffers. And,
alas, the fatter the consumers are likely to be, as well.
— Jane Brody, Health Editor, New York Times

Obesity in America is a multibillion-dollar business! Big food compa
nies gain big when you gain big. While you grow fatter consuming the
products they sell, they grow richer. Dr. Gladys Block, professor of epi
demiology and public health at the University of California, Berkeley,
states that what is “really alarming is the major contribution of empty
calories to the American diet. We know people are eating a lot of junk
food, but to have almost one-third of Americans’ calories coming from
those categories is a shocker. It’s no wonder there’s an obesity epidemic
in this country.”
Epidemic? W hen we hear that word we typically think about conta
gious diseases, like the flu. But it perfectly describes the situation of
obesity in America. According to governmental statistics, 64 percent of
Americans are either overweight (33 percent) or obese (31 percent).
More women than men are obese, and more men than women are over
weight. W hat in the world is going on here?
The basic cause of obesity is clear: Weight gain results when we take
in more food energy than we need to fuel our metabolism and daily ac
tivities. In other words, w e’re eating more food than we use up. Many
things contribute to excessive weight gain— such as stress, genes, and
junk food. Eating out frequently, consuming larger portions of food.
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leading a sedentary lifestyle, and shunning exercise are among the most
obvious causes.
There are no magic pills for weight loss. Loads of fad diets and con
flicting, so-called scientific information usually leave most dieters feel
ing like a Ping-Pong ball, bouncing from the latest fad diet to the next.
Our weight loss strategy is simple. It’s part of a lifestyle change, be
cause diets don’t work.
The wildly popular high-protein, low-carbohydrate diets don’t lead
to long-term weight loss. Even worse, they’re harmful. People lose
weight on these diets because their bodies get sick with a condition
called ketosis (too much acid in the body). And a sick body tends to
lose weight. So what we see today are lots of skinny sick bodies. In
medicine, we use this type of diet—restricting carbohydrate intake—as
a last-resort treatment for children and adults with severe epilepsy, when
our most powerful medicines are unable to control their brain seizures.
Ketosis is abnormal. It’s what causes diabetics to lapse into deadly
comas. If physicians prescribe high-protein, low-carb diets as a lastditch effort to prevent electrical brain seizures, can you imagine the po
tential harm for dieters purposely inducing ketosis by virtually the same
diet? O f course, this context is missing from all of the wild marketing
hype about low-carb diets.
The authors of this book know from personal experience how easy
it is to gain an extra pound or two after reaching age 50. We also know
that the older we get, the harder it is to lose that weight w e’ve accumu
lated each year for decades. We believe that the most simple and only
effective strategy for long-term weight loss demands true lifestyle
change. As each of us approaches our seventh decade, we eagerly look
forward to achieving the same results as our Mediterranean friends! We
know that this lifestyle helps lower mortality rate, even in old age!
You can achieve the appropriate weight for your body type— ^whether
you are currently overweight or underweight— if you eat a healthful
diet loaded with fresh fruits, vegetables, and whole grains. Reduce or
eliminate red meats from your diet and use portion control.
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By all means, avoid unhealthy fast foods and sweet treats like desserts,
cookies, candy, and sodas. Once you’re over 50, eat considerably less bread,
pasta, and potatoes. Don’t confuse this recommendation with the no-carb
diet hype! We’re simply advocating a diet lower in carbs than was necessary
before the age of 50. Don’t cut out carbs, but cut down.
You don’t have to be a fanatic about it, but eating pure, whole
foods— not refined, preserved, or chemically enhanced foods is one of
the best tools for triggering and sustaining weight loss. Also, drinking
a full glass of water before each meal will help you lose weight. . . .
Yes, just tap water is fine.
Furthermore, why does an apple a day keep the proverbial doctor
away? A fresh piece of fruit is a source of natural energy to help bum
excess fat. Apples are also high in fiber, which makes your stomach feel
fuller and keeps it from emptying too quickly. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture is actually right on with its recommendation that people
should eat five to nine servings of fruits and vegetables a day.

Some Momentous Implications o f Obesity
Let’s be very clear about why obesity is such a major concern. Obesity
contributes to the development of heart disease, hypertension, high cho
lesterol, type 2 diabetes, gallbladder disease, arthritis, sleep apnea, and
several types of cancer. Studies show that as much as 80 percent of all
heart disease and diabetes can be linked to obesity!
But there is some very encouraging news for obese people: You don’t
have to lose tremendous amounts of weight to significantly reduce your
risk of these chronic degenerative diseases. If you are moderately obese,
just losing 10 to 15 pounds or 5 to 10 percent of your weight can make
a significant difference. Obese people with diabetes can often improve
their glucose tolerance and the effects of insulin with only a 5 to 10 per
cent decrease in their body weight. However, if you are severely obese,
you should get help. Start by talking to your personal physician.
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It is not only that obesity is linked to a variety of chronic degenera
tive diseases. We believe that obesity itself is a chronic degenerative
disease. As a matter of fact, it’s one of the most prevalent chronic de
generative diseases of our time!

C O M M O N FO R M S O F
C H R O N IC D EG EN ERA TIV E DISEA SES
Alzheim er’s Disease

Herpes Infection

Arthritis

HIV

Asthma and Emphysema

Hypertension

Atherosclerosis

IBS

Autoimmune Disease

Leukemia, Lymphoma, Hodgkin’s

Cancer

Chronic Liver Disease

Cardiovascular Disease

Chronic Kidney Disease

Cataracts

Macular Degeneration

Crohn’s Disease

Obesity

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

Osteoporosis

Depression

Parkinson’s Disease

Diabetes

Pulmonary Hypertension/Fibrosis

Fibromyalgia

Tuberculosis

GERD

Ulcerative Colitis

So what causes obesity to turn into a chronic degenerative disease? First
of all, the fat that wraps itself around the internal organs (“visceral fat”
as opposed to “subcutaneous fat,” which is the stuff you can pinch on
your belly) expels toxic chemicals that cause inflammation and disease,
especially heart disease and diabetes. According to Dr. Richard Nesto
of the Lahey Clinic, visceral fa t is a biologically active organ. It’s like
a little factory in the belly that pumps out bad chemicals. This fat organ
also releases fatty acids into the blood that cause inflammation and in-

WEIGHT Ma n a g e m e n t
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hibit production of NO molecules. Obesity itself is a major cause of
body-wide inflammation, and when fat becomes a biologically active
organ it causes many other chronic degenerative diseases.
Inflammation has long been linked to asthma and arthritis, but re
search now links inflammation to Alzheim er’s disease, autoimmune
disease, cancer, diabetes, digestive disorders, hormonal imbalances, os
teoporosis, Parkinson’s, and heart and blood vessel disease. The C-reactive protein (CRP) blood test helps diagnose the presence of
inflammation in the body, arteries, and especially in the heart. Obesity
causes inflammation, which triggers an increase in C-reactive protein.
C-reactive protein then chokes NO production, which in turn triggers
apoptosis in the endothelium. In other words — cellular suicide.
But let’s keep in mind the positive bottom line here: Eating health
fully and losing even 5 to 10 percent of your weight can lower the level
of inflammation in your body and help you live a longer, healthier life.
At this point, it should not come as any surprise to you that the Mediter
ranean diet lowers the level of C-reactive protein in your blood.

Obesity Can Becom e a Whole-Body Tumor
Obesity also has all the major characteristics of a whole-body tumor be
cause of the virtually unlimited growth of fat cells that expand locally
and infiltrate organs throughout the entire body. Fat cells can swell to as
much as 10 times their minimum size and multiply from 40 billion cells
in an average adult to more than 100 billion cells!
Excess fat can become a separate, identifiable part of our bodies as
it coats our hearts, wraps around our windpipes, invades our livers, and
spreads everywhere in the body as an organ with a life of its own, pump
ing out loads of toxic chemicals that cause body-wide inflammation and
squelch NO production. As anyone who has tried to diet knows, the ex
cess fat we accumulate stimulates our appetite for even more fried,
greasy foods, fatty ice cream, pastries, sodas, and candy, especially
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chocolate. Like most slow-growing tumors, the visceral fat organ takes
on a life of its own, demanding more and more “nourishment” to keep
it growing.
Obesity is second only to cigarette smoking as the largest prevent
able cause of death in America. We are fast approaching the time when
the number of overweight people in the developed world will outnum
ber starving, m alnourished people the world over! Indeed, the lifethreatening impact of this out-of-control visceral fat organ makes it
imperative for both physicians and patients to regard it as a slow-grow
ing tumor compromising the entire body and taking over the world’s
population.
You may be wondering at this point, how do you know when the
amount of excess fat in the body is so excessive that it becomes like a
tumor? In other words, w hat’s the line between being overweight and
being obese? First of all, take a look in the mirror. If you think you are
very fat, then chances are your assessment is as good a gauge as all
the insurance tables and scientific indexes. “Slightly” fat? “Moder
ately” fat? “Very” fat? You’ll know. Between “moderately” and “very”
is where the fat begins taking on a life of its own. A reasonable guide
line is weighing one-third (or 33 percent) more than your ideal weight.
A man who is 5 feet 10 inches should weigh about 172 pounds. If he
weighs 235 pounds (33 percent more, or an extra 63 pounds), his ex
cess fat may already be slowly growing into a whole-body tumor that
will lead to further fat accumulation, diabetes, hypertension, heart dis
ease, and associated cancers. You can be sure that your excess fat has
turned a dangerous corner if you already have the M etabolic Syn
drome.
The following Body M ass Index Table should be helpful to you.
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Like other slow-growing tumors, such as thyroid and prostate cancer,
which can take decades to cause problems, obesity can be eminently
curable. But, in our opinion, medical science has been searching in the
wrong places; Obese individuals have appetites and eating habits that
are largely controlled by their excess fat, so simply insisting that they
merely need more willpower is futile! Likewise, the search for appetite
suppressants has not been worthwhile, because if the drug is not strong
enough, then our excess fat, which becomes a separate, identifiable part
of our bodies, simply commands us to eat even more food. Conversely,
if the drug is strong enough, then the side effects are likely to be dan
gerous, as evidenced by disastrous results in people using drugs contain
ing Phen-Fen and Ephedra.
So where should medical science be looking for an obesity treat
ment? We suspect a large part of the answer lies in modifying apoptosis.
After all, if excess fat causes the mass suicide of healthy cells, the cells
that take their place are likely to contain fat-increasing genes.
Over 300 genes have been identified as being associated with increased
obesity. It’s possible that they can be somehow “switched on” to cause
more visceral fat in the body, which takes on a life of its own as a wholebody tumor. Dr. Jose Ordovas, the director of the Nutrition and Genomics
Laboratory at Tufts University, has discovered an “obesity risk” gene. Dr.
Ordovas believes that understanding more about genetic variations will
help create effective treatments for obesity. He compares the situation to
an electrical panel: “We know about certain switches and how to turn
them on and off. But, in some people, the fight doesn’t come on when
you turn the switch, because there are other switches upstream and down
stream that we don’t know about yet.”
We suspect a similar situation applies to the hereditary tendency of
children to become obese, because changes in genes that regulate the
appetite in parents can lead to obesity in their children. In any case,
there is a lot of genetic variation that determines whether our bodies
store fat and become obese. But fortunately, our genes are not necessar
ily our destiny. Genes can be influenced by the the lifestyles we choose
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and various medications. We are only at the very, very beginning of our
understanding, but we are confident that one of the answers is boosting
levels of NO.
Harvard Medical School’s Dr. Gokhan Hotamisligil succinctly
writes, “If you have excess fat, even in small amounts, the body starts
mounting an immune response— it’s almost as if the body is perceiving
excess calories as an invading organism.’’ We agree and infer that apop
tosis, which is triggered by excess fat, can lead to profound, chronic,
degenerative disease, with all the characteristics of a whole-body fat
cell tumor. As we explained previously, a major signal for initiating
apoptosis is not enough NO. Thus, increasing NO is a very worthwhile
goal, especially for people who are obese or overweight.
As empathetic physicians, we don’t know whether we could have ex
plained the concept of a whole-body tumor in a kinder, gentler manner.
But, just as a heavy cigarette smoker knows there’s trouble ahead, we
suspect the same also holds true for seriously overweight people. Our
book has become an atlas of sorts for an expanded role for NO in health
and disease, especially in terms of homeostasis, entropy, and apoptosis.
Among the hard realities to face is that excess fat is counterproductive
to NO production, so the challenge is doing whatever it takes to lose
weight before cellular damage is done. The Wellness Solution is a key
to health and successful weight loss because it boosts endothelial health
and NO. So, in that spirit, please read on.

The Seven-Day
M enu P lan

1 ':^n
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We’ve shared some wonderful recipes and ideas for healthy nutrition and
weight management with you in this section of the book. For folks who
prefer more specific guidelines, we recommend the following seven-day
menu plan. Please feel free to modify our suggestions to fit your personal
tastes. Try to drink between four and eight glasses of water a day, along
with eating plenty of fresh fruits and veggies, while avoiding refined sugar
and saturated or trans fats. We are certain you’ll be satisfied with our menu
plan and experience early results that will motivate you to repeat the plan
for at least another seven days.
Eating healthfully is a simple concept that can easily be put into prac
tice without the need to agonize over counting calories, carbs, or fat
grams. Never forget that it’s crucial to use portion control and stop eat
ing when you are no longer hungry. Drinking water is very helpful for
portion control success and weight management, because people usually
mistake thirst, especially between meals, for hunger. They could do just
as well with a glass of water instead of a snack.
If you feel you must eat at least something between meals or after
dinner and before bedtime, then we suggest a small handful of unsalted
nuts (walnuts, almonds, pecans, cashews), perhaps with some raisins, or
a piece of fresh fruit or some yogurt or sliced-up veggies, such as carrots
or celery stalks. Remember, before you snack, have a glass of water.
It’s important to point out that we did not write a “diet book.” Instead,
we are proud to present you with a menu that provides sensible recom
mendations to help you boost your NO and achieve homeostasis.
Finally, remember our motto, which is this:

Everything in moderation. . . including moderation.
So enjoy that occasional (small) chocolate brownie!
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DAY1
Breakfast:

1 Glass of Orange Juice or Juice of Your Choice (Fresh Whenever Possible)
1 Cup Oatmeal with Brown Sugar/Raisins/Cinnamon
1 Glass of Water
1 Cup of Green/Black Tea or Coffee, Hot or Cold
Lunch:

3 Ounces Tuna Salad with Lettuce and Tomato on Whole Wheat or
Multigrain Bread
Apple or Your Choice of Fruit
2 Glasses of Water or 2 Cups of Green Tea, Hot or Cold
Dinner:

Green Salad with Low-Fat Dressing
4 Ounces Salmon Filet, Broiled, or Salmon Croquettes (Recipe on pg.
114)
Steamed Broccoli or Veggies of Your Choice (Fresh Whenever Possible)
Steamed Carrots
1 Glass of Water
Half Cup Non-Dairy Frozen Soy Dessert
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DAY 2
Breakfast:

Whole Orange, Sliced, or Fresh Fruit of Your Choice
Cold Cereal (Low Sugar/High Fiber) with Blueberries, Banana, or Fruit of
Your Choice
Soy Milk or Yogurt
1 Glass of Water
1 Cup of Green/Black Tea or Coffee, Hot or Cold
Lunch:

1 Cup Vegetable Soup
1 Slice Whole Wheat or Multigrain Bread
Garden Salad with Low-Fat Dressing
Peach or Fruit of Your Choice
2 Glasses of Water or 2 Cups of Green Tea, Hot or Cold
Dinner:

4 Ounces Skinless Chicken Breast or Asparagus Chicken (Recipe on
pg.110)
Steamed Spinach or Broccoli
1 Cup Sauteed Mushrooms or Brown Rice
1 Glass of Water
4 Ounces of Wine (Optional)
1 Slice Apple Pie or Apple Pie Many (Recipe on pg. 118.)
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DAYS
Breakfast:

2 Slices or 1 Cup of Melon
3 Egg-Whites Omelet (Plain or with Veggies)
Toasted Bagel/Whole Wheat/Multigrain Bread with Low-Fat Cream
Cheese or Butter
1 Glass of Water
1 Cup of Green/Black Tea or Coffee, Hot or Cold
Lunch:

1 Cup Vegetable or Minestrone Soup
Garden Salad with Low-Fat Dressing
2 Glasses of Water or 2 Cups of Green Tea, Hot or Cold
Dinner:

Green Salad with Olive Oil and Balsamic Vinegar
4-6 Ounces Pasta with Tomato Sauce and Veggies or Lentil Tomato
Sauce (Recipe on pg. 92)
1 Glass of Water
1 Baked Apple
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DAY 4
Breakfast:

Grapefruit Juice or Juice of Your Choice
Hot Cream of Wheat Cereal with Soy Milk or Yogurt
1 Glass of Water
1 Cup of Green/Black Tea or Coffee, Hot or Cold
Lunch:

Veggie Burger or Edamame (Recipes on pgs. 105, 98) on Whole Wheat
Bread
Plum or Your Choice of Fruit
2 Glasses of Water or 2 Cups of Green Tea, Hot or Cold
Dinner:

4-6 Ounces Broiled Fish (Freshest Available; Salmon Preferable)
Steamed Broccoli
Steamed Carrots
1 Glass of Water
4 Ounces of Wine (Optional)
Half Cup Non-Dairy Frozen Soy Dessert
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DAYS
Breakfast:

Half Grapefruit
Cold Cereal (Low Sugar/High Fiber) with Blueberries, Banana, or Fruit of
Your Choice
1 Glass of Water
1 Cup of Green/Black Tea or Coffee, Hot or Cold
Lunch:

3 Ounces Sliced Turkey Breast with Lettuce and Tomato on Whole
Wheat/Multigrain Bread
Pear or Your Choice of Fruit
2 Glasses of Water or 2 Cups of Green Tea, Hot or Cold
Dinner:

4 Ounces Broiled, Skinless Chicken Breast or Chicken Goulash (Recipe
on pg. 112)
Steamed Spinach or Broccoli
1 Cup Sauteed Mushrooms or Brown Rice
1 Glass of Water
1 Cup Fruit Sorbet
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DAY 6
Breakfast:
1 Cup

Cubed Melon (Or Equivalent in Slices)
Oatmeal with Brown Sugar/Raisins/Cinnamon
1 Glass of Water
1 Cup of Green/Black Tea or Coffee, Hot or Cold
Lunch:
1 Cup

Chicken Vegetable Soup
1 Slice Whole Wheat or Multigrain Bread
Garden Salad with Low-Fat Dressing
Apple or Your Choice of Fruit
2 Glasses of Water or 2 Cups of Green Tea, Hot or Cold
Dinner:

4 Ounces Roasted Turkey Breast or Turkey-Meatloaf (Recipe on pg. 111)
Sauteed Broccoli or Spinach
Mashed Potatoes or Sweet Potatoes
V 2 Cup Cranberry Sauce
1 Glass of Water
4 Ounces of Wine (Optional)
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DAY 7
Breakfast:

Orange Juice or Juice of Your Choice
2 Pancakes with Blueberries/Maple Syrup (in Moderation!)
1 Glass of Water
1 Cup of Green/Black Tea or Coffee, Hot or Cold
Lunch:

Cup of Vegetable Soup
Garden Salad with Low-Fat Dressing
Apple or Your Choice of Fruit
2 Glasses of Water or 2 Cups of Green Tea, Hot or Cold
1

Dinner:

Caesar Salad with Low-Fat Dressing
4 -6 Ounces Eggplant Parmesan or Eggplant Rollatini (Recipe on
pg. 109)

3 Ounces Sauteed Escarole and Beans
1 Glass of Water
1 Cup Fruit Sorbet or Non-Dairy Frozen Soy Dessert

A ppropriate A mounts
OF Water
A S cientifically
Balanced Vitamin and
M ineral N utrition
S ystem
Regular Exercise

:39
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Appropriate Amounts of Water
Water plays a crucial role in keeping the endothelium healthy enough
to produce NO. It’s important that you drink appropriate amounts of
water every single day. Be careful not to let your body get dehydrated.
Drink water. . . . It’s really that simple. M ost people require some
where between four to eight glasses of water a day. . . . Six is a safe
compromise.
Water comprises about two-thirds of your body, so it is fundamen
tal to your health. Feelings of thirst may actually be the body’s signal
that it is already dry or dehydrated. Drink water throughout the day,
not ju st when you feel you need it.
Water is the basis of all our bodily fluids, including digestive juices,
urine, lymph, perspiration, and lubrication for our joints. Water is vital
to all cellular activities, especially as an essential transport mechanism
to deliver essential nutrients like vitam ins, minerals, proteins, fats,
and carbohydrates throughout the entire body.
L et’s be clear; We are talking here about your daily water require
ments, not about general liquid intake. Milk, juice, and soft drinks are
not substitutes for your daily water needs. Coffee, tea, or beer is def
initely not an appropriate substitute because of the diuretic effect on
the kidneys. Carrying around a water bottle or having one near you
and drinking at regular intervals will help you obtain the recom 
mended amount of water. Remember to try not to wait until you are
thirsty.
Believe it or not, water is also necessary for your body to bum fat,
especially if you are trying to lose weight. It helps keep your muscles
toned and skin soft. Water also helps prevent and relieve constipation.
Basically, the more water you drink, within reason, the healthier it is
for you, so ju st rem ember throughout the day. Water, water, and more

water!
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A Scientifically Balanced Vitamin
and Mineral Nutritional System
The importance of the role of a medically responsible nutritional system,
taken over the long term, as in integral part of The Wellness Solution
cannot be overemphasized. To review the reasons why, see Part Two of
the book, which is dedicated to the subject. But always remember that
there are no magic pills! In other words, even the most scientifically
balanced vitamin and mineral nutritional system must be used in con
junction with The Wellness Solution to help you reduce your risk of
disease. It is really that simple.

Regular Exercise
Few readers will need to read another book to convince them of the general
health benefits of exercise. You already know it promotes health, especially
cardiovascular health. What we have to tell you about the benefits of exercise
goQSfar beyond these well-known facts, because exercise, as it turns out,
helps improve endothelial health and NO production.
During the last five years, groundbreaking research has shed new insights
on the most profound benefits of exercise. In 2000, Dr. W. R. Hambrecht
and his colleagues pubhshed research in the New England Journal of Med

icine that demonstrated a crucial link between exercise and improvement of
endothehal health. Then, the journal Circulation, pubhshed by the American
Heart Association, offered a study in 2002 showing for the very first time that
daily exercise, combined with a low-fat, high-fiber diet, results in a dramatic
improvement in oxidative stress, high blood pressure, and NO levels in the
bloodstream— ^injust three weeks!
So, yes, we’ve known for a long time that exercise is wonderful for health.
But what science has learned within the last few years about exercise and NO
is truly revolutionary!
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Exercise is one of the very best things you can do for your physical
and mental health, because it stimulates production of NO and helps
block its destruction by free radicals.
Exercise can even improve the effects of aging on our blood vessels.
A European study demonstrates that blood vessels of very active older
people can function just as well as younger people . . . half their ages.
The other good news about exercise is that you don’t have to be an
Olympic athlete to stimulate endothelial health and NO production. The
revolutionary findings relate to those who practice just moderate exer
cise. Twenty minutes of brisk walking or jogging, four or five days a
week, along with strength training three times a week is ideal. However,
exercising aerobically three or four days a week is quite acceptable.
Even if you’re physically challenged, keep moving. Make every ef
fort to do what you can to stimulate your blood flow. Even if you need
assistance from another person, seek that help. It’s that important.
Anyone who exercises regularly knows that after those first days or
weeks when it seems like hard work to gear up and get into your activity,
suddenly it’s not work anymore. Suddenly, you don’t think twice about
throwing on your sports shoes. The positive feelings generated by exer
cise— ^physically and mentally— ^have begun to take hold. These feelings
are a direct result of the increased production of NO that exercise stimu
lates throughout your body and your brain.
You’ve heard of a vicious c y cle.. . . Here’s a victorious cycle. Exer
cise increases NO molecules, which stimulate positive feelings, making
you want to exercise more! Exercise also increases the production of
enkephalins. These small peptides have hormone-like effects on your
brain to create a feeling of well-being.
Please read the previous paragraph one more time, because exercise
is so crucial for our health, well-being, and weight management, yet
most people, especially after they reach their 50s, avoid doing it.
Perhaps exercise is the first healthy lifestyle commitment we break
because we tend to associate it with work. Choose a physical activity
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that you think is fun, and you can overcome this obstacle. The absolute
best kind of exercise is any physical activity that makes you breathe a
little bit faster, gets you a little sweaty, and fills you with a sense of ac
complishment.
Another reason people give up on exercise is because they make it too
hard for themselves. You don’t need an expensive gym membership or
a designer wardrobe. Basketball and mountain-biking are great, but they
are obviously not for everyone.
There are simpler ways to get the same benefits. You can m ake ex
ercise easy. Make a few trips up several flights of stairs at work, walk
briskly, or jog to and from your car, parked a few blocks away from
your work or the store you must visit. Just raking leaves or vigorously
gardening can provide the physical exertion that’s needed to stimulate
health, wellness, and weight loss.
What could be easier than brisk walking? After all, you already learned
everything about it that you needed to know when you were a child. It’s
probably the easiest and most versatile form of exercise there is. The pos
sibilities for making fim out of it are endless and so are the benefits, not just
for weight management, but also for lowering blood pressure, relieving
chronic backache, enhancing libido, preventing constipation, and managing
stress. Many people feel some of their most enjoyable and creative moments
come when they are walking, because it clears the mental clutter to get ideas
and solutions flowing.
The benefits of exercise simply cannot be overstated, particularly for
weight loss. A study conducted at Tufts University involved men and
women in their 60s who were divided into two groups: those who exercised
and those who dieted. The people in the exercise group were required to
bum up to 360 calories a day on a stationary bike, while the people in the
diet group were required to eat 360 fewer calories a day than they normally
consumed. Although both groups should have lost the same amount of
weight, the researchers found that the people who exercised without dieting
lost 50 percent more weight than the people who dieted without exercising.

The exercisers lost four times more fat than the dieters!
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Excuses to not exercise are plentiful, even with the best intentions: It’s too
cold; it’s too hot; I’m too busy; I’m late; I’m tired; I’ll make up for it tomor
row. It’s difficult to understand why, because we generally feel so good af
terward that you’d think we’d want to do even more of it!
Most people say they stop exercising because of a lack of willpower, but
it’s much deeper than that. What usually keeps us from keeping up wiffi our
exercise is stress. This is an unfortunate dilemma, because the more stress
we have, the more exercise we need. This is why we are devoting so much
of Part Four of this book to stress management!
It’s too bad that it usually takes some type of a wake-up call to get going
with exercise for the long haul—^heart palpitations, high blood sugar, chest
pains, shortness of breath, or, most often, your doctor’s command: “You
must lose weight.” Don’t kid yourself about losing weight—^you must ex
ercise— ^and don’t wait until it may be too late for your health. Twenty min
utes a day of simple aerobic exercise, three or four days a week, is wonderful
for your health, your heart, your weight, and your stress level.
Aerobic exercise means that you become short of breath, but not so much
that you can’t talk. Just combine aerobic exercise with another 20 minutes
of strength training three times a week, especially if you’re in your 50s and
beyond, when die signs of entropy, especially the beginning of osteoporosis,
are becoming more and more obvious in your body.
Whether you practice your walking or jogging and strength-training to
gether, or do them at separate times of the day, the combination of activities
is a powerful prescription for health, energy, and weight loss. As you notice
your progress, the motivation will take hold to make exercise an essential part
of your daily life, as natural as getting dressed in the morning. Please, just
do it---- Exercising is essential to your well-being!
Do only the exercises with which you are comfortable. D on’t overdo
it. If you’re up to it, consider other types of exercise regimens such as
yoga and Pilates. As w e’ve said before, even if you are ill or physically
challenged and for any reason unable to walk or lift weights as much as
we have suggested, then do just as much as you can. Try to keep mov
ing, and remember, don’t make excuses.. . . It’s that important!
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In that spirit, we all need sensible, enjoyable, and easy exercise strate
gies— and what could be easier than brisk walking or jogging, outdoors
or inside on a treadmill or even at the local mall if the weather is bad?
Do it three to four days a week— or even better, four to five days a
week— for at least 20 minutes each time, and get “a little huffy and
puffy.” O f course, if you are already more active than that— biking, run
ning, or playing tennis or basketball— then keep it up! Exercise may be
one of the very best things that you can do for yourself.
The following pages provide some basics on strength training. If
you’re thinking about skipping these pages because you think it’s just
about building muscles— STOP! Please, don’t jum p ahead, because
building your strength is one of the surest ways to build NO.
Please be sure to check with your personal physician before proceed
ing with any of our recommended exercises.

Strength Training
If you are able to get to the gym or have some light weights at home, use
these weights to keep the muscles in your body toned and strong, which
is a very smart thing to do to keep yourself feeling good. Do not hesitate
to work with a certified personal trainer. Most gyms have them on staff.
Using a trainer is usually a good strategy, at least to begin with, because
they can help provide motivation as well as instruction.

HOW TO START WITH STRENGTH TRAINING
Purchase one set of weights. Get weights that are fairly easy to lift, at
least in the beginning. Here are guidelines:
SMALL ERAME: Fair strength (most women)
3 pounds, 5 pounds, or 8 pounds
LARGER FRAME: More strength (most men)
5 pounds, 8 pounds, or 10 pounds
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• Start with what really feels like a light weight for you.
• Breatiie properly by exhaling. . . slowly . . . while lifting weights,
and inhaling while returning weights to the starting position.
• Do the exercise slowly, 15 times in perfect form, by concen
trating on the involved muscles.
• If it was no challenge at all, then move up to the next heavier
weight for the next set.
• If it was too heavy for you to be comfortable, move down to
the lower weight.
• If it was challenging but something you were able to accom
plish, then that is your weight!
• From now on, do three sets of 10 to 15 repetitions with this
weight until it becomes way too easy. You may wish to pur
chase two heavier weights in a month or two.

Strength Training at Home
Lunges— ^for your buttocks, thighs, legs, and lower back
One Arm Row— for your back
Pectoral Fly— ^for your chest
Lateral Raise— for your upper arms
Upright Row— for your shoulders
Biceps Concentration Curl— for front of your upper arms
Triceps Extension— for back of your upper arms
Abdominal Crunches— for your abdomen

STRENGTH TRAINING
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SEE T H E FO L L O W IN G ILLU STRA TIO N S F O R GUIDANCE.

Lunges: Stand up straight with your feet slightly apart. Keep your ab
dominal muscles tight. Take a large step forward with your right foot.
Keep your right foot flat while your left knee is pointing toward the
floor. Stop for a moment and push back with your right leg, raising your
self upright again. Make sure you transfer your weight to both feet after
each lunge. Do this 10 to 15 times (one set) and then repeat the exercise
with your left leg. If you have any difficulty balancing, hold onto a chair
by your side with one hand for support. Do two sets, taking a brief rest
between sets.
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O ne A rm Row (With M edium Weights): Start with your right foot on
the floor and your left knee on a bench or a chair. Keep your back par
allel to the floor, rather than hunching up, and let your right hand hang
down while holding the weight. Keep your abdominal muscles tight.
Bend your right elbow and pull your upper arm as far back as it will
comfortably go. Pause and slowly lower the weight. Keep the rest of
your body still, moving only the arm. After you do this 10 to 15 times
(one set) with one arm, repeat using your other arm. Do two or three
sets, taking a brief rest between sets.
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Pectoral Fly (With M edium Weights): Lie on a bench, keeping your
feet flat and your hips and shoulders on the bench. If it’s more comfort
able, you can rest your feet with bent knees on the bench as well. Push
your arms up until your elbows are almost straight with your palms fac
ing each other. Keep your abdominal muscles tight. Pause and slowly
make a wide arc with your arms as you lower them. Move your arms up
and then back in a smooth arc, as if you were putting your arms around
someone and then removing them. Try not to lower your arms below
the level o f the bench. Make sure to visualize your pectoral muscles
doing all the work. Do 10 to 15 repetitions (one set) of this exercise. Do
two or three sets, taking a brief rest between sets.
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L atera l R aise (With Light or Medium Weights); Start with your feet
about a foot apart, your knees slightly bent, with both hands hanging
down at your sides and holding the weights. Keep your abdominal mus
cles tight. Now straighten (but don’t lock) your elbows and lift both
arms simultaneously away from your sides until they reach shoulder
level. Stop and slowly lower your arras back to your sides. D on’t lean
forward during this exercise and make sure to keep your palms turned
downward as you lift. Do 10 to 15 repetitions (one set) of this exercise.
Do two or three sets, taking a brief rest between sets.
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Upright Row (With Light or M edium Weights): Start with your feet
about a foot apart and your knees slightly bent. Keep your abdominal
muscles tight. Both hands should be holding the weights. Let them hang
down in front of your thighs. Slowly lift your arms up until the weights
are slightly higher than your shoulders. Stop and slowly lower the
weights back down. D on’t lean back or forward as you lift, and don’t
swing the weights around. Do 10 to 15 repetitions (one set) of this ex
ercise. Do two or three sets, taking a brief rest between sets.
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Biceps Concentration Curl (With Medium to Heavy Weights): Sit on
a bench or chair with your feet more than 2 feet apart. Keep your ab
dominal muscles tight. With your weight in your right hand, lean for
ward and place your right elbow against the inside of your right knee.
Slowly curl the weight toward your shoulder. Do this exercise 10 to 15
times (one set) before switching sides. Do two or three sets with each
arm, taking a brief rest between sets.
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Triceps Extension (With Medium Weights): Sit with your feet flat on
the floor. Push the weights up until your arms are straight. Stop and
slowly bend your elbows while keeping your upper arm straight. Lower
the weights until you feel a stretch in your triceps. Be careful not to
stretch too far. Stop and straighten your elbows, keeping your upper
arms still while slowly lifting the weights back up in an arc, so you don’t
hit your head. Do 10 to 15 repetitions (one set) of this exercise. Do two
or three sets, taking a brief rest between sets. You may also do this one
arm at a time.
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Abdominal Crunches: Keep your knees bent and feet flat on the floor.
Push the small of your back into the floor. Place your hands behind your
head. Use your hands only to keep your neck supported. Do not push your
head to your chest with your arms. Your neck should remain in a neutral
position. Raise your head, shoulders, and upper back just a few inches off
the floor. Come up about 30 degrees, hold for a moment while squeezing
your abdominal muscles, and then slowly lower your shoulders all the way
back down. Keep going until you do three sets of 10 to 15 cmnches, taking
a brief rest between sets.
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The Wellness Solution Exercise Plan
Do only those exercises you are comfortable with. Don’t overdo it. If
you’re up to it, as we’ve said before, consider other types of exercise reg
imens such as yoga and Pilates. Now you can see what we mean when we
say a “lifestyle change.” This is the real deal to better health. Again, please
remember to check with your personal physician before starting any exer
cise regimen. Before moving on, let’s put it all together.
We consider everything w e’ve shared with you in this section about
exercise as part of The Wellness Solution Exercise Plan. Here’s a simple
summary: Completing 20 to 30 minutes of aerobic exercise, such as
brisk walking or jogging, four to five days a week is ideal, along with
strength-training three times a week. That is all that most people need.
However, three to four days a week of aerobic exercise is quite accept
able. O f course, if you’re already more active than that, keep it up.
You may substitute other forms of aerobic exercise if you wish, but make
sure it gets you huffing and puffing. Remember, even if you are physically
challenged, find something to do to keep moving. Finally, we recommend
strength training, as previously outlined in this section of the book, because
it’s the only type of exercise that can slow down the muscle and bone losses
that usually occur in the second half of our lives. That’s it. How easy can it get?

No Smoking . . . No Excess A lcohol. . .
No Substance Abuse
There is so much more to smoking than just physical addiction. That’s
why successful efforts to quit must include ways to overcome the deep
psychological cravings behind the addiction. But take heart if you’re a
smoker, because over 60 million Americans have already discovered the
secret to becoming a successful ex-smoker. You have to genuinely make
up your mind to quit— ^that means failure is not an option. It requires
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nothing less than making a genuine commitment to yourself and to your
loved ones, even promising God, if you are comfortable in doing so, to
never ever smoke again.
Unless your lungs are permanently damaged by cancer or emphy
sema, within the very first day of quitting, your heart rate and blood
pressure can drop to the level that is normal for your body without nico
tine. Within the first week of quitting, your lung function and blood cir
culation can improve so much that your breathing and exercise
tolerances are noticeably improved. Within the first month, coughing,
sinus congestion, and shortness of breath decrease. Within the first yea;;
the risk of having a heart attack decreases by over 50 percent. Finally,
within just a few years, your risk of developing heart disease and cancer
is nearly that of a nonsmoker.
Perhaps you’ve heard it said that cigarettes are the only product that
when used as directed can kill you. That’s because cigarettes are nico
tine, tar, and carbon monoxide delivery systems that cause heart and
blood vessel disease and cancer. Although most everyone knows that
smoking causes cancer, most people are surprised to learn that smoking
causes even more deaths from blood vessel damage and heart disease.
The free radicals in tobacco smoke decrease NO levels in the blood,
which causes atherosclerosis, which in turn damages the endothelial
layer of our blood vessels and causes inflammation of the arteries. This
is an extremely deadly, vicious cycle, because then the endothelium
cannot make enough NO to replace the amounts of NO that were lost
to the tobacco smoke in the first place.
Plainly put, 500,000 smokers are killed by their cigarettes every year.
Smoking is the number one cause of preventable death in America (obesity,
remember, is number two). Even more shocking, in our opinion, is the fact
that long-term exposure to secondhand cigarette smoke, especially for
spouses, children, and coworkers, is the fifth major preventable cause of
death in the United States.
Smoking’s effects on the body are pretty well known. Let’s talk about
what smoking does to your mind. Smoking enslaves your mind so much
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that a nicotine addict will literally say or do anything to find excuses to con
tinue smoking. Sometimes smokers will even make repeated efforts to quit
just to convince themselves and others, usually their spouses, kids, or doctors,
that they tmly want to quit. Nicotine is such a powerful drug that it causes
smokers to think that they can’t survive without smoking. But such nicotineinduced thoughts are far from the tmth. This is why the chains of nicotine ad
diction can be readily broken when nicotine addicts discover the secret that
once they truly make up their minds to quit, then they can do it.
The physical withdrawal symptoms from nicotine are tolerable and
short-lived. I t’s the mental anguish that hurts the most and lasts longest.
Nicotine itself will be out of your system in about 72 hours after your
last cigarette, so any physical discomfort lasts no more than about a
week. And no matter how much you smoke, the actual physical discom
fort of quitting doesn’t cause as much misery and discomfort as a com
mon cold. Not too terrible a price to pay to save your life and perhaps
the lives of your loved ones living with you!

The American M edical Association Strategy
Eir. Taub conducted a historic clinical demonstration among 80 patients who
vowed to quit smoking for the sake of their children’s health. This quit
smoking program was 95 percent successful! Inspired by Dr. Taub’s success
rate, the American Medical Association (AMA) used his method as the
basis for its first national “How to Quit Smoking” campaign. The guiding
principle behind the program’s success was that participation was limited to
only those patients who had first truly made up their minds to quit.
How did this uniquely effective program work? Each patient was first
required to promise, in writing, to stop smoking forever and to designate
a specific day to quit. Each patient also promised their loved ones and a
sacred higher power in their lives that they would never smoke again. Par
ticipants basically took an oath that smoking would no longer be an option
in their lives.
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If you smoke, no matter how addicted you are, you can pledge to fol
low the same commitment adopted by the AMA in its “How to Quit
Smoking” program and join the almost 4,000 Am erican men and
women who stop smoking every day, forever.
Do whatever you have to do to stop smoking. Patches, gum, inhalers,
lozenges, sprays, medications, and more have helped many people. But
above all, you must genuinely make up your mind to quit, set the date,
sign a commitment, and ask someone who loves you to witness your
signature. Everything else will then work out.

~ HOW TO QUIT SMOKING I hereby vow on my honor and integrity,
and on all that I hold dear and sacred,
I will quit smoking forever o n _________
date

(Sm oker’s Signature)

date

(W itness’s S ign atu re. . . a Loved One)

Keep in mind that you must be genuinely committed to quit; other
wise stress will probably be your downfall because of the myth that
nicotine addicts have woven in their minds. This murderous myth is ac
tually caused by nicotine molecules that flood nerve cells in the brain.
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A nicotine addict’s mind is convinced by nicotine molecules that smok
ing gives him or her indescribable pleasure. But that’s not really the
case. The brains of nicotine addicts are confused. Addicts feel dependent
on nicotine only because nicotine arouses familiar feelings. However,
it’s not because nicotine gives them pleasure. No. Nicotine convinces the
addict’s brain that he or she will be miserable without it. But the actual
pleasure that addicts might have received from nicotine happened long
ago, at the beginning of their addiction. Eventually, nicotine addicts
smoke just to not feel bad. That’s a big difference from the enjoyment
myth that the tobacco industry promotes!
Nicotine addiction is so grippingly powerful because it stimulates
feelings and beliefs, no matter how false, which sustain its survival! We
recall the pleasures smoking seemed to provide in our own lives for
many decades. Years after quitting, we still occasionally wake up startled
from dreams in which w e’ve been smoking again— such is the enormous
mental power of nicotine! This mental power can only be defeated by a
genuine commitment to never smoke again. Never!
Don’t be discouraged if you’ve tried to quit and failed in the past.
Most ex-smokers required several attempts at quitting before they dis
covered the power of making up their minds. Rather than saying to
themselves that they were really going to “try to stop,” successful ex
smokers resolved, somewhere in their minds, that they would stop. In
any case, it’s proven that each attempt to quit smoking gets smokers that
much closer to success. If saints are sinners who never gave up, ex
smokers are smokers who finally gave up!
Again, vow to quit smoking forever, set a specific date for quitting,
and sign the contract that makes the promise to all that you hold dear,
including, if you wish, God. You can save your life once you become aware
that it’s the nicotine molecules drenching your brain that are producing
thoughts that say you need to smoke because it’s pleasurable and hard
to quit. You have the power to uproot those thoughts and weed out your
addiction. Your nicotine-drenched thoughts cannot imagine how power
ful you wiU feel once you quit. The cravings that pop up during the times
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your brain misses smoking will usually be gone in about 30 seconds. At
first, the 30 seconds may seem like hours, but soon enough, they are
just 30 quick seconds. Not much to endure for a decision that will prob
ably save your life!
W e’ve been very encouraging to this point but need to rem ind you
that quitting smoking is an absolute necessity, not an option. Even one
cigarette can significantly reduce NO in your body for over one hour.
There is no compromise about this: You m ust do whatever it takes to
stop. If you are still convinced that you can’t quit (remember the nico
tine-induced thoughts?) or that you don’t want to quit, there is another
secret to help solve the problem of quitting smoking, but it won’t be
come obvious until you read the next section of the book about stress
management.

A Word About Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Drinking excess amounts of alcohol or participating in other substance
abuse is another serious danger. If you feel this is a problem, please seek
professional help—^talk to a physician, therapist, minister, or rabbi and begin
attending local Alcoholics Anonymous meetings or some other support
group. Alcohol and drugs can easily begin to control you rather than your
controlling them, so don’t wait until you hit rock bottom! Consider a rehab
clinic if necessary.
Do you remember the rather simplistic anti-drug slogan of the 1980s:
“Just say no”? We want to resurrect that saying here and now, with new
meaning, in light of what we now know about NO. NO builds and develops
the psychological and spiritual strengths that are often required to build
good health.

S tress Management . . .
A long with Being a
G ood P erson
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The NO Theory of Stress
Stress is a hidden killer, yet we usually tend to ignore its significance
to our health. We all have said at one time or another, in reaction to a
stressful moment or time, “Fm OK,” when we really weren’t.
NO, as an invisible gas, acts like a bridge between the body and
mind. Through NO, dominant emotions are transmitted between the
body and the mind. We have reason to believe that insufficient amounts
of NO trigger negative messages of anger, fear, hurt, and worry, while
sufficient amounts of NO transmit positive messages of resilience, har
diness, and hope. We call this the NO Theory of Stress.
Understanding the NO Theory of Stress will help you treat and man
age stress in your life. In this section of the book, we lay out the basis
for the NO Theory of Stress, one layer at a time, by merging the ideas
of renowned neuroscientists with the m olecular biology o f NO. By
grasping these ideas, you will have the power to put them to work to
benefit your health and well-being. This is what William James, M.D.
(1830-1920), widely regarded as the “Father of American Psychology,”
had in mind when he wrote: “Truth in our ideas means their power to
work.”
The only thing that can hinder the NO Theory of Stress from working
for you is your already existing “stressed-out” mind-set. Thinking about
lessening your stress, with the same stressed-out thoughts that created
your stress in the first place, will only create more stress for you. The
scientific and intuitive reasoning that follows in these pages offers you
a path of clarity, a way out of a stressed mind-set, and a new under
standing of the power of stress in your life and how to disarm that power
once and for all.
Stripping away the stress that is affecting you is essential to success
fully following The Wellness Solution, because with stress, you are
more than likely to overlook even your most heartfelt commitments to
quit smoking, drink less alcohol, eat healthfully, drink more water, take
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needed vitamins and minerals, lose weight, and exercise. Stress is the
usual reason why people fall short in following through on their com
mitments.
As you learned before, NO builds the physical, psychological, and
spiritual strengths required for stress management. Keep in mind the
central ideas from Part One:
>> Physical strength is necessary to slow down the chronic
degenerative diseases caused by entropy— the force
causing your cells to get sick.

Psychological strength is needed to combat the feelings of
helplessness and wanting to “give up” when keeping your
healthy commitments sometimes just seems too difficult.

Spiritual strength is required for you to feel worthy
of making and keeping your commitments to take
charge of your own destiny.
These dimensions of strength are vital to keep in mind as we now move
on to explain the Simmering Stress Syndrome and its role in the NO Theory
of Stress.

The Simmering Stress Syndrome
The mind is its own place, and in itself,
it can make heaven o f Hell, and a hell o f Heaven.
— John Milton

Stress is always waging a struggle in your body. Stress can be life de
bilitating. It can even be lethal! Fortunately, part of the work of NO in
your body, in the constant quest for homeostasis, is to prevent your stress
from winning out.
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Even the briefest episodes of stress that you experience in your
everyday life can harm your endothelium and decrease NO levels in
your body for a long time to come. It can cause your blood pressure to
rise without increasing your pulse, so you may not even realize that you
are stressed.
By far the most harmful and destructive stress is the stress of which
you are not even aware. This is the stress that simmers silently in the
background. People who are stressed out without even realizing it, es
pecially those with inner hostility or anger, are much more likely to
have heart attacks than people who realize the presence of stress in their
bodies and minds.
Stress affects virtually every man, woman, and older child in Amer
ica, undermining their ability to lead healthy, happy lives. Emerging re
search is even beginning to address the occurrence of stress in early
childhood. It should not surprise us to learn that parents’ stress affects
their children. Infants and toddlers are wondrously perceptive and re
ceptive, so it’s only natural that they also pick up on and respond to
stress in their home. Children may even perceive a parent’s stressedout behavior before the parent does! Perhaps it’s because children are
so busy exploring and are beginning to understand emotions. They’re
busy displaying their own emotions and keenly observing emotional
expressions of others.
Let’s look at the character and the consequences of emotional stress.
We’ve already discussed physical stress, especially the oxidative stress
caused by excess free radicals, and the chronic degenerative diseases
that result. Now you should begin to recognize how deeply intercon
nected the physical and emotional forms of stress are.
Most readers will not be surprised by the fact that emotional stress leads
to physical illness, especially chronic degenerative diseases. But the NO
Theory of Stress suggests that it usually starts the other way around. Phys

ical stress—the state of your body—is the major cause o f your negative
emotions, such asfear, anger, hurt, and worry. In other words, your physical
state has tremendous impact on your emotional state.
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We will talk more about the relationship between physical and emo
tional stress later on, but for now just ask yourself, “Have you ever come
home from a grueling day at work, perhaps battling endless stop-and-go
traffic, and then growled in anger at your spouse or a child, feeling your
face redden, your fists clench, your jaw clench, and your heart pound,
when he or she didn’t really do or say anything to deserve your anger?”
Or have you ever had such a bad day with so many things going
wrong that you were just plain frightened about the future and you broke
down into sobs and tears? Have you ever felt your body begin to become
tense, or feel short of breath, after hearing someone you care about say
something or do something that was perfectly innocent?
Where do these emotional and physical reactions come from? Most
of the time, it’s our physical stress that first causes our emotional stress.
In other words, we can become volatile, irritable, angry, hostile, fright
ened, or easily hurt, because the body is already physically tensed or
stressed due to the bad day, week, or month that we’ve been having.
Let’s look at this realistically. Many of us live our daily lives with a cer
tain amount of worry. It’s always there, beneath the surface, in the back
ground, even when we stop to rest at the end of the day. This type of
worry— ^the worry that never seems to really go away—^is chronic worry.
What do we chronically worry about? Most often, chronic worry is about
money, jobs, the future, family problems, illness, worry about not being ap
preciated, and increasingly, worry about our safety in a world marked by
war and terrorism. Take a m om ent and w rite down the things th at you
chronically w orry about.
If money, health, and security are on your list, then you have something
in common with all the other Americans who are chronically worrying
about these same things. Jobs, inflation, health insurance, security—^these
are not just political issues. We worry chronically, because these are mat
ters of personal well-being and happiness. Indeed, it’s not going overboard
to say that we are a nation of chronically worried individuals, getting by
in our daily lives, but suffering at a deep level because of the enduring
stress simmering away beneath the surface.
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Chronic worry puts your nervous system in a constant state of alarm,
so feelings of helplessness and insecurity are likely to emerge when you
least expect it. So even while you’re successfully taking care o f things
at work, at home, and in your relationships, there’s that lingering sense
that at any moment things might just boil over and burst! This is the

Simmering Stress Syndrome.
Your body has its own natural stress control center— it’s called the
autonomic nervous system. The system is made up of parasympathetic
nerves that generally function to calm the mind and relax the body. The
system also has sympathetic nerves, which stimulate the production of
stress hormones such as adrenaline and cortisol in our adrenal glands.
These hormones keep the body and mind on the alert to respond in lit
erally a heartbeat to problems or threats that may arise in our everyday
lives. This is where the infamous “fight or flight” response originates.
Parasympathetic nerves generally function to create calm, while
sympathetic nerves and stress hormones generally create commotion.
The calm and the commotion that combine to create the autonomic
nervous system naturally seek to balance each other. Here is the body’s
natural wisdom at work to achieve physical and mental homeostasis,
the balance that creates peace of mind.
Unfortunately, we live amid constant reminders of worry and fear that
keep our minds and bodies in a perpetual state of alert. The state of alert is
even more heightened by the presence of a chronic degenerative disease in
the body— ^because the mind becomes acutely aware that the body is suf
fering. Amidst this worry and fear, the body’s impulse for self-preservation
kicks into overdrive and lives in a state of readiness to fight or flee from per
ceived danger. So when do the body and mind get to relax? When do we
have a chance to let down our physical and mental guards to experience
the calm that is essential for a balanced, healthy life? Hardly ever, anymore.
Simmering stress is the hallmark of our time. To see this in a historical
way, just look at the world today compared to the world in which your par
ents were raised. The differences are dramatic from the perspective of the
authors’ working-class experiences. Our parents worked literally around
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the comer from where we lived in big cities. But today’s push to outsource
means that jobs that were once performed around the comer are now per
formed across national borders. Meanwhile, tens of millions of Americans
are stmggling to make living wages in the face of disappearing health care
and retirement benefits. While working-class families are experiencing these
uncertainties, they are not alone. Middle-class and upper-class American
famifies are also beginning to deeply feel these uncertainties undercutting
the comforts and security of their daily lives.
People have always wrestled to harness the power of nature and bend its
will to serve their interests and needs. Now we have powerful reminders that
natural forces cannot be entirely tamed. Indeed, the body’s own natural forces
are stmggling to restore the balance that’s been lost by the demands of our
modem world.
We live in a time when oxidative stress is causing widespread chronic de
generative diseases in the body. At the same time, levels of mental stress are
soaring. With such a spiral of physical and psychological stress, it’s no sur
prise that generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) has become the most common
psychiatric condition in the United States. Most family doctors estimate that
80 percent of their office visits are due to GAD and stress-related illnesses.
No wonder people are feeling helpless.
Take a moment to consider some of the characteristics of GAD. For
many of us, some of these characteristics probably ring tme to our own
daily experiences.*
Are you a worrier? Would you describe yourself as a
nervous person? Do you feel tense? Experiencing a
lot of worry over a six-month period is a real tip-off.
Do you have sudden attacks of rapid heartbeat or
m shes of fear, anxiety, or nervousness? Do you ever
avoid im portant activities because you are afraid
you’ll have a sudden attack?
Do you fear being watched or evaluated by others be
cause you might embarrass yourself?
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Do you have any strong fears or phobias about things
like height, flying, bugs, or snakes?
Do you obsess? Are you bothered by intrusive, unpleas
ant, or horrible thoughts that repeat over and over? For
example, some people have repeated thoughts that they
might hurt someone they love or that a loved one has
been hurt. Is anything like this troubling you?
Do you have compulsions, such as doing something over
and over that you can’t resist, even if you try, like wash
ing your hands very often or repeatedly checking to see
that the stove is off or the door is locked? Has anything
like this been a problem for you?
*M odified from Zimmennan, M. (1994). Diagnosing DSM-IVpsychiatric disorders in primary care
settings: an interview guide fo r the non-psychiatrist physician (Philadelphia: Psych Products Press).

Before reading further, take heart. Even if you responded positively to
any of the above questions, or even if you identify personally with some
of the behaviors or feehngs described above, there is good reason for you

to be hopeful.
We can learn how to repair the body’s natural defenses against phys
ical and mental stress—^both the stress that is full-blown and the invis
ible, insidious stress that is part of the Simmering Stress Syndrome.
A personal example may help your understanding of stress. You probably
know someone who comes from a family of brooders. When his or her feel
ings are hurt, or he or she is angry and upset, his or her common response is
to brood . . . not just for hours, but for days. What a toll this silent, sullen
brooding takes—^notjust on this person, but on those who live with him or her.
If you live with a brooder, you know the scenario—just as the
brooder is emerging from his or her silent funk, you may be so ex
hausted by it that you are now heading into your own funk!
For people accustomed to brooding over the span of a few days or
weeks, learning to let it go within a matter of hours is truly a monumental
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achievement. But hold on! New research indicates the importance of let
ting it go right then and there . . . literally in the very moment that the
stressful emotion occurs.
It’s now been discovered that the stressful situations and events in our
everyday lives can depress NO levels in our b o d ie s^ r as long asfour hours
after we are no longer upset. Therefore, once we are upset, if we don’t im
mediately get back to feeling comfortable and calm before something else
disturbs our bodies or emotions, then our NO levels can remain constantly
depleted. In turn, the decreased levels of NO cause our autonomic nervous
system, along with our stress hormones, to respond to even the most trivial
or mildly upsetting events as if they were life-threatening. The bottom line
is that our physical state causes us to become emotionally volatile, irritable,
edgy, over-reactive, apprehensive, and worried. Thus, the physical state of
our bodies largely determines our emotional states rather than vice versa.
And the result is an enormous, constant burden on the body and mind that
human beings were never meant to live with—^we call this the Simmering
Stress Syndrome.
It helps to recall some of the basic lessons of the “fight or flight” re
sponse. Just think about it; Emotions such as fear, sadness, anger, and lone
liness can result fi’om the way the \)ody feels. Thus, people with bodies
that are chronically geared up to fight or take flight are likely to be the
most susceptible to constant emotional stress.
The Simmering Stress Syndrome is a relatively new condition that
needs a lot more attention because the epidemic of chronic degenerative
diseases and generalized anxiety disorders are reliable indicators that
the usual strategies for coping with pervasive stress are not working.
The NO Theory of Stress leads to a more powerful strategy for tack
ling the Simmering Stress Syndrome. Fortunately, no matter what is
going on around you and in you, you can still take effective steps to
manage your stress. NO has the power to help your autonomic nervous
system return to a state of calm and relaxation so that you can de-stress I
Please read on to discover what you can do to help make this natural
process happen.
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I fs All in Your Head
Emotional stress varies up and down with the amounts of NO in the brain
and blood. In other words, the amount of emotional stress you have largely
depends on NO levels in the body. Therefore, the first step you must take
in managing stress is to boost the levels of NO molecules in the brain and
blood. Increasing amounts of NO molecules will nurture both your mind
and body. A nurtured mind and body know how to diffuse—or defuse—
simmering stress.
This fact brings new meaning to this common phrase: It’s all in your
head. How many times has someone said to you, “It’s all in your head”?
Many people find that saying somewhat offensive or even insulting, implying
that you’re “just making it up.” Let’s be very clear that when we say, “It’s all
in your head,” we don’t mean to imply that you’re making up an emotion or
an illness! We really mean it’s all in your head . . . Nitric Oxide, that is!
It appears that NO molecules transmit both your conscious thoughts and
your unconscious feelings about yourself back and forth between your body
and brain. To be sure, we obviously need to make a real and concerted effort
to reduce and even avoid the stressors in our fives. But it’s not always pos
sible to avoid the situations or people we encounter that make us get stressed
out. However, we can effectively manage stress by learning to calm the au
tonomic nervous system, especially settling down our stress hormone pro
duction. A calm autonomic nervous system transmits messages of wellness
and security, rather than worry and fear, from the body to the brain. This is
the source of an amazing biofeedback loop that then sends messages of
wellness and security from your brain back to your body.
To grasp this seminal concept, you must move beyond narrow percep
tions of the mind as equivalent to or just existing within the brain. You must
realize that your mind is not only located in your brain, it literally exists all
over your body.
Besides being responsible for the brain’s capacity to think and remember,
the mind is also responsible for homeostasis, entropy, and apoptosis, in every
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Space and cell of the entire body! We’ve described entropy and apoptosis
many times throughout this book, but the real bottom line is that they can
make us older and sicker sooner rather than later. Dr. Franz Alexander, an em
inent psychiatrist in the first half of the 20th century, wrote, “The fact that the
mind rules the body is, in spite of its neglect by biology and medicine, the
most fundamental fact which we know about the process of life.”
Dr. Murad’s Nobel Prize-winning discoveries opened up new possibil
ities for researchers to help map pathways in the brain that directly link the
emotions to health. As a result, there is now a strong scientific basis,
grounded in biology and medicine, for concluding that increasing NO mol
ecules in the brain and blood is an effective strategy for stress management.
The NO Theory of Stress puts these new discoveries to therapeutic use.
In science, a valid theory is a well-substantiated, logical explanation for
a set of related facts or observations. Science is driven by theories—^the
theory of relativity, the theory of evolution, the theory of atomic structures,
and so forth. Such theories are more tihan just educated guesses; they are the
very basis of modem science. An example is the accepted fact that the world
is made up of atoms: Humans, animals, birds, plants, rocks, food, and
water—everything is composed of atoms, yet no one has ever seen an atom.
So it is with the NO Theory of Stress, which helps explain the funda
mental dynamics in the care and treatment of stressed-out patients. The
NO Theory of Stress finds its basis in several research efforts. The molec
ular basis of the theory comes from Dr. Murad’s research. The wellness
framework for the theory emerges from Dr. Taub’s research. The psycho
logical rationale is found in the research of two eminent Harvard profes
sors, working a century apart. Dr. William James is known as the “Father
of American Psychology,” and Dr. Herbert Benson is the director of the
Harvard Mind/Body Medical Institute.
The real value of the NO Theory of Stress is helping people realize how
to help save themselves from the Simmering Stress Syndrome. Again, the
idea that feelings and emotions emerge from what is going on in the body
is a remarkable shift from the commonsense notion that feelings are caused
by the thinking that goes on in your brain—^that’s the old meaning of “It’s
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all in your head.” Yet the evidence marshaled by the greatest neuroscientists
of our time points to the fact tihat our feelings and emotions are merely a
glimpse of what’s happening in the body. Dr. William James’s insights on
this topic are especially helpful:
Common sense says, if we lose our fortune, we are sorry
and weep; if we meet a bear, we are frightened and run;
if we are insulted by a rival, we are angry and strike
back. My theory is that this order of sequence is incor
rect___ We feel sorry because we cry, we feel angry be
cause we strike back, we feel afraid because we tremble.
Just think about this. Emotions such as sadness, fear, and anger result
primarily from the way the body is feeling. Thus, people with auto
nomic nervous systems that are chronically geared up to fight or take
flight from danger are those who are most susceptible to emotional
stress. In other words, you become afraid because o f the way your body
is already reacting.
During most of the 20th century. Dr. Jam es’s astute teachings were
largely ignored in the wake of Dr. Sigmund Freud’s popular theories of
human behavior based on unconscious sexual tensions. Only in recent
years has Freudian theory begun to loosen its grip on psychotherapy, in
favor of modern approaches called cognitive therapy or relaxation ther
apy. These approaches substantiate Dr. Jam es’s memorable conclusion,
over a hundred years ago, that the greatest discovery in the science of
psychology was that human beings could alter their lives by changing
their attitudes.
Cognitive therapy teaches people to substitute positive and construc
tive thoughts for anxiety-provoking thoughts. Relaxation therapy in
cludes meditation, visualization, deep breathing, and yoga. Together,
both therapies appear to help about 50 percent of patients with anxiety
disorders. If we combine these approaches with benefits of NO and the
other components of The Wellness Solution, we can achieve the modem
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antidote to stress! Again, the power of the NO Theory of Stress is its
application to improve our daily lives. As Dr. James wrote, “True ideas
are those that we can assimilate, validate, corroborate, and verify. False
ideas are those that we cannot.”
To repeat, w e’re talking about creating an antidote to emotional
stress, especially the simmering stress of which you may not even be
aware. The basis for this antidote is producing and preserving more NO
molecules in your brain and blood via The Wellness Solution. The an
tidote works because NO molecules are neurotransmitters—^they com
municate crucial information and messages between neurons (nerve
cells) in the brain and the rest of the body.

NO as a Novel Neurotransmitter
There are over 50 types of neurotransmitter molecules stored up in our
neurons. These stored neurotransmitters are just waiting for the m o
ment when the brain decides to send messages between its neurons,
and eventually to nerve cells throughout the body. There are more than
100 billion neurons in the brain alone, and more messages than that
are being transmitted throughout the nervous system at any given time.
Imagine a busy electronics network buzzing with activity and sending
signals back and forth from the brain to the body and from the body
back to the brain: sit, walk, run, talk, write, sing, wash, get dressed,
button your blouse, eat, cut your food, swallow, breathe, blink, pray,
rest, relax, sleep, and on and on.
W hen neurons transmit messages to each other via the usual neuro
transm itters, they do so by conveying an electrical impulse down a
long, thin thread o f tissue called an axon (sometimes more than a foot
long) to send a signal to the neurotransmitter molecules that are stored
at the end of the axon. The signal to these molecules is to jum p across
the gap, called a synapse, which exists betw een neighboring nerve
cells. Aided by an exchange of sodium, potassium, and calcium atoms.
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the molecules eventually jump that gap, and when they get to the other side,
they may or may not be accepted by the next nerve cell at the special loca
tions called receptor sites. The neurotransmitter molecules may be rejected
because there are other molecules already occupying the receptor sites or
because the molecules don’t fit into the receptor sites. Visualize the correct
fit between a lock and a key. These stored-up neurotransmitter molecules
generally affect the neurons in their immediate neighborhood.
Here is where it really gets interesting. NO molecules are unlike other
neurotransmitters. They are unique because they are the simplest of the
molecules, just two atoms that have a lifespan in the body of less than five
seconds! They’re also special because they are not produced in advance or
stored up in our neurons. NO molecules are produced in the neurons on the
spot, at exactly the time that they are needed. Finally, because NO is a gas,
the molecules rapidly diffuse in all directions instead of having an effect on
only other nearby neurons.
You can see what makes these NO molecules so amazing. There are no
electrical impulses traveling down long axons, no synapses to leap across,
and no unavailable receptor sites to reject the molecules!
NO molecules can move through the otherwise impenetrable cell mem
branes of neurons, so NO is able to transmit messages between neurons
throughout the brain. In an instantaneous blast, NO sends messages to and
from each part of the brain and throughout the entire nervous system to all
parts of the body, including the adrenal glands, which produce stress hormones.
The movement of NO molecules forms a natural, complex biofeedback
loop connecting brain and body. All parts of the body rely on NO to transmit
messages back to the brain, signaling that the brain’s messages have been
received and either acted upon or not.
Close your eyes. Think about flexing your big toes and then do it. Neu
rotransmitter molecules have just been at work by transmitting the message
from the front part of your brain, which is the thinking part, to the rest of
your brain and then down your spinal cord and out through your spinal
nerves to the progressively smaller nerves traveling down your legs, until
the message reaches the flexing muscles of your big toes.
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The nerve messages have just been whizzing from neuron to neuron,
from your head to your toes, and because the nerves that lead to your toes
also send messages back to your brain via neurotransmitter molecules, you
don't even have to look at your toes to know they are flexed.
A more complex example would be moving your arm back and forth
rapidly, let’s say to repeatedly throw a ball to someone during a game of
catch. At the order of neurons in the front of your brain, neurotransmitter
molecules will relay messages to the blood vessels of your arm as well as
to the muscles. The blood vessels need to relax and widen because more
blood and warmth will be needed for sustained muscle movement. When
you’re done playing catch, the neurotransmitter molecules will alert the
brain that the arm is back at your side and at rest.
Consider this final example. When a male has an erection, it occurs be
cause the brain uses NO molecules to signal blood vessels in the pelvis to
relax and deliver more blood. This is, in large part, the stoiy behind the suc
cess of Viagra.
To sum up, it’s complicated for neurons to store and release their neuro
transmitter molecules with precision and speed. Neurons store up neuro
transmitter molecules like torpedoes that must wait to be released by electric
signals. The molecules then travel along vast numbers of long axons, jump
ing over the synapses between them, always seeking distant sites to land
on— sites which may already be occupied by other molecules.
But NO, amazingly enough, breaks all the rules! NO gas is produced
by neurons just when it’s needed and transmits their messages in a flash.
NO dances, if you will, to its own tune.

Mind and Body
We’ve all heard this question, at one time or another: W hich came first
. . . the chicken or the egg? We can make an argument for the egg, be
cause w ithout the egg, you w ouldn’t have the chicken. We can also
make an argument for the chicken, because without the chicken, you
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wouldn’t have the egg. So, that’s the dilemma, and the answer has never
surfaced. We are applying that same dilenuna to this question: Is it the
body-mind or mind-body connection? The following information will give
you some insight into what this is all about. Make up your own mind.
Remember, the cause of psychological stress is not the troubling
events and people in your life. Your stress levels reflect your mind’s in
terpretation of what is going on throughout your body. The simplest
way to understand the NO Theory of Stress is to realize that folks who
have the most confidence in their ability to cope with upsetting situa
tions are generally the folks with the lowest levels of stress. You already
know how NO molecules help your body stay healthy by stimulating
homeostasis, slowing down entropy, and regulating apoptosis. We can
now also apply these same principles of NO to psychological stress.

Program Your Conscious Mind
You can program your conscious mind, which generally resides in the
cortex in front of your brain, to think more positive, constructive
thoughts. You can do this because NO molecules spread your thoughts
instantaneously through the billions of neurons involved in thinking and
then throughout the rest of your brain to eventually impact the auto
nomic nervous system via the hippocampus area near the middle of the
brain and the medulla in back of the brain. This is a decisive step in ef
fective stress management. Thoughts help determine feelings and emo
tions. Thoughts can communicate happiness and joy, instead of fear and
worry, to the autonomic nervous system and the adrenal glands.
However, thinking positive thoughts— Things will get better, or I can
cope, or I have strength, or 1 can overlook this, or It is what it is— is
often easier said than done. This is especially true when you are already
stressed out. Your thoughts need to be in the here and now rather than
daydreaming about the past or worrying about the future. As w e’ll dis
cuss in depth later, exercise, yoga, prayer, and meditation are particu-
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larly powerful ways to keep your thoughts stress free. But first, there is
another fact about NO molecules that may be the most exciting news of
all, especially if you are already stressed out.
Carrying out a new task, like learning to think more positive thoughts,
activates the neurons scattered throughout the cerebral cortex of the
brain. As you repeat the task, the connections between your neurons are
strengthened, allowing nerve signals to travel along more easily. A mem
ory circuit has been created! Research indicates NO molecules play a
key role in memory because they diffuse so rapidly from one cell to an
other. This means that we can deepen the memory of our positive
thoughts, just like grooves on an old-fashioned music record, to play
back in our minds when those positive thoughts are needed most.
Finally, NO molecules can also rapidly transmit your positive
thoughts beyond the front part of the brain, backward into more instinc
tual areas, where your unconscious mind resides. As we will explain in
the following pages, the role of your unconscious mind in managing
stress is essential.

Strengthen Your Unconscious M ind
The unconscious mind is largely responsible for how good you feel
about yourself and your sense of self-worth. NO molecules can help
strengthen those feelings of self-worth because positive thoughts that
originate in the front of the brain are also rapidly transmitted throughout
the brain. W hen NO molecules infuse the unconscious mind, they help
boost self-confidence, self-worth, and in general your faith in your abil
ity to cope. Remember, research shows that people with confidence in
their ability to cope are generally people with low levels of stress.
Your attitude can create happy, joyful emotions that can lead to more
powerful positive thoughts in your conscious mind, which eventually result
in even higher levels of confidence in your unconscious mind. Positive
thinking, meditation, prayer, and following The Wellness Solution are
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practices that help stimulate this healing process, because NO molecules
diffuse instantaneously back and forth throughout the brain.
You should also know that it is the unconscious mind that determines
much of your automatic moment-to-moment behavior, including sleep
ing, waking, lying down, sitting, standing, talking, listening, reading,
washing, eating, swallowing, cutting food, and so on. Just as we don’t
think much about lying down in bed before going to sleep at night, or
about putting one foot in front of the other to walk, or about buttoning
a shirt or blouse, millions of folks don’t need to think about whether
they will eat more veggies, or use portion control, or exercise regularly,
or take their vitamins every day— they just do it. Thus, NO molecules
can strengthen your resolve to take better care of yourself. Shifts in your
attitude and increased confidence can make following The Wellness So
lution as automatic as brushing your teeth.

Stimulate Your Creative Mind
Like the wisdom o f the body, the real and potential magnif
icence of the human spirit must be approached not only
with wonder, but perhaps also with the awestruck attitude
of Wordsworth's nun on a beauteous evening: ‘Breathless
with adoration.’
— Sherwin B. Nuland, M.D.
Positive thoughts and uplifting feelings about yourself can also stim
ulate the creative part of your brain that appears to be genetically con
stituted to experience a sense of spiritual awareness or connectedness.
It’s possible that those of our ancestors who had faith in a loving, pro
tective higher power were better equipped than others to survive the vi
cissitudes of life— floods, famines, plagues, wars— and live to pass
along their genes to the next generation.
According to Dr. Herbert Benson, director of the Harvard M ind/
Body Medical Institute, being able to generate positive thoughts may
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be a classic example of the survival of the fittest over many millennia.
His research also suggests that it is the buildup of NO molecules in the
brain that triggers the spiritual yearnings and epiphanies that lead peo
ple to experience a sense of what we call “radical amazement.”
Experiencing our connectedness to something sacred inspires our
confidence and capacity to cope with stressful situations, events, and
people. Such messages can be conveyed back to the autonomic nervous
system and back to the conscious mind and unconscious mind, where
they help build our confidence and capacity to cope. It’s a fascinating
example of NO molecules in action to help defuse the stress simmering
in our minds and bodies. It triggers our spiritual yearnings and epipha
nies. For readers with a more spiritual outlook, it is also demonstrates
the Biblical wisdom which states: “As a man thinketh in his heart, so
is he.” {Proverbs)

Calm Your Autonomic Nervous System
Remember that the autonomic nervous system is the body’s automatic
stress-control command center. It resides mostly toward the back of your
brain, in the medulla, and it has both calming and commotion-raising ca
pabilities. The parasympathetic nervous system generally soothes and
allows the body to better carry out everyday tasks by decreasing the
heart rate and breathing rate, lowering blood pressure, relaxing the eyes,
and aiding digestion.
In its balancing function, the sympathetic nervous system generally
prepares the body for action in a flash. It does this by firing off warning
messages through the nerves throughout the body while also triggering
the release of stress hormones that help prepare the body to fight or take
flight. In this mode, the heart beats stronger and faster to deliver oxygen
and glucose to the muscles, blood pressure rises, breathing quickens,
the pupils of the eyes widen to see better, the skin gets pale and cold as
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blood is reduced to send more to vital organs, and digestion slows down
so that more energy is available to face the danger that threatens you.
Blood glucose rises from the breakdown of glycogen in the liver, and
serum lipids increase from stored fat in your cells. All these factors de
crease NO levels.
This primitive commotion even causes hairs to stand on end, like
those of a hissing cat baring its teeth, as feelings of anxiety, anger, ag
gression, or fear impact the brain and the body. Can you imagine the
physical and emotional wear and tear this causes, especially for the
blood vessels and heart? Imagine, too, how this commotion can lead to
all sorts of chronic degenerative diseases, not to mention increasing
one’s anxiety and fear.
O f course, everyone needs an autonomic nervous system that fulfills
both calming and commotion functions. What w e’re talking about here
is living in a world that overburdens the sympathetic nervous system
and creates unhealthy, even dangerous, amounts of commotion. We’re
talking about an autonomic nervous system out of balance, experiencing
too much commotion and not enough calm.
Fortunately, neurotransmitter molecules like NO can transmit posi
tive thoughts and an attitude of confidence throughout the brain to stim
ulate the calming part of the autonomic nervous system. Remember that
nerve impulses are a two-way street.
Messages move from the brain to the body and from the body back
to the brain, creating a marvelous biofeedback loop by NO molecules.
This biofeedback loop broadcasts the message — all is clear, the danger

is over—throughout the body and the brain, reinforcing your positive
thinking and feelings of confidence.
By broadcasting this message over and over again, wellness messages
drown out the danger messages and help stimulate the calming parasympa
thetic nervous system. When NO molecules are abundant in your brain and
blood, your body transmits these positive messages with more clarity and
your brain can receive them with less static and interference.

STRESS MANAGEMENT . . . ALONG WITH BEING A GOOD PERSON
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Mind-Body Medicine
I'm an old man, and I ’ve had many troubles, most of
which never happened.
— Mark Twain
The power of NO to regulate the mind-body connection is so strong that
according to Dr. Herbert Benson’s research, NO molecules are largely
responsible for the powerful placebo effects of most medications. Dr.
Benson reviewed the research involving the placebo effect and found
this astonishing fact: Placebo medication resulted in significant improve
ment in over two-thirds o f patients with angina pectoris, asthma, and
duodenal ulcers. Given no real medical treatment, why did these patients
improve? Perhaps, as Dr. Benson suggests, the patients’ positive feelings
and hope for improvement stimulated the NO molecule levels that, in
turn, improved the patients’ conditions.
The amount of stress you experience is related to how you interpret
events, not ju st the events in and of themselves. In and of itself, losing
a job is a disappointment and presents challenges, and most people will
experience job loss as stressful. However, the stress of losing a job will
be far worse and have greater health consequences for someone who
sees the situation as the worst thing ever, as just the latest in a long list
of bad and unfair things to come his or her way. The amount of stress
experienced with the loss of a job has less to do with losing the job it
self, and more to do with how one interprets the loss.
For this reason, cognitive and relaxation therapies focus on identi
fying the negative “self-talk” and harmful attitudes that intensify your
stress responses. Both approaches seek to replace this destructive self
talk with more realistic, positive, and constructive ways o f thinking.
NO is a powerful resource that can help you to develop the discipline
necessary for effective stress management.
We all know that we should turn off the television more than we do,
avoid candy and sugar-filled soda pop, exercise regularly, eat better, and
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make any number of lifestyle choices in favor of our health. No doubt you
have heard before that stress is a hidden killer. Still, most people ignore its
consequences for their health. Why not make a list of all the stressors in
your hfe and then try to get them under control? If you can, try to eliminate
the major stressors from your hfe. Listen to music, take long walks, cahn
yourself as much as you can. Take a few minutes for yourself each day to
just close your eyes, practice deep breathing, and relax.
Try to build your self-esteem and self-confidence, which will help
relieve some of your stress, by simply being a good person. This will
help you mentally to feel good about yourself, which is a major step to
ward achieving and maintaining a healthy lifestyle.
Again, the real answer is boosting NO. This is why The Wellness

Solution is such an incredible guide to a healthier you. It’s an effective,
lasting way to manage stress because it stimulates increased levels of
NO in your blood and brain that help establish an automatic biological,
psychological, and spiritual biofeedback m echanism , which signals
your mind to just do what is necessary to keep you healthy and well.
Managing your stress is a must, and we encourage you to seek pro
fessional help if necessary. However, let’s first discuss practical meth
ods to harness the power of NO. And let’s begin from the fact that truly
the only thing we have to fear is fear itself. The NO Theory of Stress
teaches that the fear we feel comes from the state of the body, and if
we can get ourselves past the fear, then most everything else becomes
possible. Thus, the NO Theory of Stress can help you even if you’re not
certain what caused your stress in the first place. It all begins by staying
in the here and now and living with reality.

Staying in the ''Here and N o w ”
Our greatest power against stress is the power to choose one thought over
another. The problem is that your brain is processing hundreds of billions
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of bits of information at all times. Each moment, hundreds of thoughts are
churning and chattering away in the background of your mind. With this
ceaseless chatter, no wonder it is so difficult to harness your thoughts.
And it's especially difficult if you are already stressed out.
Consider this interesting finding. Current research suggests that even
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder may be related to lower levels of
NO in the brain. Think for a moment: How often is it that your mind is
wandering away from w hat’s happening right now in your life and in
stead you are daydreaming about the past or worrying about the future
or even both at the same time?
If you are like most people, your thoughts are almost always in the
past or the future or moving skittishly back and forth between them in
stead of staying focused in the present. This is the immediate cause of
stress when you are confronted with upsetting events and people. By re
sponding to stress through the filter of past memories or future fears,
you put your autonomic nervous system on high alert.
Our normal emotional responses, such as anger, worry, fear, resent
ment, sadness, and grief, to stressful situations are usually not about
what is happening right now. Instead, they are about what has happened
to us before, or what we fear is going to happen to us down the road.
For example, the stress of losing a job might be compounded by anger
over past losses or by fears that you will never keep, let alone find, an
other job. The worst enemies of the present are the sorrows of the past
and the fear o f the future.
The mind is generally on overload, constantly shuttling back and
forth between what has been and what may be, sometimes at chaotic
speed. Even at our most restful and still moments, the mind is chatter
ing away all over the place. Have you ever noticed what you think about
when you are in bed and ready to fall asleep? I need to get gas before

work in the morning. . . . The meeting this afternoon was awful. . . . I
hope Mom is OK. . . . I hope the check I ’ve been waiting fo r comes in
tomorrow’s mail. . . . I wonder what my bank balance is. . . . I should
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never have bought that expensive exercise bike. . . . I can’t forget to
stop for gas before work tomorrow. . . . Did I set the alarm?
W hen your mind is in the here and now, situations remain what they
are. They may be stressful, but they do not have to rattle and unnerve
you. A bum per sticker caught our attention the other day; “It’s five
o ’clock. Do you know where your mind is?”

It Is What It Is
The art of being wise is the art o f knowing what to over
look.
— Dr. William James
In the pages that follow, w e’ll share with you an e-mail correspondence
between Dr. Taub and a patient. The patient— w e’ll call him Jim—is
the marketing director for a large manufacturing company. The story
illustrates how fear, hurt, disappointment, anger, sadness— emotional
issues that we all struggle with— can determine our responses to trou
bling events and people.

Jim: I had a terrible situation at work that disturbed me so
much that I’m not sleeping, my pulse is racing, and my
palms are sweaty. Do you think I should take a sleeping
pill or a tranquilizer? How about an antidepressant or a
beta blocker?

Dr. Taub: Tell me what happened.
Jim: Another director in my company meddled in a market
ing issue that has nothing to do with his division. It’s totally
none of his business! He tried to convince someone who
reports to me about his point of view, and I think he ma
ligned me in the process. I got angry with him and told him
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I thought that what he did stinks and that he should pick an
other place and time for expressing his personal opinions.
I’m still very angry and shaken, even though he might not
have meant any harm. I know the whole episode threw me
back to a time, about 10 years ago, when I lost my job be
cause of a similar situation__ That was so stressful that the
memory hardly ever leaves my brain. I guess I just had a
reminder that we hve in a very cruel world.

Dr. Taub: Stress, for whatever reason, is a reflection of
not having enough Nitric Oxide in your body, especially
the brain. H ere’s what happens: Your adrenals pump out
too much adrenaline, your autonomic nervous system
gets way out of kilter, and your body generates loads of
free radicals. All this, which can be generated by your
anger, hurt, disappointment, fear and worry, depletes the
Nitric Oxide levels in your body, especially your brain.
You can help raise the Nitric Oxide levels in your system
by eating more fresh fruits and veggies, exercising reg
ularly and drinking lots of water, plus taking the vitamin
formula I ’ve recommended to you before. It also would
help for you to pray, meditate, and think more positively
by saying to yourself, over and over, “I Have Strength,
I Have Strength, I Have Strength.”
Finally, either accept the fact that “it is what it is” and just
forgive the person who hurt you or made you angry, or tell
him the truth about how you feel, which you already did.
Sometimes it’s also a good idea to preface what you say to
such a person with the fact that it’s the truth about your
emotions, which are yours alone, rather than judgments
about him. In other words, tell the truth about what you’re
feeling, but don’t make pretensions about its being the ab
solute truth . . . that what he did “stinks.” Someone once
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said that holding on to your anger is like holding on to a
hot coal with the intent of throwing it at someone else. You
are the one who gets burned.
All this sounds very clinical, but I assure you it’s not de
void of compassion or empathy. It’s what I ’m always
learning myself in the school of hard knocks, which is
that you can’t reason away your stressed-out thoughts
and emotions by using the same stressed-out thoughts
and emotions. You can only be proactive . . . and pump
up the Nitric Oxide in your system.
A few days later, Jim wrote:
I ’ve thought a lot about what you wrote and appreciate
the thoughtful personal words you directed my way. I
believe you have an inspired concept. Your “It is what it
is” statement has been spinning me back to some kind
of balance after really letting myself get shuffled around
last week. Thanks, again.
At the beginning of this section of the book, you were asked how many
times you have been told, “It’s all in your head.” You were then encouraged
to realize that it “really is all in your h ead . . . Nitric Oxide, that is!” Here’s
the thing: We, the authors, have succumbed to stress, too— overeating,
smoking, back pain, artery blockages, heart palpitations, even cancer. You
might say we became experts! But we’re conquering stress by taking the
same simple steps we recommend to you, so please read on. NO is the an
swer for managing stress, and we’re excited to share it with you. If you
haven’t yet been convinced of the importance of managing stress with NO,
consider this insight from Dr. Wilham James, a thinker so frequently quoted
throughout this book: “If you believe that feeling bad or worrying long
enough will change a past or future event, then you are residing on another
planet with a different reahty system.”
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Emergency Stress Treatment
Yes, no m atter how you look at it, the answer is NO. The following
demonstrates the power of NO in a profound and a unique way. Here is
the true story of an ER (emergency room) doctor who became a patient
and had to learn the answer of NO the hard way.
Thirty years after his residency in emergency medicine. Dr. Clint
Thomas, a 58-year-old doctor in the emergency department of a small
community hospital, felt a little light-headed and dizzy when he peeked
into the waiting room. Already exhausted after a long shift, he saw that
every seat in the waiting room was filled, with five or six more patients just
standing around. Dr. Thomas began feeling a familiar tightness under his
chin and in his chest and began talking to himself, softly enough so that
no one else could hear: “God, Fm so overweight, out of shape, and
stressed out. Fve got to do something about it, but it’s just too difficult.”
He remembered how healthy he had felt only a few years ago, when
he was playing tennis regularly, had normal blood pressure, and was
generally happy . . . before his life savings and pension plan were wiped
out in the “dot-com” bust. Again he began thinking to himself: I drink
too much, I don’t exercise, I don’t sleep well, / don’t take vacations, I

don’t spend enough time with the kids, and I eat a lot o f crap and always
have indigestion.
The ER admitting nurse took notice and asked, “Are you OK, Doctor
Thomas?”
“Oh sure,” he quickly replied. “I just need a short break. Fll be in the
doctors’ lounge while you get the chest pain in bed number 4 and the
rectal bleeder in bed number 7 ready to examine, and please make sure
the diabetic coma in room number 9 is getting her potassium. OK?”
Lying down in the lounge. Dr. Thomas felt some relief as the tight
ness in his chest began subsiding. He chewed three baby aspirins and
reasoned to himself, thinking the same old familiar thoughts and tossing
them back and forth in his mind for what felt like the millionth time: I ’ve
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got to do something, or I ’m going to have a heart attack and die before
I ’m 60 years old.
The chest pain stopped, and he began thinking with the same old fa
miliar reasoning that now felt oddly comforting. I can’t diet. I t’s im

possible. How can I stick to a diet when all I ’ve got is candy and soda
machines around me half my life?
The familiar thoughts snowballed. I don’t have time for tennis any

more, and never in a million years am I going to be able to jog or run
for an hour a few times a week. . . even if by a miracle I could set aside
an hour. It’s just impossible to just shut out the constant worries in my
mind. . . .My concerns are too real. It’s just much too difficult to live
healthfully.
All of a sudden, the tightness in his chest returned, and for the first
time ever, he found himself gasping for breath because of a crushing
pain unlike anything he had ever experienced before. It began under his
chin and radiated down his left arm while spreading across his entire
chest. Through tears, he pictured his wife and children, maybe, he
thought, for the last time. He slipped into unconsciousness.
The doctor started dreaming that he was walking through a tunnel
with a soft white light at its end. Very fam iliar arms and faces were
waiting to hold and greet him, but he was interrupted by a shocking
light as brilliant as a million suns and by a thundering voice. “Stand
back!” someone yelled. “No change after shock number two! No blood
pressure! Ventricular fib persists! OK, one last try!”
He felt the metal paddles on his chest and began clenching his fists,
hunching his shoulders, trying to say the thing that was in his mind as
he began turning around in the tunnel to go back home. “No, I’m going
home,” the doctor said to the people reaching for him. That’s when he
heard: “Stand back! Ready to shock one last tim e!”
The doctor pleaded, God, I ’ll do anything to live healthy. I promise I
will. Someone then yelled, “Hold on everyone! We’re getting a normal
heartbeat. He’s opening his eyes. This one’s really got to be a miracle!”
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A month later, in August 2001, during his first night back at the ER,
Dr. Thomas saw a poster on the bulletin board: Emergency Stress Treat
m ent Seminar for ER Doctors, Septem ber 13, 2001. He resolved he
would attend. O f course, how did he know what was to occur on Sep
tember 11, 2001?

Emergency Seminar
Fear and confusion reigned on the day of the stress seminar, which had
been arranged for hundreds of ER doctors. Was America at war? Was
there a danger of a nuclear attack or poison gas? What about smallpox
or anthrax? No medical specialists in the country were more alarmed
than ER doctors that day, nor did any of them need to be more alert and
ready to serve.
As many people did that day. Dr. Edward Taub wondered how to go
about “business as usual.” He prepared to serve in his own way, to present
the stress treatment strategy Dr. Thomas had read about. Dr. Taub readied
himself to face and inform an auditorium full of ER doctors. They were the
ones who would be on the medical frontlines, dealing with the uncertainties
and possibilities of further attacks, further injuries, perhaps even war.
Here is the very same treatm ent strategy Dr. Taub gave during one
of the m ost stressful days in world history. W hile the presentation was
made for an audience of ER doctors, its message is presented here to
all readers, regardless of profession or occupation, who seek to effec
tively manage personal stress.

PRESENTATION TO ER PHYSICIANS
President Franklin D. Roosevelt stirred our parents and
great-grandparents during the worst depths of the Great
Depression with the following words in his inaugural ad
dress: “The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”
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Never have those words rung as true as in the last 48
hours since the terrible events of September 11. Our
country was attacked for the first time since Pearl Har
bor, and we have no idea yet what it means.
There may be more attacks with weapons of mass de
struction, maybe with a nuclear weapon or biological
weapons like smallpox or anthrax. It feels like the world
is spinning out of control, and whatever happens, ER
doctors will be working on the frontlines o f medical
care, as they always do.
Stress has become so pronounced in our lives that
w e’ve even invented a new term to describe it. “Stressed
out” is the term many ER doctors wish they were not so
familiar with.
ER doctors get stressed out because they work in a
pressure-cooker environment. How can you possibly
work a 12-hour shift that’s usually like bedlam, then
go home, rest up, and be there for your spouses and
children, much less for yourselves, and then return
again to work effectively during the commotion of an
other 12-hour shift in the ER?
I suggested canceling today’s presentation so every
one could be hom e with their fam ilies during this
stressful time. But your organization’s president asked
me instead to redouble my efforts with you to present
a simple, no-nonsense Emergency Stress Treatment for
dealing with the worst catastrophe that m ost of you
have ever experienced.
Most people generally respond to stressful events with
worry, fear, and anxiety. ER doctors are trained to stay
alert and calm always, to move on from one urgent sit
uation to the next, efficiently navigating the chaos going
on around them. Just keep moving!
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Unfortunately, as you get older, especially in your 50s and
beyond, just moving on becomes less effective and less pos
sible. We can no longer just assume that we can endure the
stress and the pressure-cooker working conditions.
Eventually, something has got to give, if not at work,
then at home or in your mind and body. This is why ER
doctors need an effective Emergency Stress Treatment.
The Emergency Stress Treatment is the chance to live
your life following a set of personal promises that you get
to make to yourself. . . nothing more than simple guidehnes
to stimulate feelings of strength and calm in your mind as
well as your body.

At this point in the presentation. Dr. Taub reminded the ER doctors
that their patients gratefully entrust their hearts to them during the hard
est moments of their lives. He urged these men and women to now put
their own hearts into the personal promises that make up the Emer
gency Stress Treatment.
The following Emergency Stress Treatment was designed to help
doctors in one of the most stressful specialties deal with one of the most
stressful times in recent history. It has helped hundreds of ER doctors in
profound ways, and it can help you too.
Please keep in mind that the Emergency Stress Treatment is not
meant to replace medical care with your own physician. On the contrary,
it should create a much more favorable environment for your own doc
tor’s medical treatment to work.
As you are about to see, effectively managing stress begins with mak
ing a set of heartfelt promises to yourself. The promises are entirely
consistent with The Wellness Solution principles. Obviously, they work
hand in hand.
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Emergency Stress Treatment Guidelines
Promise to be a good person by behaving ethically
and not doing anything you think may be wrong.
Promise to stop smoking, to use alcohol moderately,
and to not abuse chemical substances.
Promise to do some form of exercise to get short of
breath for at least 15 to 20 minutes, at least three to
four days a week.
Promise to make healthful food choices, drink appro
priate amounts of water, and use portion control to
manage your weight.
>- Promise to take a daily, comprehensive vitamin and
mineral supplement.
Promise to love someone in your life unconditionally.
Promise to forgive by adopting the philosophy that
it’s more important for you to have peace o f mind
than for your ego to be right.
Promise to set aside time every day for quieting your
mind.

We’ll discuss all the above promises in more detail in the remaining
pages of this section of the book. We’ll also relate each of the promises
to the NO Theory of Stress to explain their deeper purpose in effective
stress management.
But first, you may be interested to know that Dr. Clint Thomas at
tended the seminar on September 13,2001, and adopted the set of prom
ises, along with hundreds of other ER doctors since then. H e’s alive and
very well these days. His blood pressure is normal, and he no longer has
chest pains. His feelings of helplessness have been replaced with feel
ings of happiness and reverence for life. Dr. Thomas is loved and ad-
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mired by his family and thousands of patients, and he loves life more
than ever.

Be a Good Person
Promise to do no wrong because being a good person is a very powerful
antidote for stress. This means promising to do nothing that you even
think might possibly be wrong. How will you know it’s wrong? Most
people ju st know, and if your mind doesn’t tell you it’s wrong, your
body may tell you in other ways: Quick, pounding heartbeats are part
of an autonomic nervous system response that tells you the body is
gearing up to defend itself. The feeling is a pretty reliable inner guide
to what is right and what is wrong. Being a good person cultivates self
value, personal responsibility, and reverence for life. This is the foun
dation for physical, mental, and spiritual wellness. Building your
self-esteem in this way can provide the spark of confidence that you
need to meet life’s challenges— you’ll feel worthy of happiness, appre
ciation, and love. Reintroducing the elemental principle of following
the Golden Rule in your life is very powerful medicine! Feeling good
about yourself, because you are really a good person, sets the stage for
effective stress management.

Don Y Smoke or Abuse Alcohol and
Other Substances
We cover this topic thoroughly in the earlier pages of Part Four. If you
smoke, ju st think about the fact that every cigarette you don’t smoke
adds about seven minutes to your life. You must stop smoking for your
brain to receive the message-carrying puffs of Nitric Oxide coming to
it from all over your body, saying that all is well in your body. If not,
then the Simmering Stress Syndrome causes tobacco to kill you even
faster. Following the rest of these promises will help you quit smoking
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forever. Also, if you drink alcohol, limit yourself to a glass of wine, a
bottle of beer, or a cocktail not more than a few times a week. Alcohol
is a depressant and can cause insomnia, especially if you are over age
50. If you drink to relieve stress, you are really just making it worse.

Exercise Regularly
As you’ll recall, in the earlier pages of Part Four, we identified exercise
as one of the single most important steps to managing stress. The best
type of exercise for stress is something that you genuinely enjoy and
that makes you breathe faster. The possibilities for making fun out of
brisk walking are limitless, and so are the benefits. Walk in a beautiful
place and stay aware of your surroundings— a park, a beach, or just a
quiet street. Pay attention to the trees and color, even grass growing in
the sidewalk cracks. Listen to music. Walk with someone you care for.
Brisk walking reduces generalized anxiety by supporting endothelial
health and NO production.

Eat Healthfully
Food is a source of nurture as well as nourishment. People eat for com
fort and to feed anxiety, cure loneliness, and relieve disappointment.
But eating junk food never solves your deeper aches. Instead, it de
creases NO in your body and causes more stress. Real hunger is the
body’s signal that it requires more energy to carry out its work, but
stressed-out people often mistake their emotional hunger for needing
more food. As we pointed out earlier in Part Four, there are many com
pelling health reasons to follow a Mediterranean-style diet, with plenty
of fruits, veggies, water, nuts, olive oil, whole grains, and fish, while
avoiding red meat and junk food. Eating this way improves endothelial
health and NO production. It reduces heart disease, hypertension, and
cancer and helps relieve insonmia, anxiety, and depression.
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Take a Daily Vitamin and Mineral
Supplement
How many supplem ental vitam ins and m inerals should you take?
W hich kind? W hat dose? This is spelled out in detail in Part Two. You
should especially review our formula recommendations for avoiding
and treating Generalized Hypovitaminosis, which decreases NO in the
brain and blood. Remember, this syndrome is a major contributor to
the chronic degenerative diseases that send constant signals to your
autonomic nervous system and adrenal glands that all is not well, put
ting your stress horm ones and your entire brain into the primitive
mode of fighting or fleeing.

Be Loving
Love can shield you from stress. W hen you are loving or when you
feel loved, you experience a sense of wholeness in your life that can
heal the feelings of isolation and alienation that all of us have from
time to time. In those moments of wholeness, the mind is still and the
body is calm, secure, and at peace.
Prom ise to love someone unconditionally. If there’s really no one
in your life to love unconditionally, then choose a pet (and examine
honestly why there is no one in your life to love unconditionally).
Just rem em ber that there are no boundaries for unconditional love—
no disappointm ents, no disputes, no expectations, no blam ing, and
no resentm ent. If you love som eone unconditionally, then you love
him or her as he or she is, right now, right here. It doesn’t mean that
you give everything and gain nothing. Giving love can be the greatest
healer o f all. We suspect NO m olecules carry the m essage of love.
Perhaps NO generates love and vice versa. M aybe NO is love in its
m olecular form.
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Be Forgiving
wisdom is knowing what to overlook. Anyone can fight back after feeling
offended, but it requires wisdom to forgive. Most people harbor hurt, anger,
and disappointment, gathered up over years, somewhere deep in their bodies
and minds. The autonomic nervous system seems to be the body’s preferred
dumping ground for all of this stored-up emotion. Just like toxic waste in a
dump leaches into the soil, the air we breathe, and the water we drink, these
physical and emotional toxins leach into the body’s system, clogging arteries,
ruiiiing joints, gripping muscles, and clenching the heart. And aU of this hap
pens in service to the ego. Is it worth it?
The main purpose of the ego seems to be protecting your right to feel of
fended, so it’s clearly a major stress generator. Try out the philosophy that it
is more important to be happy than for your ego to be right. You’ll see how
powerful it is!Adopting this philosophy, you can untie the knots of past hurts
and clear a path for your journey to good health and peace of mind.
Most of the things we insist we are right about are not really important.
They’re actually pretty trivial. Who was late? WTio forgot to caU? WHiose
turn was it to do the dishes? So we’re not suggesting betraying your princi
ples by putting on a smile instead of standing up for what you believe. We
are just suggesting that your stmggles may be less about principles and more
about simply being right.
Everyone has certain emotional buttons that can be pushed. By overlook
ing potential offenses, you can disarm your ego’s power to create stress and
illness. Conflicts are not meaningful unless you decide to give them mean
ing. T h en . . . ah, then! Then they are like snowballs, even like avalanches,
and the more “snow” that piles up, the faster they roll and the more damage
they do. Words you didn’t mean to use (You’re stupid. . . I hate y o u ...) are
seized upon by the person under attack, who makes them so meaningful that
hurt or anger is unavoidable. Have you ever reached the point in an argument
where it spins out of control and takes on a life of its own?
If you find that you are unable to forgive the people who, you feel, have
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caused you pain or hurt, take a long look at that inability. Confronting your
hesitation to forgive others can be like staring the source of your stress right in
the face; forgiving can free you from the chains to your past. It’s been said that
holding on to anger is like holding on to a hot coal with the intent of throwing
it at someone else. You are the one who gets burned. Fortunately, raising the
NO level in your body by following the other promises of the Emergency Stress
Treatment can make forgiveness much easier, even automatic.

Quiet Your Mind
Often the most potent prescriptions are not for medication, but for a healthy
dose of meditation. What does that mean? We’ve discussed the fact that when
your thoughts are in the present, in the “here and now,’’ then stressful events
don’t have to ratde and unnerve you. What triggers stress are thoughts and
emotional responses to what already happened or we fear may happen in the
future. Remorse, guilt, anxiety, alarm— these are thoughts and feelings
pulling us back into the past or plunging us headfirst into the future. None
of these emotions are tied to the present. Most people actually spend very littie time in the present moment. How often will your mind drift into your
memory or ahead in time as you are reading this very page? A quiet, serene
mind is the key to avoiding and overcoming stress.
Your thoughts can be like the winds of a fierce storm constantly blowing
your mind off course. When the winds are calm, you can experience great
peace. You need techniques to quiet those mental storms, because just trying
to “think positive thoughts” once die storms have begun is not enough. Your
stressed-out thoughts are incapable of figuring out how to calm your stressedout thoughts!
Meditation, prayer, and yoga help you center your mind in the present.
When your mind gets dragged back into the past, meditation, yoga, and
prayer can bring you back to the present. When your thoughts are lured into
the future, these same practices can return you to the here and now, where
you belong. In moments when your mind is not dragging in the past or
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running ahead in the future, the harmful emotions, feelings, attitudes, and
memories that contribute to your stress can be neutralized. Meditation,
prayer, and yoga are ancient practices of stopping the mental chatter and
clearing away old cobwebs of thoughts, worries, and fears.
Yoga is beyond the scope of this book, but quite simply, when you prac
tice yoga, you definitely know where your mind is. In yoga, your mind is
right there in the posture, in the very muscle you are stretching, in the very
breath you are taking. Many excellent books are available on yoga, and most
communities have yoga classes offered by certified yoga teachers. There are
also some good yoga videos and programs on television taught by renowned
yoga teachers. Don’t let your worries about not being flexible keep you firom
trying yoga! You can benefit immediately from the breathing techniques and
mental calm, and the flexibihty in the postures will develop over time.
Here is some truly amazing news: According to research from Yale Uni
versity School of Medicine, presented during die American Heart Associa
tion’s 2004 Scientific Sessions, patients practicing yoga reduced their risk of
heart disease via improved endothehal function in just six weeks. The re
searchers reported that the unproved endothehal function was most dramatic
in patients who were already diagnosed with heart disease— a. 70 percent im
provement!
Prayer and its healing power would take volumes to delve into deeply.
The power of prayer to manage stress and renew feelings of self-worth and
connectedness is well documented. Could there possibly be a more powerful
way to calm our fears and restore our confidence than the Twenty-Third
Psalm?

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
He makes me lie down in green pastures.
He leads me beside still waters. He restores my soul.
He guides me in straight paths for His name’s sake.
Yea, though / walk through the valley o f the shadow o f
death,
1 will fear no evil, for Thou art with me.
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Meditation is learning to practice peace of mind. The Emergency
Stress Meditation that follows is not tied to any particular religion, and
it’s perfectly compatible with whatever spiritual beliefs you embrace.
Meditation effectively calms the autonomic nervous system by dissolv
ing the troubling thoughts that contribute to stress. Meditation helps
conquer stress by bringing your mind into the present moment, since
worry and fear are only about the past and the future.
Much of the time our minds are like mountains of worries, fears, anx
ieties, and negative attitudes that won’t budge on their own accord. We
need to clear away the mental clutter that inhibits peace of mind. Med
itation reaches into all the nooks and crannies of your mind, where
harmful thoughts are buried, and just melts them. Remember, the worst
enemies of the present are the sorrows of the past and the fears of the fu
ture. Thousands of scientific studies document the physiological effects
of meditation, especially its calming effect on the autonomic nervous
system. Even if you are living with chronic degenerative diseases,
through meditation you can experience feeling at peace.
According to studies on meditation conducted by Dr. Herbert Ben
son, increased puffs of NO help us achieve a quiet meditative state. Once
the mind achieves this state, then even more puffs of NO are released all
over the body.
If you have never meditated before, or if the idea of meditation seems
odd to you, just once try the Emergency Stress Meditation that follows.
It will take only five minutes. Suspend your doubts or worries for just
five minutes. For the overwhelming majority of people, five minutes of
meditation will be enough to convince you of its positive effects on your
feelings, mood, energy, and outlook.
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Five-Minute Emergency Stress Meditation
The following Emergency Stress Meditation was taught to the ER doc
tors just after 9/11. It’s extremely simple. All you need is a quiet, com
fortable place so you won’t be distracted. Wear loose clothes so you can
sit up comfortably. How long you meditate is up to you, but make sure
it’s at least five minutes every day— even the busiest person can stick to
that. Eventually your meditation time will increase as you learn to enjoy
the stillness and dive deeper into the silence.
jjcjjc jjcjjc

sjcjjcujc3^

3^ 5jC 5jc3jc3^ 3jC3jC3|C3^jC5|C

Close your eyes and relax your breathing. Breathe naturally by inhal
ing through your nose and exhaling through your mouth. Draw in feel
ings of calm with each breath.
Take in a long, deep breath, and as you exhale, relax the muscles
of your eyes.
Take in another long, deep breath, and as you exhale, relax the
muscles of your tongue.
Take in another long, deep breath, and as you exhale, relax the
muscles of your neck, shoulders, arms, hands, and fingers.
Take in another deep breath, and as you exhale, relax the muscles
of your chest, abdomen, and back.
Take in another deep breath, and as you exhale, relax the muscles
of your thighs, calves, feet, and toes.
Continue breathing in a relaxed manner and imagine a warm,
healing white light beginning in your heart and fiUing your
entire body from the tips of your toes to the tip of your head.
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Imagine the white light being created by NO molecules coursing
through your body, making your thoughts become very still.
Continue breathing, and say these words silently to yourself,
over and over, for as long as you w ish...
I HAVE ST R E N G T H .. . . I HAVE STR EN G TH .. . .
I HAVE STRENGTH

I f you wish, you may also say these 3 words silently to yourself:
GOD LOVES M E .. . . GOD LOVES M E .. . . GOD LOVES ME.
Continue breathing, sitting quietly, with your eyes closed,
feeling peace and calm in your entire body. Then very slowly
open your eyes.
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Conclusion: The NO Theory
of Stress Redux
The Emergency Stress Treatment, including the simple meditation, ig
nites the natural healing processes in your body. It stimulates the pro
duction of NO, our best antidote to the Simmering Stress Syndrome.
Negative emotions— anxiety, worry, anger, guilt, hurt, and fear—
cause endothelial dysfunction and a decrease in production of NO in
your body. We suspect that the opposite is true as well. Increasing NO
likely leads to more positive emotions— ^happiness, love, and hope—
which will inspire resilience, hardiness, and a greater belief in our abil
ity to cope with what life brings to us every day.

F or Your Review
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THE WELLNESS SOLUTION
1. Healthy Nutrition
2. Weight Management
3. Appropriate Amounts of Water
4. A Scientifically Balanced Vitamin and Mineral
Nutritional System
5. Regular Exercise
6. No Sm oking. . . No Excess A lcohol. . . No
Substance Abuse
7. Stress Management. . . Along with Being a Good Person
Reducing your risk of chronic degenerative diseases, especially car
diovascular disease, requires a comprehensive, proactive approach. Thus,
ongoing consultation with your personal physician and our special guide
lines to help you determine your own health destiny are integral parts of

The Wellness Solution.
We are strongly reconraiending that you adapt our plan to bring more
TLC— therapeutic life change— ^into your life. It’s especially important
if you feel you are vulnerable to any of the degenerative diseases
brought to your attention.
Please be sure to complete your Personal Evaluation in Part Five.
This can help you have a greater and renewed understanding of yourself
that can change your life forever.
We end this part of the book with this thought;

Those who know distances out to the outermost stars
are astonished when they discover the magnificent space
in their own heart.
— Rilke

P ersonal E valuation

2 05
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Part F ive
P e r s o n a l E v a l u a t io n
The Personal Evaluation was prepared in consultation with the late
Richard Friedman, Ph.D., Director of Research at the Mind/Body Med
ical Institute at Harvard Medical School.
The following three (3) sets of self-evaluation questions will be very
helpful for you to identify areas within your nutrition, exercise, and
happiness (stress) profile that will give you a better understanding of
yourself. This “look in the mirror” will at least give you some food for
thought.

HOW TO PROCEED
Read each statement and check it only if it applies to you. If the
statement appears only partially applicable, check it if it is more
correct than not. Calculate your total score for each statement you
checked and write that number in the Total Score box. Scores for
each question are found at the end of the set of questions, marked
“Scorecard.”
Please don’t let your response to the statements be influenced by
the Scorecard.. . . You might even want to cover up the Scorecard
so that you’re not influenced by it. Honest self-evaluation is a won
derful way to help yourself on your path to good health!

PERSONAL E v a l u a t i o n
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Nutrition
Nutrition is the dynamic activity o f eating wholesome foods that nourish
the body. A nurturing diet emphasizes foods that replenish the body with
vital energy instead o f draining energy in the process o f digestion. You will
find some suggested healthful meals and recipes in The Wellness Solution
section of this book.

1. I will go out of my way to
buy the freshest produce.

10. I often suffer with gas,
constipation, or diarrhea.

2. I am a “meat and potatoes”
kind of person.

11. I prefer fresh foods to
processed foods.

3. I eat lots of fruits and veg
etables every day.

12. I don’t use much butter or
gravy, and I use other
heavy sauces sparingly.

4. My usual meal is some
thing I open with a can
opener, or frozen food that
I put in the microwave.
5. I regularly eat fried or
greasy foods.
6. I drink plenty of water
each day.
7. I regularly eat so much
food that I feel uncomfort
able.
8. Complex carbohydrates,
fresh fruits, vegetables,
beans, and whole grains
make up the greater part of
my diet.
9. I rarely eat junk food.

13. lam Just about the right
weight.
14. I’d like to be a vegetarian.
15. I drink lots of milk and
regularly consume other
dairy products.
16. I often have indigestion,
heartburn, and gallbladder or
other intestinal problems.
17. Cooking a nutritious, healthy
meal can be great fun.
18. I am very obese (more than
50 pounds overweight).
19. I am moderately obese
(between 25 and 50 pounds
overweight).
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20. Fresh-squeezed fruit juice
is best.

___25.

I am a vegetarian.

___26.

I don’t need meat to be
strong and healthy.

21. I don’t have time to make
healthful meals.

27. I gobble my food.

22. Most of the time, I skip
breakfast or just eat dough
nuts, pastries, or eggs.

28. My diet is mostly vegetar
ian (it includes chicken and
fish, but no redmeat).

23. I’ll take the time to prepare
a healthful meal just for
me.

29. I love salads.
30. I don’t eat red meat.

24. I eat fresh vegetables as a
snack.

Total Your Score and Record It Below
NUTRITION SCORECARD
1.+3

5.-2

9. +2

13.+3

17.+2

21.-2

25.+3

29.+3

2. -1

6. +2

10.-2

14.+1

18.-3

22.-2

26.+2

30.+3

3. +3

7.-3

11.+2

15.-1

19.-2

23.+2

27.-2

(N
1

8.+3

12.+1

16.-2

20. +2

24.+2

28.+3

TOTAL
SCORE
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Exercise
Exercise is the dynamic activity o f developing balanced energy that
strengthens your body and creates a sense o f well-being. Exercise also
revitalizes your body ’s storehouse o f energy and inspires inner confi
dence. Remember, exercise is an excellent NO booster!
1. I consider myself to be in
very good shape for my age.

12. I consider myself a very ac
tive person.

2. I don’t think I could ever
get myself in better shape.

13. I have had hypertension, a
heart attack, or a stroke,
and I still do not regularly
engage in any form of
physical exercise.

3. I engage in some form of
vigorous physical activity,
which makes me sweaty or
breathe faster, for 20 min
utes at least three times a
week.
4. If I walk up a flight of
stairs, I am out of breath at
the top.
5. I dislike exercise and avoid
it whenever I can.
6. I often climb stairs instead
of taking elevators.
7. la m not a “couch potato.”
8. I love walking and walk
regularly.
9. I attend a health club or an
exercise class.
10. I try to exercise even if I’m
away from home.
11. I’m too old to start exercising.

14. Even the idea of yoga
seems ridiculous to me.
15. I’ve tried exercise, but I can
never stick with it.
16. Exercise or playing sports
has always been a part of
my hfe.
17. I feel out of sorts if I don’t
get my exercise.
18. When I’ve tried exercising,
I usually overdo, and then I
hurt myself.
19. I don’t have time to exer
cise.
20. Many members of my
family, and many of my
friends, enjoy exercise.
21. Where I live, you can’t get
out to exercise.
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22. I don’t have enough energy
to exercise.

27. I believe that exercise is
crucial for good health.

23. I enjoy yoga.

28. I regularly do stretching
and flexing exercises.

24. Exercise doesn’t do you
any good.

29. My body is not very flexi
ble.

25. My work requires a good
deal of physical exertion.

30. Exercise is very helpful to
overcome stress, sadness,
and depression.

26. Exercise is fiin for me.

Total Your Score and Record It Below
EXERCISE SCORECARD
1.+3

5.-3

9.+3

13.-3

17. +2

21.-1

25.+2

29. -1

2.-3

6.+3

10.+3

14. -1

18. -1

22.-2

26.+3

30.+3

3.+3

7.+2

11.-3

15. -1

19.-2

23. +3

27.+3

4.-2

8. +3

12. +3

16.+3

20.+2

24.-2

28. +3

TOTAL
SCORE

PERSONAL EVALUATION
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Happiness (Stress)
Happiness is the enriching quality of embracing life with an open heart.
Its source is inner contentment, rather than possessions. Happiness ex
pands when you have someone to love or care for, something to hope for,
and something to create. Happiness is essential for self-confidence and
stress management.

1. I wake up in the morning
feeling excited about the
coming day.
2. I feel unwanted, unappreci
ated, and misunderstood.
3. I enjoy my work.
4. 1have good friends with
whom I enjoy spending time.
5. I worry constantly.

14. I sleep very well.
15. In the recent past, I have
contemplated suicide.
16. I feel that I am a lucky per
son.
17. I don’t fear growing older.
18. I smile often and love to
laugh.
___19.

6. I am proud of my family.
7. Simple things in life give
me pleasure.
8. I feel best when I am shop
ping.

I am embarrassed by my
family.

20. There are so many bad
things happening in the
world that it’s hard to be
happy.

9. I get frequent headaches.

___21.

I hug my loved ones often.

10. I’m a genuinely happy per
son.

___22.

I fret a lot about things I’ve
done or should have done.

11. I feel that the universe is
basically unfriendly.

23. My attitude is, if things are
going well, then watch out.

12. A starry night is a thing of
beauty.

24. People come to me to be
cheered up.

13. My possessions mean the
world to me.

___25.

I often feel angry for no
reason.
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26. I wish I had a more honest
relationship with my part
ner.

29. I’d see a glass as half full,
rather than half empty.
30. I feel that life is a wonder
ful adventure.

27. I’d rather be happy than
right.
28. If I let people really know
me, I wouldn’t be loved.

Total Your Score and Record It Below
HAPPINESS (STRESS) SCORECARD
1.-1-3

5.-3

9. -1

13. -1

\ l.+ 2

21.-1-2

25.-2

29.-1-2

2.-3

6.+2

10.-h3

14.-h2

18. -1-3

22.-2

26.+1

30.-h3

3.-^3

7. +2

11.-3

15.-3

19.-2

23.-2

27. -1-3

4.-1-3

8. -1

12. -1-3

16.-I-1

20.-2

24.-1-2

28.-2

TOTAL
SCORE

Now that you have completed the three (3) questionnaires, be sure you
have added up your three (3) sets of scores separately for each section.
Now go to the Evaluation Scale to find out where your balance is for
each section to help you on your path to good health.

PERSONAL EVALUATION
----------------- 4------------------
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Evaluation Scale

Measure Your Baiance
Nutrition + Exercise
+ Happiness

Nutrition
Score

Exercise
Score

Happiness
Score

32-40

32-40

32-40

LIFESTYLE
IN BALANCE
96-120

20-32

20-32

20-32

LIFESTYLE BALANCE
DISTURBED
60-96

10-20

10-20

10-20

LIFESTYLE OUT
OF BALANCE
30-60

0-10

0-10

0-10

LIFESTYLE SERIOUSLY
OUT OF BALANCE
0-30

We hope our self-evaluation exercise will be helpful to you in deter
mining your own health destiny. If you find that your total score falls
within the “Lifestyle in Balance” category, keep up the good work! If it
showed that you fell into the “Lifestyle Balance Disturbed” section, try
to make some adjustments so that you can get up to your full energy
level and boost your NO. Finally, if it showed “Lifestyle Out of Bal
ance” or “Lifestyle Seriously Out of Balance,” why not do something
about it? It’s never too late to start.
Please keep reading on and take advantage of the tremendous amount
of information disseminated throughout this book to help you under
stand how you can take control of your own health destiny.

Part Six

Wrapping U p
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A Whole New Reality
The real act o f discovery is not in finding new lands, but
in seeing with new exes.
— Marcel Proust

Congratulations for getting this far in the book. This final chapter will re
inforce, by way of a summary and a review, what you have already read.
No doubt you have encountered a lot of new information that probably
was a httle overwhelming. We hope you have enjoyed your journey to fully
understanding wellness. What else you are about to discover is nothing
less than a whole new health care reahty— we call it the “NO Paradigm.”
A paradigm is a framework or theory that holds information together
in your mind. Your paradigms are the concepts of the world around you.
They make it possible for you to function in the world as a loving, play
ing, working, and praying individual. Simply put, your discovery and
understanding of NO will create a U-tum in your attitude and actions to
ward taking total responsibility for your health. Because of our current
health care system, most Americans are in need of a serious U-tum in
their lives. Does this sound familiar? OK, let’s move on.
Shifting the way you look at yourself is a journey of discovery and
transformation. By reading this book so far, and continuing to read on, you
will discover a new health care paradigm that will transform your fife for
ever. Seeing yourself in this new way will empower you to help determine
your own heath destiny. That’s what we call the NO Paradigm.
We are very serious about our mission and want you to enjoy all the ben
efits of The Wellness Solution. To be successful, you must discover the NO
Paradigm. Once you do, your life will never be the same. Therefore, if you
have not read the entire book up to this section, please don’t read any further.
Go back and read from the beginning. Be sure to fill out the personal eval
uation questions, along with trying the Five-Minute Emergency Stress Med
itation at least three times.
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L et’s ju st take a m oment to review some personal yet universal
changes we have all experienced. You had a very different view of the
world around you as a baby than you did as a toddler. After all, you
went from being totally dependent on your parents to walking, running,
and maybe even saying a bold “no” to them when you were about 2
years old. You discovered your life was somewhat separated from your
m other’s and father’s. W hat a discovery that was! And it didn’t stop
th e re .. . .
As a school-aged child, an adolescent, and finally an adult, you dis
covered many other paradigms as your mind withdrew from old habits
and settled on new, more useful ones. For example, you discovered how
to play and share with others. Do you remember when play and having
fun were the most important things in your life?
W e’re sure that along the way some of your personal expectations
were shattered and then replaced. Think o f how your love life has
changed with time. Love as a teenager, a single adult, a married adult,
and a parent are expressed and felt differently. Our love cycles are the
most indelible and profound components of our life. No wonder we re
member them so well. All of the above are examples of paradigm shifts.
Changes in our love lives also remind us of the slow and sometimes
painful process of learning from experience. Surely someone, maybe a
parent or sibling or your best friend, tried to save you from your first (or
second) heartache. Did other people’s tales of heartache convince you
to avoid a similar fate? Probably not. In love, as in so many other things,
you had to discover each new relationship in your own time and in your
own way.
Beyond our personal discoveries, paradigm shifts occur regularly
throughout history. For example, everyone once believed the world was
flat, until one day everyone knew it wasn’t. Everyone knew the sun revolved
around Earth, until one day everyone knew it was the other way around.
You might find this to be another interesting example of a paradigm
shift: Did you know that until the early part of the 20th century, doctors
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didn’t wash their hands before delivering babies or performing surgery?
Millions of patients died from infections, especially new mothers with
“childbed fever.” Doctors everywhere then discovered that germs cause
infections. T hat’s why physicians and surgeons began meticulously
washing their hands.
Sometimes certain things are so obvious that it just boggles the mind
to think no one noticed them before. History’s track record of taking ac
tion in response to significant discoveries is especially slow when it comes
to replacing old health care ideas that become ridiculous (worthless blood
letting persisted till the 20th century) and tossing out entrenched health
care institutions that no longer work. W hat an apt description of our pres
ent health care situation!
Think about it— everyone knows exercise is good for health and
smoking is bad. Yet tens of millions of Americans still lead sedentary
lives and continue to smoke. Most people won’t behave more healthfully
just because they know they should. Most often, something has to stop
you in your tracks before it dawns on you.
We are totally amazed by the avalanche of new scientific information
about NO that we are discovering every day. The remarkable reports
streaming into medical journals have become unstoppable! As a matter of
fact, the information about NO published just since we began writing this
book makes us feel like young Marco in Dr. Seuss’s classic story And to
Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street. Do you remember this wonderful
story? Marco is a young boy in a pickle because his father instructs him to
keep his eyes open to seeing interesting things on the way to and from
school, but all Marco sees is a boring old horse and a wagon. So he begins
imagining other things to report. How about a zebra pulling that wagon?
How about a zebra pulling a blue and gold chariot? Or how about seeing
a reindeer pulling a sled? How about an elephant carrying a rajah, who is
bedecked with rubies and sitting on a gold throne? Marco exclaims, “Say!
That makes a story that no one can beat, / When I say that I saw it on
Mulberry Street.” Marco is positively wound up with excitement by the
time he bursts into his home to tell his family about what he saw.
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We feel this way too, because we have a story about health care
that’s very exciting, and no one can beat it! Remember, this is not a
product of our imagination. This story has a m olecular basis. It’s the
NO Paradigm!

Anarchy and Chaos Under
No One’s Control
In 2005, ju st as we were discovering the NO Paradigm, Dr. George
Lundberg, the former editor of the Journal o f the American Medical
Association, wrote an article directed to physicians that clarified our
thinking about the urgency of this new discovery.
Dr. Lundberg described the present American health care system as
“immensely complicated, often unsafe, and costly beyond belief.” He
declared the situation to be “anarchy and chaos under no one’s control.”
Dr. Lundberg concluded, “Since most health care already is self-care,
why not empower consumers with good information so that they can
take charge of their health? After all, it is their health!”

We, too, believe the answer is self-care and being a well-informed
patient.
The present Republican Senate M ajority Leader Dr. W illiam H.
Frist, who is a noted cardiovascular surgeon, agrees with that position.
In 2005, Dr. Frist delivered a lecture to physicians, which was pub
lished in the prestigious New England Journal o f Medicine. The sena
tor envisioned the end of the present American health care system by
the year 2015— as long as Am erica’s leaders make tough but wise de
cisions.
Dr. Frist wrote that the 21st-century health care system must ensure
that patients have access to the safest and highest-quality care, regard
less of how much they earn, no matter where they live, how sick they
are, or the color of their skin. He explains that dignity, respect for peo-
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pie, and personal responsibility are critical for healing patients, along
with an effective health care system. He said patients should be more
responsible for preventing illness and disease with better information
and increased attention to self-care. He called on the government to
promote the development of better information so that patients can
make informed choices. He believes the current system cannot begin to
meet the needs of 21st-century America without a “true transforma
tion.”

We call this a major paradigm shift in thinking and the health care
system.
According to Dr. Frist, the average premium for a health insurance pol
icy for a typical family is over $9,000 a year—yet even in the best of cir
cumstances, Americans receive only about 55 percent of recommended
care for a variety of common conditions. He says, “It’s disgracefhl that al
most 100,000 people die each year in U.S. hospitals because of poor care
and medical errors.”

We call this . . . SHOCKING!
Dr. Frist believes a whole new frontier of medicine will be opening
by 2015. This will help us focus on delaying the onset of many chronic
degenerative diseases. However, he also points out how difficult that
can be when it takes physicians an average of 17 years to adopt widely
the findings from new basic research.

We call that a challenge, because health is your most precious asset,
and you shouldn’t have to wait almost another decade to benefit from
such a bold vision! Nor should doctors wait that long to discover the
benefits o f Dr. Ferid Murad’s discoveries, for which he won the Nobel
Prize in Medicine in 1998!
Please read on to continue discovering how the NO Paradigm affects
you now and in the future. Your compliance with The Wellness Solution
can make the year 2015 begin so much sooner for you. Wouldn’t you
just love to look back one day and know you’ve gained almost a decade
of wellness? Why not? . . . You deserve it!
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Paradigm Discovery
We know that compliance is the crucial, unrecognized missing piece to
the challenge that Doctors Frist and Lundberg have presented to Amer
icans. It’s a proven fact that most patients will not behave in a healthier
manner just because doctors give them new information or facts, even
when patients hear that their lives are endangered. Smoking is the per
fect example. People require much more that facts.
Good information must also be motivational and inspiring, so it liter
ally dawns on us how important it is to do something about it. In our view,
wellness is both a verb and a noun. It insists on action. Your new outlook
on life will help you see yourself as the master of your own health destiny,
not its victim.
Your journey to wellness begins at the most basic level, which is the
atom. Everything is made of atoms. That includes this book, your chair,
the floor, rocks, water, air, plants, and even your body. Your body has
more atoms than the total num ber of the grains o f sand on all the
beaches of Earth, multiplied by millions.
As a mass of atoms, we all come from the same source and return to
the same source, which is a universal storehouse of energy that initially
breathes life into our atoms, making them very different from the atoms
of rock. Maybe your atoms come from, and eventually return to, the en
ergy of starlight.. . . Who knows?
W hen one or more atoms bind together, they form molecules. Your
mass of atoms comes alive and stays alive because NO molecules pro
vide the Spark of Life. Think of NO as a pilot light staying on until the
end of your days. One day it will be time for your mass of atoms to fall
apart under the persistent force of entropy. Remember, entropy is the
force causing everything in nature, including your mass of atoms, to
eventually fall apart.
The pilot light for a home furnace or kitchen stove lights up and stays
alive with natural gas. It’s always ready to ignite and deliver its heat en-
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ergy through the burners whenever it’s required. Your body’s pilot light
stays alive with NO gas. It spreads its life energy through your blood
vessels, whenever and wherever it’s needed. Stretched end to end, your
blood vessels would reach over 100,000 miles in length. That’s quite an
incredible system of burners that is delivering the energy of life to your
body!
Also, remember we discussed earlier that NO supports homeostasis
and regulates entropy. Rather than being produced in a refinery, NO gas
is produced by trillions o f endothelial cells, neurons, lung cells, and
white blood cells. In the NO Paradigm, your mass of atoms breaks down
when NO is insufficient and entropy begins taking over. Then your pilot
light goes off and life’s energy leaves your body. But like a spark put to
gas, there are things you can do right now to generate that spark—^NO—
throughout your body.
Are you beginning to grasp the idea that you are much more than just
flesh and bones? If so, then you can grasp the fact that you are a living
mass of atoms powered by NO. Your atoms are on a voyage through a
human life cycle, eventually returning to the storehouse of energy where
they originated. By being proactive and making the right health choices,
and then complying by carrying them out, you will help make your
atomic voyage as healthy and pain-free as possible by producing NO.
L et’s dig a little deeper.. . . By constantly generating NO molecules,
each lasting only a few seconds, your body can prevent rust, fat, and in
flammation from clogging its extensive system of burners (your blood
vessels). To put it in a nutshell, that’s why it’s possible to help determine
your own health destiny far beyond what you may have known before
reading this book. Welcome to the new NO Paradigm.
H ere’s how your atomic voyage works. As you’ve already read, NO
molecules provide the Spark of Life and assure widespread delivery of
life’s major supporters— oxygen, water, and food molecules. Now let’s
go into new waters___ An atom of nitrogen bound to an atom of oxygen
forms a Nitric Oxide molecule. An atom of oxygen bound to an atom of
oxygen forms an oxygen molecule (02). An atom of oxygen bound to
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two atoms of hydrogen forms a water molecule (H 20). Six atoms of
oxygen bound to six atoms of hydrogen and six atoms of carbon form
a glucose molecule (C6H 606), which is basically what all food breaks
down into in our bodies. W hen other atoms bond to these four basic
molecules, they create complex DNA molecules that become the “stuff’
of your genes, containing instructions for your cells to function through
out the entire human life cycle. This is not as complex as it might appear
at first. Please keep reading.
As if all the above were not remarkable enough, consider the fact
that your DNA molecules consist of your parents’ DNA molecules, and
their parents’, and their parents’, and so on. This ancestral mass of mol
ecules in your body was given life with an initial breath of energy that
bonded nitrogen to oxygen when the sperm of your father united with
the egg of your mother.
Debating the origins of the universe or the force that existed before
the beginning of life is far beyond the scope o f this book. However,
without stepping on anyone’s spiritual or scientific toes, if you believe
God first breathed life into your atoms, we suspect the divine breath, in
molecular form, would be NO. If you believe in the theory of evolution,
we suspect NO is the molecule that first infused life into the primordial
mass of atoms that evolved into living organisms, and eventually human
beings. If you believe in God and evolution, it’s still NO that provides
the molecular basis. In any event, your personal atomic voyage is some
thing of extraordinary beauty, and the NO Paradigm helps you under
stand what the poet William Blake meant about seeing the entire world
in a grain of sand and heaven in a wild flower.
The NO Paradigm comes just in time, especially for people over 50
who are trying to navigate the murky waters of information about
chronic degenerative diseases, especially heart and blood vessel disease.
Just for a moment, forget about the huge amount of confusing informa
tion “out there,” and instead contemplate the information that’s right
before you. Your genes contain coded instructions for your cells to pro
duce NO, which enters your bloodstream as a vital signaling molecule
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for health. By controlling your blood flow, NO preserves all your bodily
functions. NO is virtually EVERYTHING when it comes to your health
and healing. It’s the total molecular basis of wellness.
NO lights up the courtship flame of the male firefly— which is seen
from afar by the female fireflies determined to pass on their DNA to the
future. That’s just one amazing example of all the new information being
released about N O ’s part in our lives.
Scientists have recently discovered that NO helps light up the North
ern Lights and helps create the reddish glow in the nighttime sky of
Mars and Venus! That’s especially startling, because wherever NO ex
ists, there is a chance of life elsewhere in the universe.
Here are some more examples of how we can boost NO to make our
bodies feel good: y o g a . . . m assage. . . acupuncture. . . listening to calm
ing m usic. . . even humming to ourselves. If that list wasn’t enough to mo
tivate and inspire you to take steps to produce more NO, scientists recently
discovered that laughter—especially good belly laughs—^is good medicine
because it, too, stimulates the production of NO. Wow! Much to our de
light, we also learned that Dr. Norman Hollenberg, a Harvard Medical
School researcher and former editor of the New England Journal o f Med

icine, has demonstrated that eating high-quality dark chocolate (in moder
ation!) may increase NO and possibly lower blood pressure to reduce the
risk of strokes. Now that’s a discovery to sink your teeth into!
Finally, remarkable studies have been conducted by Dr. Robert Vogel,
a preventive medicine cardiologist. His research demonstrated that smok
ing just one cigarette wipes out much of the NO in the body for more than
an hour, and that a typical greasy, fast-food meal wipes out much of the
NO for up to two hours. On the positive side, we also learned about several
new studies which show that exercising regularly and eating abundant
amounts of fruits and veggies are excellent ways of stimulating NO.
What finally propelled us feet first into the world of the NO Paradigm
was amazing new information about inflammation published in 2005.
Please read on.
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Inflammation Nation
Medical science is on the verge of its own revolution in understanding
the causes of chronic degenerative diseases, especially heart disease.
Scientists now believe that inflammation is the major underlying phys
ical problem. This really comes as no big surprise, considering the ways
Americans eat, their sedentary lives, and the high levels of the Simmer
ing Stress Syndrome. But remember. The Wellness Solution is the way
for you to combat all of the above . . . and more!
Basically, here’s what you need to know about the latest discoveries.
Decreased NO production triggers chronic inflammation, which in turn
further inhibits NO production. That’s an especially destructive and vicious
cycle, because producing more NO is the best response to inflammation.
It’s important to understand that inflammation is your body’s natural
healing response to an injury, an infection, or a threat. In this light, in
flammation is meant to be a good thing that protects your body and pro
motes healing.
Please do a simple experiment. Slap the underside of your forearm
sharply. You’ll see redness and swelling, and you’ll feel heat and pain.
These are signs of inflammation that indicate the body is sending more
blood and healing molecules to your injury. If you have an infection,
then the redness, swelling, heat, and pain would be part of the body’s
effort to isolate the germs by forming a boil. The problem, these days,
is the constant injury or threat from excess free-radical molecules in all
parts of the body. Remember, we call this oxidative stress— or, if you
prefer, rust.
Let’s look more deeply at the underlying issue of inflammation. How
do we measure inflammation in the body? Measuring inflammation in
the arteries is not as straightforward as measuring inflammation of the
skin, which we can easily see. One of the ways we diagnose inflamma
tion, especially in the coronary arteries nourishing the heart, is through
measuring C-reactive protein (CRP) in the blood. A high level of CRP
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is a reliable m easure of inflammation in the body. Amazingly, re
searchers have shown that CRP is as important as cholesterol in diagnos
ing and treating heart disease!
Two studies published in the New England Journal o f Medicine
demonstrated that reducing high CRP levels slows down the progression
of atherosclerosis and prevents heart attacks and heart-related deaths.
This was the first direct scientific evidence that reducing inflammation
is as important as reducing cholesterol for a healthy heart. Believe it or
not, that amazing finding was just identified and reported in the medical
journals in the year 2005!
This is news that should make us all take heart! Did you know that
half of all people who suffer heart attacks have perfectly normal choles
terol levels? It’s true! So this means that by focusing entirely on choles
terol levels, physicians and patients have been missing a crucial element
in addressing heart health. In other words, just fixing high cholesterol
levels alone is not enough— w e’ve got to lower inflammation levels as
well. Remember, The Wellness Solution is a highly effective way of
boosting NO.
It’s no wonder Dr. Steven Nissen of the Cleveland Clinic, an author
of the one o f the studies, commented, “All of a sudden, we have a rev
olution. . . . We need to attack CRP with the same aggressiveness that
we have used for cholesterol.”

No kidding!
The above information demonstrated that cholesterol-lowering statin
drugs, the most widely used drugs in the world, help prevent heart at
tacks by lowering cholesterol and lowering CRP. Now, that’s both a
good and bad thing. It’s good, because now doctors know the greatest
reduction in heart disease comes from lowering both cholesterol and
CRP. It’s bad, because experts are already declaring that the best hope
for heart patients is taking more statin drugs! One expert has declared:
“The first and most important thing to do in light of the newly published
information is to increase the dosage of statin drugs to about twice the
normally prescribed dose if necessary to lower CRP.”
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No, we disagree! This is a very good time to remind you again about
The Wellness Solution. The first and most important thing to do is to in
crease NO production. It’s a well-known fact that increased doses of
statins are associated with a significant risk of liver and muscle damage,
so we suggest to both doctors and patients that they exercise serious
caution. We expect newly published research to accelerate the search for
other drugs that can reduce inflammation with fewer negative side ef
fects. In the meantime pharmaceutical firms are investing hundreds of
millions of dollars to add NO-boosting molecules to already existing
cardiovascular and anti-inflanunatory drugs. It’s also possible that the
heart-health benefits of taking low doses of daily aspirin may be par
tially due to its positive effects on inflammation in the blood vessels.
Bi-Dil is a new drug that boosts NO. It was approved by the FDA
in 2005, specifically for heart failure in African Americans. It’s been
discovered that African Americans are considerably more susceptible to
NO deficiency and endothelial dysfunction than Caucasians. Bi-Dil
boosts NO production and also acts as an antioxidant to preserve NO.
The drug has been shown to reduce deaths from heart failure in sick
African American patients by 43 p ercen t.. . . This is a spectacular im
provement!
While there is still a lot for the researchers to determine, right now
the most important thing that you can do to reduce inflammation in your
body is to wholeheartedly comply with The Wellness Solution. Since
CRP levels can be lowered by lifestyle changes, why not start with more
self-care before more drugs?
Here’s another example of how important it is to reduce your CRP.
In 2002, which seems like a very long time ago, given the recent flood
of NO-related research. Dr. Subodh Verma and his colleagues demon
strated that increased CRP levels can directly quench the production of
NO. Therefore, they wondered if decreasing CRP levels might directly
reduce many diseases by improving the production of NO. Indeed, this
seems to be the case with the statin drugs, which is why they are now
being considered for wider usage in many chronic degenerative dis-
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eases, including Alzheim er’s disease, arthritis, cancer, and multiple
sclerosis. Before everyone is routinely advised to take statins, we
strongly recommend complying with The Wellness Solution.
We are certainly not suggesting that judicious increases in statin
dosages for patients who are at high risk of cardiovascular diseases is
wrong, especially since we now know that statin drugs improve endothe
lial function, increase NO production, and decrease inflammation. In
stead, we are pointing out what should be clear to you by now, which is
that in the NO Paradigm, your health is primarily determined by your
own personal responsibility, self-value, and reverence for life . . . along
with the best that modem medicine has to offer. It’s really that simple,
and that’s why we recommend The Wellness Solution so strongly.
Let’s review some basics. Atherosclerosis, which leads to coronary
artery disease and strokes, begins early in life. It results from an accu
mulation of cholesterol plaque in the coronary arteries supplying blood
to the heart muscles. Eventually this plaque reduces blood flow, forces
the heart to work harder and, if the artery is completely blocked, then a
heart attack may result. Right? Well, not exactly.
Not long ago, cardiologists thought a heart attack was simply a
buildup of cholesterol, eventually causing a blockage in an artery. But
we know now, more accurately, that inflammation inside the blood ves
sels and arteries, rather than cholesterol, initially causes the plaque. In
flammation also causes the plaque to m pture and break off into smaller
pieces that lodge downstream in the narrower parts of the blood vessels,
where it can cause life-threatening events.
So, in sununary, the story of coronary artery disease begins well be
fore cholesterol buildup. It begins when free-radical molecules and de
creased NO levels cause injury to the delicate endothelial cells lining our
blood vessel walls. Remember, injury leads to inflammation. That’s why
cardiologists are now beginning to see inflammation as the culprit lead
ing to deposits and build-up of cholesterol on our blood vessels’ walls.
The current scientific understanding of atherosclerosis, which is based
on the notion that the cholesterol we ingest somehow deposits itself on
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the walls of our blood vessels, is way too simplistic. After all, the human
body, which is such a remarkable living system of atoms and molecules,
isn’t so poorly constructed that it would just deposit excess fat on the
inner linings of the very blood vessels that support life by nourishing its
brain and heart!
It’s the steady production of NO that keeps all the blood vessels, in
cluding your arteries, open and in good shape. Normal soft and elastic
blood vessels help keep blood flowing smoothly to and from the heart
and brain, and everywhere else in the body. Think of a healthy endothe
lial lining as being nonsticky like Teflon. Now imagine the endothelial
lining of your blood vessels being injured because of oxidation, or rust.
NO production decreases when the endothelium is unhealthy or sick.
We now know that NO also helps prevent oxidation of the endothelium
in the first place, so as NO levels decrease, the endothelium becomes
more dysfunctional. This is a very simple way to understand how heart
and blood vessel disease develops. It begins and ends with NO.
Furthermore, NO helps to keep white blood cells and platelets from
sticking to blood vessel walls and forming clots. Finally, NO suppresses
the accumulation of cholesterol plaque on blood vessel walls and can even
melt away plaque that already exists, just like a Teflon effect. . . incredible!
Inflammation occurs because the delicate endothelial lining becomes
injured when NO levels are too low. The Teflon factor rapidly deterio
rates, which allows fat to begin sticking to the inflamed surface. This
triggers the release of white blood cells that rush to wall off the inflamed
areas, just as if it were an infection. The rush of white blood cells causes
pus, mucous, redness, swelling, heat, and pain— which just results in
more inflammation!
When the acute inflammation is over, the cholesterol accumulation
becomes dry, thick, and less elastic, and it converts into plaque. When
cracks begin forming in the hardened cholesterol, even more inflam 
mation occurs. This is merely the body’s attempt to hold the plaque to
gether. More havoc occurs when platelets rush to the inflamed area and
gather around the cracks, sticking to them in order to help them hold to-
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gether. Platelets perform this task by forming clots, which make the un
healthy situation even worse. Imagine the little clot-encrusted pieces
cracking off and lodging downstream in smaller arteries, which can eas
ily be blocked.
So where does this long, complicated story about your atoms and
molecules end? As we said earlier, NO molecules help prevent heart at
tacks and strokes by relaxing your blood vessels and keeping them soft,
elastic, and open. NO reduces inflammation, not only in the blood ves
sels, but anywhere in the body where the inflammation may be present.
That’s basically how NO reduces the risk of chronic degenerative dis
eases (see pg. 78).
L et’s consider another example of the scientific wonders of NO. Dr.
Carl Nathan, of Cornell University, recently uncovered another amazing
dimension of the NO Paradigm. His research shows that when inflam
mation is not present in the human body, it’s not because there are no in
juries, infections, or threats. Dr. Nathan discovered that if your body is
not inflamed, it’s not just because it’s your body’s normal passive state.
This means maintaining health requires steady, positive actions to sup
press the body’s continuous reactions to threats that are always present.
Thus, in the NO Paradigm, wellness is more than just the absence of
disease. It depends on steady, positive action. This is why we prescribe

The Wellness Solution.
Miraculously, even the m ost dimly lit pilot light in your body can
still be ignited by producing more NO. So, in summary, the NO Para
digm Shift is a complete U-tum in the way you think about health: It’s
all about taking steps to support NO in your body through a healthy
daily routine . . . The Wellness Solution.
We are honored that you have taken the time to read this far. Now we
would like you to take full advantage of the latest research and the ther
apeutic benefits of our patient-physician partnership. In the final pages
that follow, we invite you to join us and create a new symphony for your
atoms so your physical, psychological, and spiritual resources can get
in perfect harmony. We call this . . . molecular wellness.
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It’s as if Walt Whitman had NO in mind when he wrote the following
stanzas in Leaves o f Grass.

You will hardly know who I am, or what I mean;
But I shall be good health to you nevertheless,
and filter and fiber your blood.
Failing to find me at first, keep encouraged;
Missing me one place, search another;
I stop somewhere, waiting fo r you.

Molecular Wellness
Dr. Ferid Murad is awarded the Albert Lasker Awardfor
Basic Medical Research ‘for having advanced the fun
damental understanding o f biochemical mechanisms in
cells.”
— Inscription Accompanying the
Highest Medical Award in the United States

The wise physician today recognizes that the physiolog
ical, psychological, and spiritual resources o f the patient
are an important part o f the total strategy o f treatment,
along with the best that modem medical science has to
offer. Dr. Edward Taub’s clinical research provides an
up-to-date guide to putting the patient’s own resources
to work, and in so doing, he makes full use o f the latest
research in the concept o f the patient-physician partner
ship.”
— ^Norman Cousins, Author, Anatomy o f an Illness
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Taub-Murad-Oliphant Medical Research Associates, our professional
partnership, is engaged in the practice of Integrative Medicine, the
fastest-growing health field in America. Integrative M edicine means
joining responsible self-care and holistic practices with the very best re
sources and practices that modem medicine has to offer.
We write from the perspective of two wellness medical doctors and
a uniquely well-informed patient, who are committed to providing
world-class wellness care for everyone. As a patient, you have the right
to expect that our recommendations are scientific and will do no harm.
In return, we promise that what has been written in this book will not be
tray your tmst.
We look at this book as a health guide for our practice. Our practice is
strictly an advisory medical practice that shares knowledge with you. But
medical knowledge is powerful only when patients know how to act upon
it. And all our sound advice is worth nothing unless you are inspired to put
it into use. Therefore, to motivate you, we’ve combined our work and vi
sion to create a practice unlike any other, anywhere. It’s based on attaining

molecular wellness.
Our advice is not intended as a substitute fo r having a personal
physician who has examined you and is familiar with your history. In
tegrative Medicine, by definition, is a complement to proper medical di
agnosis and care. We hope to make you a very well-informed patient!
Health care is not what it used to be. Today, doctors spend less and less
time with patients, and most health insurance companies are more con
cerned with profits than with your well-being. On the other hand, many pa
tients demand expensive new dmgs, now advertised on TV, that provide no
better relief and cause far more side effects. Consider the mind-boggling
fact that roughly 80 percent of all new dmgs introduced in the last 20 years
offer no significant advantage over dmgs they have replaced, even though
they are astronomically more expensive. Many Americans take so many
prescription dmgs that if it weren’t so alarming, it would just be ridiculous.
The present health care system is financially out of control, and too many
patients participate in it at their grave risk. Excellence and integrity are no
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longer its guiding principles. Profit is paramount. Why else would the
executives of health care organizations be making astronom ical in
comes?
Your health, we w holeheartedly believe, is m ore determ ined by
what you are willing to do for yourself, rather than what the present
health care system is able to do for you. Attaining m olecular wellness
is the key, and it is the ideal state o f health we are striving for with all
our patients. If you agree, then we extend our hand to you in a thera
peutic partnership you can count on.
As we have said many times, health is your m ost precious asset,
and as your wellness doctors, we can help you with beneficial infor
mation that m ight otherwise be wasted while physicians and the m ed
ical establishment catch up with the cutting-edge scientific knowledge
about NO. But your compliance with The Wellness Solution is cru
cial. It’s a proven way to take better, more scientifically responsible
care of yourself. L et’s repeat it. . . . Com pliance is crucial, not op
tional.

Wellness Theology
You can have tens o f m illions o f dollars, but w hat does it mean if
you’re ill as a result of low NO levels in your body? This is why we
repeatedly remind you that health is your most precious asset, worth
more than anything you could ever buy. Isn’t that enough to motivate
you to invest a serious effort in complying with The Wellness Solu

tion!
There are two m ajor reasons why your health and wellness depend
so much on your resolve to fully comply with the TLC (therapeutic
lifestyle changes) that form the basis of The Wellness Solution.
First of all, each component of The Wellness Solution is part o f a
live symphony in which your own physical, psychological, and spir
itual energies are brought into perfect harm ony with one another.
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T hat’s the ultimate definition of m olecular wellness.
Secondly, left to its own devices, your mind will probably resist be
having healthfully. It will find every excuse available not to exercise,
and probably even invent a few new ones. Your mind also w on’t be
anxious to deny the urgent calls of your appetite and taste buds. The
key is to get your body producing more NO immediately! You’ll feel
much better because of higher NO levels, and in return the increased
NO will drive your healthy behavior to keep up the good feeling. This
NO biofeedback loop offers some really wonderful consequences.
Things can automatically fall into place, and new habits can take off
on their own, because NO molecules function as neurotransmitters,
conveying wellness m essages back and forth between the body and
brain.
The NO Paradigm is a joyful, uplifting paradigm of wellness, not
illness. Time and tim e again, w e’ve observed that patients with a pos
itive outlook and a sense of hum or do better than their more negativeminded counterparts.
Newly published research has shown how laughter can increase
production of NO to help relax the blood vessels and lower blood pres
sure. No wonder it’s been reported that people who laugh frequently
have few er heart attacks than people less inclined to see hum or in
everyday events! Overall, it appears that the happier you are, the more
NO you’ll p ro d u ce . . . and the more NO you produce, the happier you
feel. How happy does that make you?
Faith, hope, and prayer are also essential cornerstones for building
health and overall well-being. Harvard M edical School’s Dr. Herbert
Benson teaches medical students and physicians that faith, hope, and
prayer increase the body’s production of NO. From a spiritual stand
point, India’s Sathya Sai Baba teaches that if you take one genuine
step toward God, then God takes one thousand steps toward you. Or,
if you cry one genuine tear, God wipes away ten thousand. This pow
erful com bination o f scientific and spiritual considerations is some
thing we think is best referred to as “Wellness Theology.”
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Dr. Jonas Salk’s Living Legacy
Americans can only hope that Dr. Edward Taub will ex
pand his research and develop a wellness vaccination
to inoculate our minds and bodies against stress. I look
forward to a vaccination without needles and with all
its side effects being positive!
— ^Jonas Salk, M.D., Polio Vaccine Pioneer

Dr. Ferid Murad knew nitroglycerine caused relaxation
o f smooth muscle cells. The enzyme, guanylyl cyclase,
was activated and increased cyclic GMP, causing relax
ation of the muscle. Did nitroglycerin act via release of
Nitric Oxide? Dr. Murad bubbled Nitric Oxide gas through
tissue containing the enzyme. Cyclic GMP increased! A
new mode of drug action had been discovered!
— Inscription Accompanying the
Nobel Prize in Medicine
The story of the NO Paradigm is one of the greatest health stories since
Dr. Jonas Salk’s polio vaccination. We believe The Wellness Solution
is Dr. Salk’s living legacy, because it has the potential to do as much
good as his famous vaccine.
Fifty years ago, experts proclaimed that Dr. Salk’s polio vaccination
couldn’t possibly be effective. Why not? Because the prevailing wisdom
indicated that dead-virus vaccines could not work. Yet Dr. Salk’s vac
cine, made from dead viruses, prevailed. Needless to say, it also trig
gered a major health paradigm discovery!
Over 25 years ago, in 1980, after learning about Dr. Edward Taub’s
pioneering work in wellness and Integrative Medicine, Dr. Salk urged
him to develop a wellness vaccine.
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Subsequently, in a presentation to the Institute of Medicine in Wash
ington, D.C., Dr. Taub reported the results of his wellness program,
based on over 2,000 patients in his group medical practice. The doctors
in the program significantly reduced illness and medical costs by dis
pensing health information, along with a new health philosophy. Pa
tients were informed, and then reminded at each office visit, that their
health was mostly determined by their own personal responsibility, self
value, and reverence for life. They were taught about the importance of
m anaging stress, including being a good person. They also learned
about healthy nutrition, weight management, vitamins and minerals,
and the wisdom of drinking adequate amounts of water and exercising
regularly.
The medical school deans in the audience that day in Washington, D.C.,
applauded Dr. Taub’s vision of Integrative Medicine, but lamented the fact
that when they presented this type of information to medical students, the
budding doctors usually tuned out and dozed off. One dean actually called
it “The Big Sleep.” Since the 1980s, Integrative Medicine has grown im
mensely and is now part of the standard curriculum in many medical
schools across the country. Even so, it is safe to say that the vast majority
of medical students and practicing physicians have failed to take Integrative
Medicine very seriously. These trained skeptics continue to be hesitant be
cause scientific explanations for Integrative Medicine’s effectiveness have
been a lot “softer” than doctors might traditionally prefer.
But there is nothing soft about the recent research findings w e’ve
shared with y o u . . . . These reports should send a giant wake-up call to
medical students and practicing physicians alike. “The Big Sleep” is
over! No doctor can afford to ignore what the president of the American
Heart Association foresaw in 1998 when commenting on Dr. M urad’s
Nobel Prize. He said, “The discovery of NO and its function is one of
the most important in the history of cardiovascular medicine.” Now we
know there is even much more to NO. So, doctors, if you’re snoozing
during this lesson, you’re missing some of the most significant informa
tion o f your education!
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We have uncovered the true scientific basis for Integrative Medicine
. . . molecular wellness. Essentially, w e’ve identified a new mode of
drug action in which therapeutic lifestyle changes stimulate the body’s
own internal healing pharmacy. For the first time, a wide body of sci
entific information supports TLC! Thus, it seems very appropriate to
commemorate the 50th anniversary of Dr. Salk’s contribution to hu
manity with a new, revolutionary wellness vaccination. . . The Wellness

Solution. Dr. Salk would be happy to know his vision of a wellness in
oculation has in fact happened!

The Taub-Murad-Oliphant Syndrome
New doors of understanding and opportunities for healing and preven
tion are opened up when you recognize that heart attacks and strokes are
not just plumbing problems caused by a buildup of fat in the vessels
that lead to the heart and brain. The underlying problem is inflanunation, which also poisons the rest of the body, leading to the wide array
of chronic degenerative diseases summarized in the chart on page 78.
We have emphasized that inflammation has a purpose as a natural heal
ing response. It’s the body’s attempt to protect and eventually heal itself.
However, in our current times, injury, infection, and threats are constant
consequences of insufficient levels of NO. As a result, hundreds of millions
of bodies, mainly in the United States and other “highly developed” na
tions, are msting away with oxidative stress, being infiltrated with fat, and
suffering with GH and Simmering Stress Syndrome. This leads to ongoing
inflanunation and chronic degenerative diseases as a result of too little
NO. We beheve the situation can be avoided. How? You can now answer
that question yourself, from what you have read so far in this book.
We call this complex disease condition the Taub-M urad-Oliphant
Syndrome (TMO Syndrome, or Rampant Entropy). It is widespread
throughout the entire developed world, especially in the United States.

In a nutshell, the TMO Syndrome is an abnormal prevalent state in
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the body in which the force of entropy (degeneration) is triumphing
over the force of homeostasis (healing). Put simply, in this state, the
body is deteriorating prematurely. This form of rampant entropy inter
feres with and dramatically speeds up the normal human life cycle. It ap
pears destined to be the scourge of the 21st century.
Do you have the TMO Syndrome? If you are significantly over
weight, chronically stressed out, not taking a comprehensive vitamin
and mineral supplement, and experiencing a form of chronic degenera
tive disease, then you almost certainly have it. If you also have a high
C-reactive protein level, that pretty much confirms the diagnosis. Are
there beginning and intermediate stages? O f course there are. This is
not a gloom-and-doom report. We wrote this book to help you reduce
your risk of these degenerative diseases.
The TMO Syndrome is a complex disorder and an emerging clinical
challenge, and we look forward to the help many medical experts can pro
vide for specific diagnostic guidelines in the future. In the meantime, since
there are no well-accepted, established criteria for the diagnosis of the TMO
Syndrome, you’ll pretty much have to be your own diagnostician and use
your common sense. We suggest you have a complete physical examination
and discuss the TMO Syndrome with your personal physician.
Please believe that we are not trying to scare you, but it’s important
for you to realize that unless effective steps are taken to stop its progress,
the TMO Syndrome inevitably leads to deterioration. The good news is
that it can be slowed down or reversed in most cases! The key to preven
tion and treatment of the TMO Syndrome is producing more NO. That’s
where The Wellness Solution comes in, big time!

The Wellness Solution is the key to molecular wellness, which is the
other side of the molecular medicine coin that usually concentrates on ill
ness, not wellness. More than just the absence of disease, wellness is home
ostasis and entropy in balance at various stages of the human life cycle— our
youth, our reproductive years, and our nurturing and aging years. To achieve
molecular wellness is to reach the point of balance in which physical, psy
chological, and spiritual energies are so finely attuned to one another that
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distinctions between them fade away. It’s a process of natural healing, not
necessarily curing. It’s when you are feeling at your peak, or maybe expe
riencing a “eureka” moment of great insight or a true epiphany. It’s when,
even in the process of dying, we can experience freedom from fear, com
forted by knowing we are part of something much greater than ourselves.
The prevention and cure of the TMO Syndrome is triggered by an in
creased production of NO molecules—^your own internal healing pharmacy.
Then, in a natural biofeedback loop, wellness itself triggers even more pro
duction of NO molecules. Can you see how this is truly homeostasis at its
wondrous best?
Imagine messages carried by “puffs” of NO gas providing the Spark
of Life throughout your body to stave off or treat chronic degenerative
diseases. Imagine NO molecules bolstering your immune system; pro
tecting your heart, blood vessel, and brain health; combating stress hor
mones; enhancing memory; and even helping a flagging libido. The
Wellness Solution, which is the treatment for the TMO Syndrome, is
like Viagra for the entire body.
M ost Americans currently live in a paradigm based on illness, not
wellness. Drugs, surgery, and radiation are hallmarks of the old para
digm. NO is the focal point of the new health care paradigm, so our
treatment plan focuses on helping your body to produce more NO. It
will never do you harm, and it is a wonderful adjunct to the ongoing
care of your personal physician.

Surgeon, Heal Thyself
“It’s too difficult,” were the words heard from another physician during the
last week of writing this book. We ran into a trauma surgeon at the hospital.
More precisely, he ran into us as he dashed around a comer on the way to
the operating room. It was alarming to see how hassled and stressed he was.
We caught up with one another, during a slower moment, later that day in
the doctors’ dining room.
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The surgeon asked what we were up to. We shared our work on this
book and suggested that The Wellness Solution would be perfect for
him. He shared our enthusiasm , but when it came to following The

Wellness Solution himself, he replied, “It’s too difficult.” That remark
stayed in our minds because we realize that health is our most precious
asset.
Between finishing off a 16-ounce soft drink and ordering a mocha
malt coffee with whipped cream from the coffee kiosk, the surgeon in
the dining room said to us, “I know, I know, I know. . . . I should be
taking better care of myself. To tell you the truth. I ’ve been getting se
vere chest pains since my wife died six months ago. T hat’s probably
a sign of heart damage, so I’ve put off seeing a doctor, because I ’m
dreading what I m ight learn. My wife died recently, and I really loved
her. We were childhood sweethearts. So I guess I just don’t want to
deal with more bad news.”
As the surgeon pointed to the open white coat he couldn’t button
over his abdomen, he continued, “Look, I know what you want to tell
me, but I d o n’t have tim e for exercise and it’s not easy to eat right
when I ’m always on the run. But my God, my weight gain has been
staggering! I ’m 50 years old, and I ’m already 50 pounds heavier than
when I graduated medical school 25 years ago!”
Sounding alm ost combative, the surgeon continued, “Look, I
w ouldn’t even know where to get started on taking vitamins. I was
taught that if I take vitamins, they just wind up in the urine because we
get enough from what we eat— except, I suppose, if you eat a lot of
junk food like I do.”
“Oh, and as far as stress is concerned,” he exclaimed, “forget about
it! Have you seen how many auto-accident victims wind up in this
hospital every day, and the shape that they’re in? I mean, where am I
going to get tim e for m editation or prayer— in the bathroom between
operations?”
Then, suddenly dejected, the surgeon said, “I know, I know, I ’ve
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got to make time and I ’ve got to take better care of myself. But it’s too
difficult.”
We haven’t spoken with the surgeon since then. H e’s been too busy.
But he’s a real poster child, if you will, for TMO Syndrome. His sad,
misguided statement sticks with you: “I f s too difficult.”
When the doctor does make up his mind to slow down for a moment,
w e’d like to tell him about a few of the amazing studies that have re
cently been published, because scientists all over the world are con
tributing to a virtual avalanche of research relating to NO that should
inspire even the most disheartened and disillusioned individual to un
derstand. . . . It’s time to get on board with The Wellness Solution\

The Broken H eart Syndrome
In 2005, researchers discovered that profound emotional shock, such as the
loss of a loved one, can literally break your heart. Such stressfiil news has
long been thought to cause heart attacks. However, researchers at the Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine have discovered that this type of
profound emotional stress can also result in severe—^but reversible—heart
muscle weakness that mimics a classic heart attack.
This is the broken heart syndrome. This new syndrome is a significant
reason for the chest pains and heart attacks that doctors see every day in
emergency rooms, but may not be diagnosing correctly.
Patients who have lost a loved one can be misdiagnosed with a heart at
tack when instead they are suffering from a prolonged surge of stress hor
mones that temporarily stun their heart muscles. Earlier in the book, we
suggested that being “ill” could sometimes be synonymous with “I lack
love.”
Chest pains and heartache following the lost of a loved one is a medical
condition known as stress cardiomyopathy. Researchers at Johns Hopkins
found that the levels of stress hormones in patients with the broken heart
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syndrome were wildly elevated. This is a dramatic example of the Simmer
ing Stress Syndrome boihng over, leading to symptoms similar to a severe
heart attack.
We wonder whether the surgeon’s chest pains since his wife’s death are
due to the broken heart syndrome. In any case, we’d like to tell the surgeon
he’d better get on the ball by increasing his NO, starting with our Emergency
Stress Treatment, so he can stay out of the emergency room as a patient. This
treatment, designed for ER doctors in the stressful days after 9/11, is an ef
fective prescription for quieting minds. He should know that preventing or
treating the TMO Syndrome is not too difficult.

Supplements Are Important
Our surgeon friend, like almost all medical doctors, was taught in med
ical school that patients who are taking nutritional supplements are
merely enriching their urine. Such statements ignore the Generalized
Hypovitaminosis Syndrome we have identified and explained earlier.
He is also missing the fact that research now shows that even if patients
eat very well, it is highly unlikely they will get the vitamins and minerals
that science shows can help reduce the risk of major diseases when used
along with The Wellness Solution. That’s why a landmark review in the
Journal o f the American Medical Association in 2002 concludes that it
is prudent for all adults to take a vitamin and mineral supplement every
day! O f course, there are no magic pills for the surgeon or for his pa
tients. That’s why we recommend taking a scientifically balanced vita
m in and mineral system (see page 63), but only as part o f an overall
strategy to eat healthfully, manage weight, drink appropriate amounts of
water, exercise regularly, not smoke, and manage stress, which includes
being a good person. This is The Wellness Solution.
The good news is that following The Wellness Solution, in con
junction with proper medical treatment, can help reverse endothelial
dysfunction and result in increased levels of NO. We particularly want
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our surgeon friend to know that supplem entation w ith the proper
amounts of vitamins and m inerals, especially antioxidants, can im 
prove NO production in his body.

Save Your Life from a Fat A tta ck . . . .
M ore G ood Information
One of the more troubling things about the surgeon’s health state
was his obesity. In 2005, a first-of-its-kind analysis published in the
New England Journal o f Medicine determined that illnesses caused by
obesity shorten the average American’s lifespan more than the impact
of car accidents, homicides, and suicides combined. If the trend is not
reversed, obesity will take a greater toll on the average American’s hfespan than even cancer! “It’s sort of like a massive tsunami heading to
ward the shoreline,” said Dr. David S. Ludwig, an obesity expert at
Harvard Medical School and Children’s Hospital in Boston.
The public health care crisis over obesity is part of the larger crisis
of the TMO Syndrome. In an editorial that accompanied the above ar
ticle in the New England Journal o f Medicine, Dr. Samuel Preston
points out that, while 67 percent of American adults are now over
weight, the recent increases in the levels of obesity in America are
caused by relatively few excess calories in the typical daily diet. How
many? Hold on to your hat!
The consumption of an average of just 30 excess calories a day is re
sponsible for the typical weight gain of adults between 20 and 40 years
old. This can certainly account for the 50 pounds the surgeon gained
over the last 25 years, since graduating medical school. This means the
doctor could put the breaks on getting even fatter by cutting down on
some of his 16-ounce regular cola soft drinks (200 calories) or whipped
cream and coffee concoctions (500 to 800 calories). There is hope for all
of us, if we cut down on calories, just here and there. That said, a com-
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bination of calorie reduction, increased exercise, and boosting NO makes
it all happen. Just remember, simple common sense offers all of us great
hope. Our motto is. Everything in moderation. . . including moderation!
The overall picture should be clear enough for even the surgeon to
see. Simmering stress and excess fat lead to rust and inflammation,
which eventually lead to chronic degenerative diseases. The doctor has
a classic case of the TMO Syndrome. On the other hand, even this ex
tremely stressed-out surgeon can help save his life by following The

Wellness Solution.

Everything in M oderation . . . Including
M oderation. I fs N ot Too Difficult!
To sum it up, our mission and prescription is to help you avoid illness. If you
are currently ill, our genuine desire is to help you on your journey to well
ness, safely and quickly. Our gift to you is The Wellness Solution, which
will boost NO and promote molecular wellness. All that we ask for in return
is your compliance and trust. FoUow The Wellness Solution, have trust in
God, trust in yourself, and trust in the best scientific information we have
presented in the book.

The foundation that awards the Nobel Prize in
Medicine wisely recognized the discovery of NO as
a signaling molecule in the body. We are privileged
to have identified NO as the Spark of Life. Our final
prescription comes right from our heart.. . . Follow
The Wellness Solution., be happy, laugh, and
increase your NO and life expectancy.

A Personal N ote F rom . . .

24 4

A PERSONAL NOTE FROM
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David Oliphant
Being part of such a prestigious team as publisher and co-author of The
Wellness Solution has been a true labor of love. Let me explain why.
As you read in the foreword, one of my most satisfying personal
achievements in life has been my involvement with the Leukemia &
Lymphoma Society of America for over 30 years. Helping people and
giving of yourself, I feel, is one of the most important contributions any
human being can make to the world, especially if you are in a position
to do so. This book represents, to me, that same achievement. I hope
that millions of people will read The Wellness Solution because there
is so much invaluable information that will help people attain optimal
health and become well-informed patients.
Dr. Taub and Dr. Murad call me the “well-informed patient.” That’s prob
ably a subject for another book, but in the meantime, yes. I’ve made myself
a very well-informed patient, because in these times, when doctors are so
busy and have less and less time to give us, it’s important that we do every
thing possible to stay well in the first place. That is the goal of wellness and
preventive medicine.
Many times throughout the book you have read the disclaimer and
suggestion to always check with your doctor before taking the advice or
recommendations that have been offered. I’m sure you must have said
to yourself, “Wow, they surely are protecting themselves!” Well, you’re
right, but there’s another side of the coin. We truly believe that The Well
ness Solution is designed for you to work with your personal physician.
It would be irresponsible of Dr. Taub or Dr. Murad to give you blanket
advice without meeting you personally, examining you, and getting your
medical and family history.
Before closing, I want to mention that my blessings in life have been
numerous. M y most precious blessing was when I married Deborah Ann
Kalman over 18 years ago. Our relationship is truly my greatest achieve
ment in love and in life.
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Finally, I would like to share with you two of Dr. Taub’s famous sayings,
which were my first lesson in becoming a well-informed patient:

“Everything in moderation. . . including moderation!”

and
“Your health is your most precious asset!”
Remember, this book is an incredible guide to a healthier you!
Wishing you good health.

David Oliphant
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Fend Murad, M.D., Ph.D.
It has been such a pleasure to work with Dr. Edward Taub and David
Oliphant on this book. Since the project began with some discussions
about one and a half years ago, I have learned so much more about the
elements of The Wellness Solution — a way for patients to take charge
of their preventive medicine and health care. Dr. Taub opened my eyes
to numerous ways to enhance Nitric Oxide production and function.
Who would have thought in 1977, when we first discovered the first bi
ological effects of a toxic pollutant gas— ^Nitric Oxide—^to relax smooth
muscle, that the field would virtually explode into numerous areas of
biology and medicine over the past two and a half decades? Numerous
drugs have been developed from our research and that of others in this
field, and many more are to be discovered for a multitude of disorders.
To learn that even laughter increases Nitric Oxide formation and lowers
blood pressure amazes me but shouldn’t surprise me. After all, there
have been about 100,000 publications in the field of NO research since
our first publications in 1977. This area of biology seems to be produc
ing more amazing announcements all the time.
The writing o f this book has improved the lifestyle and behavior of
a workaholic scientist: me. I have even found m yself increasing my use
of vitamins and antioxidants after seeing some of the convincing publi
cations we found while preparing this book.
As a physician and a scientist, there is nothing more gratifying than
to see your work benefit millions of people. Hopefully, millions more
can benefit by following the recommendations in this book.
While Dr. Taub and I approached The Wellness Solution and the Gener
alized Hypovitaminosis Syndrome from different directions—^he from his
clinical practice and interest in Integrative Medicine, and I from the bio
chemistry and pharmacology of Nitric Oxide—^we rapidly came to similar
conclusions and developed a common language. In science we would call
that a very significant accomplishment, when the same conclusions are
reached while coming at a problem from different directions.
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Should there be another edition to this book in a year or two, and I
suspect there will be, I am sure there will be another 5,000 to 10,000 sci
entific publications on Nitric Oxide to digest for our readers. I look for
ward to a continued relationship with Dr. Edward Taub and David
Oliphant and another book assignment.
Here’s to keeping your Nitric Oxide levels elevated and remaining
healthy. And remember to laugh when you can___ It’s healthy!

Ferid Murad, M.D., Ph.D.
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Edward A. Taub, M.D.
Dr. Murad has an unparalleled scientific mind, and together we have
combined intuition with theoretical and empirical judgment to identify
NO as the Spark of Life and prescribe The Wellness Solution.
David Oliphant recognized the value of The Wellness Solution when
it was in its infancy, and he nurtured it to maturity. I urge you to re-read
his Foreword to appreciate why the wisdom that you’ve glimpsed in this
book cannot be easily forgotten.
When I founded The Wellness Medical Institute, my licensed medical
practice, to respond to a challenge by Dr. Jonas Salk, I could not have
known that I would wait another 25 years for Dr. Ferid M urad’s and
Dave Oliphant’s help to reach my goal.
I ’ll explain by first sharing an incredible coincidence. While getting
ready to write this personal note, I happened to glance at a newspaper
headline announcing that it was the 50th anniversary of a time when
Americans overcame their greatest fear, when the news of Dr. Salk’s
polio vaccination was officially released in two simple sentences: “The
vaccine works. It is safe, effective, and potent.”
Let’s go back in time___ In another coincidence, that announcement,
which electrified America, was made on the 10th anniversary of Presi
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt’s death. The president, already crippled by
polio, had greatly comforted Americans during the horror of World War
II by proclaiming, “The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.” Iron
ically, after the end of the war, polio became the worst nightmare imag
inable. By then, Americans were afraid of an imminent nuclear attack
from Russia, and every child had to do “duck-and-seek-cover” drills
under their desks at school. But Americans were even more afraid of
polio. Horrifying epidemics arrived each summer, killing thousands of
children and paralyzing tens of thousands more. Movie theaters and
swimming pools were closed. Newspapers published daily counts of
new victims, along with pictures o f pitiful children struggling with
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crutches. There were also fearful pictures of rows of patients in iron
lung machines in vast hospital wards.
Fortunately, President Roosevelt organized the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, now known as the March of Dimes, to conquer
polio, and that led to Dr. Salk’s great contribution to humanity. At a cer
emony in the W hite House, President Eisenhower said to Dr. Salk, “I
have no words to thank you. I am very, very happy.”
“Who owns the patent on this vaccine?” asked Edward R. Murrow,
the famous news reporter. Doctor Salk responded, “Well, the people, I
would say. There is no patent. Could you patent the sun?”
Dr. Salk had stuck with his belief in a dead-virus vaccine, even
though the notion was widely ridiculed by most other scientists of the
time. They believed that only a live-virus vaccine could possibly work.
Talk about a paradigm shift! Dr. Salk’s enduring message to all scien
tists was to think differently if we intend to conquer the major scourges
of humanity.
Twenty-five years later, after reviewing my clinical research with
over 2,000 patients. Dr. Salk personally challenged me to think differ
ently. Specifically, he challenged me to develop a wellness vaccination
to benefit humanity. Since my major skill has always been with patient
care rather than with laboratory research, I founded The Wellness Med
ical Institute, to practice Integrative Medicine and create a wellness in
oculation. As I said before, I could not have known that I would wait
another 25 years for Dr. Ferid M urad’s and Dave Oliphant’s help to re
alize my goal.
Both David Oliphant and his wife, Deborah Kalman Oliphant, have
been beside me for over a decade, helping me tell the world about well
ness. It’s impossible not to be moved by their hard work, decency, and
sincerity. Now they have helped to identify as well as to tell the story
of The Wellness Solution.
Dr. Ferid Murad is a spectacularly brilliant, accomplished, and caring
physician and pharmacologist. Remember, before winning the Nobel
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Prize, he won the Albert Lasker Award for Basic Medical Research, the
highest achievement in American medicine, “for having advanced the

fundamental understanding o f biochemical mechanisms in cells.’’
I ’m honored that Dr. Murad agrees with the premises and conclusions
I’ve reached in my clinical experience with patients. Indeed, he has
added substantially to my work and brought closure to Dr. Salk’s chal
lenge to develop a wellness vaccination. It’s The Wellness Solution.
In his personal note, Dr. Murad suggests that updated editions of this
book may occur over the years. Indeed, I envision a series of books on
Integrative Medicine, perhaps Wellness Pediatrics, Wellness Psychiatry,
Wellness Obstetrics and Gynecology, and Wellness Geriatrics. We’ll see.
In the meantime, by following the easy-to-use guidelines of The
Wellness Solution, you can be assured of the happiest, healthiest life
possible. W hen I first took the Hippocratic oath, I pledged to practice
medicine with conscience and dignity, holding my patients’ trust as sa
cred. I also promised to do all within my power to help my patients at
tain physical, mental, and spiritual health. NO adds a new dimension
and helps me fulfill my pledge, because NO is not only the molecular
basis of wellness and the Spark of Life, it’s also equivalent to God’s
presence in each of our cells. Helping you discover something so excep
tional has required a great deal of research and storytelling on our parts.
It has also required a great deal of dedication to the truth on your part.
By following The Wellness Solution . . . your journey to a healthier life
has surely begun.

Edward A. Taub, M.D.
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The purpose of this resource section is to put the emerging area of
Nitric Oxide investigation for the prevention and treatment of
chronic degenerative diseases into focus, to provide physicians with
a new armamentarium for patient care. Interpreting the logic and
methodology of our scientific inquiry will hopefully assist physi
cians to construct a more meaningful balance between the art and
science of medicine.
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